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PREFACE 

_ Tue Greek text in this volume is based upon the 

_ Codex Clarkianus and the Codex Venetus. Devia- 

_ tions from the readings of these manuscripts are 

_ noted in the margin at the foot of the page. In 

most instances disagreement between these two manu- 

. _ seripts, and occasionally readings found in inferior 

a manuscripts or in ancient quotations, as well as 

' emendations offered by modern scholars, are noted, 

_ even when they have not affected the text chosen. 

_ The following abbreviations are employed : 

_ B= Codex Clarkianus or Bodleianus, written a.p. 895. 

_T=Codex Venetus, Append. class. 4, cod. 1; twelfth 

q century. ; 

W =Codex Vindobonensis 54, Suppl. graec. 7. 

ki D=Codex Venetus 185. 

2 G= Codex Venetus, Append. class 4, cod. 54. 
y btw= later hands of BT W. 

The brief introductions aim merely at supplying 

_ such information as may aid the reader to appreciate 

these particular dialogues, 
Harotp N. Fow ter. 
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INTRODUCTION TO THE THEAETETUS 
a ae 

— 
In the T'heaetetus Eucleides the Megarian repeats to 

his friend Terpsion a conversation between Socrates, 
the mathematician Theodorus, and the youth Theae- 
tetus, who was himself a mathematician of note. 
The ‘subject is the nature of knowledge, and the 
discussion is interrupted and furthered by two 
digressions, one concerning midwives, in which 
Socrates likens his method of investigation to the 

activities of the midwife, the other contrasting the 
; dawyer and the philosopher. 
d The definition of knowledge is hard to attain, and 
‘is, in fact, not attained in this dialogue. The con- 

_ fusion between knowledge and various kinds or 
: applications of knowledge is first cleared up, and 
_ then the discussion centres upon three definitions: 
j (1) Knowledge is sensible perception ; (2) Knowledge 
4 is true opinion; (3) Knowledge is true opinion with 

reasoned explanation. 
71 The discussion of the first definition contains as 
7 one of its most important parts the refutation of the 
a doctrine of Frotagoras that “man is the measure of 
“a all things”’; but it includes also a discussion of the 

_ doctrine of Heracleitus, that all things are always in 
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INTRODUCTION TO THE THEAETETUS 

motion. Here Plato distinguishes two kinds of 
motion—movement in space and change of quality— 
and asserts that constant motion of the first kind 
must be accompanied by change, because otherwise 
the same things would be at the same time both in 
motion and at rest. This obvious fallacy Plato 
appears to ascribe to Heracleitus and his school. 
The result of this discussion is that if nothing is at 
rest, every answer on whatever subject is equally 
correct, 

The possibility of false opinion is discussed in 
connexion with the second definition. This part 
of the dialogue contains many subtle distinctions 
and interesting comparisons. The errors of memory 
are illustrated by the wax tablets which, on account 
of their imperfections, fail to receive and preserve 
clear impressions from sensible objects, and the con- 
fusion of our recollections by the aviary, the possessor 
of which takes in his hand one bird when he wishes 
to take another, though all the birds have previously 
been caught and imprisoned by him. 

The third definition is explained in various ways, 
none of which is found to be satisfactory, and the 
dialogue closes with its avowed purpose—the com- 
plete definition of knowledge — unaccomplished. 
Nevertheless the rejection of the definitions pro- 
posed is a gain in-itself, and the dialogue may be 
said to prepare the way for the acceptance of the 
theory of ideas. It serves also as an example of the 
importance of the dialectic method, and shows 
Plato’s interest in combating the theories of other 
philosophers. 

The Theaetetus contains many interesting similes 
and comparisons, and is, like the Sophist and the 
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INTRODUCTION TO THE THEAETETUS 

Statesman, pervaded by a subtle and at the same time 
ponderous kind of humour which is rather irritating 
to some, at least, among modern readers. The 
reasoning is careful and accurate, but the exposition 
is somewhat too prolix for modern taste. 

The date of the Theaetetus is uncertain, but it 
» cannot be one of the early dialogues. The mention 
of the Athenian army at Corinth makes any date 
much earlier than 390 impossible. At the very end 
the reader is prepared for a continuation of the con- 
versation, and this takes place in the Sophist, but 
that dialogue and the Statesman may very well have 
been written some years later than the Theaetetus, 
from which they differ considerably in style. 

There are separate editions of the T'heaetetus by 
Lewis Campbell (Oxford, 1861 and 1883) and B. H. 
Kennedy (Cambridge, 1881 and 1894), both with 
translation and notes. 

VoL. B 5 
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OEAITHTOS 
[H MEPI EMISTHMHS, MEIPASTIKOS | 

St. I TA TOT AIAAOTOY TPOSQITA 
p. 142 

EYKAEIAHS, TEPYIQON, SQKPATHS, @EOAQPOS, @EAITHTOS 

A 1. er. “Apri, & Tepiwv, 7 mada e€ adypov; 
TEP. “"Emueux@s maAa. kal o€ ye eljrouv Kar 

> ‘A \ > vA hid > es 2. a ¢ ~ ayopay Kat ebavpalov ott ody olds T 7H evpetv. 
EY. Ov yap 7 Kata 7rodw. 
TEP. [lod py; 

ET. Kis Ayéeva xataBaivwv OeautnTw evérvyov 
lA > A > 4 ~ / > 7 dheponevw ex KopivOov amo tod otparomédov ’AGy- 

vale. 
~ ” / 

TEP. Za@vre 7 TeTeAevTnKOTL ; 
~ \ 4 / ~ \ ‘\ B eer. Zavr Kai pddra ports: xader@s pev yap 

éxer Kal 70 Tpavpdtwv Twadv, waAdrov pay adrov 
aipet TO yeyovos voonua ev TH oTpaTevpate. 

TEP. Mav 7 ducevrnpia; 
Er. Nai. 
TEP. Olov dvdpa Adyets ev Kwdtvm clvar. 
EY. KaAddv te cai ayabdv, & Tepiiwv, éemet Tor 

6 



THEAETETUS 

[or ON KNOWLEDGE, TENTATIVE | 

CHARACTERS 

_ Evcremes, Terpsion, Socrates, Tueoporus, THEAETETUS 

; Eu. Just in from the country, Terpsion, or did 
you come some time ago ? 
_-TeRP. Quite a while ago; and I was looking for 
you in the market-place and wondering that I could 

kv. Well, you see, I was not in the city. 
_ Terp, Where then? 
vu. As I was going down to the harbour I met 
Theaetetus being carried to Athens from the camp 
at Corinth. 
tere. Alive or dead? 
__ gu. Just barely alive; for he is suffering severely 

_ Terp. You mean the dysentery ? 
i vu. Yes. 
_ verp. What a man he is who you say is in danger! 

Eu. A noble man, Terpsion, and indeed just now I 

7 



PLATO 

‘ ~ ” /, / > /, See | kal vov yKovdv Twav pddra éykwpwalovrwy adrov 
TEepl THY paxnv. 

TEP. Kai ovdév y’ dromov, addAa Kai odd Bav- 
peacTorepov, ef p47) TOLWdTOS Hv. aTap Tas ovK 

© abrod Meyapot xaréAvev; 
> / ” > Gee! a 22 / A EY. "Hzetyero oixade: émei eywy ededunv Kal 
uA > > > 4 A cal , cuveBovAevov, GA’ odk OcAev. Kai dita mpomep- 

gas avrov, amv mdAw aveuvnoOny Kai eOadpaca 
LwKpadrovs, ws wavtTin@s dAAa te 87 ele Kai wept 
tovTov. SoKxet ydp por dAtyov mpo tot Oavdrov 
evtvyetv atT@ jeipakiw ovTt, Kal ovyyevdomevos 
te Kal Siareyfeis avy ayacbiva. avrod Thy 

4 / > 4] / ?>A@ / / Xr / “a dvow. Kat ; pow eAPovrt qvate Tous Te Adyous ods 
D SueA€xOn are Sunyijoaro, Kal pada. agious aKors, 

elmé TE, ort moa avayKn €in TodTov €AAdyysov 
yeveobar, eimep eis TpAuctay eAdou. 

TEP. Kai adn Oi ve, as €oukev, €izev. drdp 
tives Hhoav ot Adyou; Exous av Sunyjoacbar; ° 

Er. Od pa tov Ala, ovKovv otTw ye amo aTd- 
143 Matos adn’ eypasduny ToT €v0ds otKad’ ebcw 

drropvnpara, DoTEpov de kara. oxoAny avapiyunrvn- 
oKdpevos eypagor, Kat dodKus "Arjvale dducotuny, 
eTavnpwTwv TOV LwKpaTn 6 pa Eweuvyny, kal 
Sedpo eGov emnvopbovpny: WOTE HO, OMe ov 
Tt 7as 6 Adyos yeypamran. 

TEP. "AdnOA: yYKovod cov Kat mporepov, Kat 
, peevTou aet pee kehevoew embetEat duarérpupa 

depo. adda Ti kwAder viv Huds SueADeiv; TmavTws 
> ~ 

éywye Kai avaravcacba. déopa, ws €€ aypod 
nKwv. 

B er. "Aa pev 87) Kat adros peéxpt “Epwod 



THEAETETUS 

heard some people praising him highly for his conduct 
in the battle. 

terP, That is not at all strange; it would have 
been much more remarkable if he had not so con- 
ducted himself. But why did he not stop here in 
Megara? 

gu. He was in a hurry to get home; for I begged 
and advised him to stop, but he would not. So I 
went along with him, and as I was coming back I 
thought of Socrates and wondered at his prophetic 
gift, especially in what he said about him. For I 
think he met him a little before his own death, 
when Theaetetus was a mere boy, and as a result of 
acquaintance and conversation with him, he greatly 
admired his qualities. When I went to Athens he 
related to me the conversation he had with him, 
which was well worth hearing, and he said he would 
surely become a notable man if he lived. 

terP. And he was right, apparently. But what 
_ was the talk. Could you relate it? 

Eu. No, by Zeus, at least not offhand. But I 
_ made notes at the time as soon as I reached home, 
_ then afterwards at my leisure, as I recalled things, 
__ I wrote them down, and whenever I went to Athens 
_ Iused to ask Socrates about what I could not re- 

_ member, and then I came here and made corrections; 
so that I have pretty much the whole talk written 
down. 

TerP. That is true. I heard you say so before ; 
_ and really I have been waiting about here all along 

intending to ask you to show it tome. What hinders 
us from reading it now? Certainly I need to rest, 

_ since I have come from the country. 
Eu. And I myself went with Theaetetus as far as 

9 



PLATO 

0) / t4 7 > an > 80 > eaiTyTov TpovTremiba, wWoTe ovK av andds ava- 
, > a 

mavoinv. add’ iwpev, Kal juiv dua avarravopevois 
6 mais avayvoicerau. 

> A 

TEP. “Op0ds Aédyets. 
Er. To pev 67) PuBAiov, & Tepiwv, tovri: 

> / A \ 4 A \ / > > \ eypaydunv de 81) odtwot tov Adyov, ovK Epmol 
> , 4, e ~ > A wkKpdtn Sunyotwevov ws dinyeiro, adda dia- 
A / A ~ ” A ~ eyopevov ols edn SdiadrexOhvar. edn BE TO TE 
yewpetpn Ocodapw cai 7H OcaityTw. wa odv 
> al od 

C ev tH ypadh pr) wapéxorey mpdypata at peragd 
T&V ASywv Sinyhoes epi adtob Te dmoTe A€you 6 
Lwkparns, olov, Kai eyo epnv 7 Kal éeya elzov, 

lod > 7 ad mept Tod amoKpwopevov, GT. ovvedyn 7H OvX 
c 7, A 4 ¢ y ee. | > a / Wpordoyer, ToUTwv Evexa ws adrov adtots diadeyo- 
pevov éypaysa, e€eAwy Ta rovadra. 

TEP. Kat odddv ye amo tpdmov, & Edxareidn.: 
Er. “AAAd, mai, AaBe ro BuBAiov Kai Adye. 

D 2 x0. Ei pev rdv ev Kupyvy paddov éxy- 
Sopnv, @ Oeddwpe, Ta exe? dv ce Kal wept exeivwv 

dv npwrav, el Twes adToOu mrept yewpeTpiav % Twa. - 
” , EA ~ / > / , aAAnv didocodiav eici THv véwy emyseAevay TroLov- 
pevor> vov dé ArTov yap éexelvous 7 Tovade Pia, 
Kal paddrov éembuud cidévar tives Huty TOV véwv 
emido€o. yevéobar emieixeis: tadta 8) adros TE 

~ > 7 4 \ \ ~ > ~ 

oKko7® Kal” doov Svvapat, Kal Tovs adAAovs Epwrd 
ofs dv op®@ tods véous ebédovtas ovyyiyvecbar. 

‘ A > >\7 Ms / ‘ 5 7, 
col 67) odK dAiytaoTo. TAnGidlovar, Kal diKaLws* 
Ed \ 4 ad \ 7 7 > E dfus yap ta Te GAAa Kal yewpetpias Eeveka. €b 

10 



THEAETETUS 

Erineum,! so I also should not be sorry to take a rest. 
Come, let us go, and while we are resting, the boy 

shall read to us. 
terp. Very well. 
gu. Here is the book, Terpsion. Now this is the 

way I wrote the conversation: I did not represent 
Socrates relating it to me, as he did, but conversing 
with those with whom he told me he conversed. And 
he told me they were the geometrician Theodorus 
and Theaetetus. Now in order that the explanatory 
words between the speeches might not be annoying 

in the written account, such as “and I said” or 
“and I remarked,’ whenever Socrates spoke, or 
“he agreed” or “he did not agree,” in the case of 
the interlocutor, I omitted all that sort of thing and 
represented Socrates himself as talking with them. 

TerP. That is quite fitting, Eucleides. 
gu. Come, boy, take the book and read. 
soc. If I cared more for Cyrene and its affairs, 

Theodorus, I should ask you about things there and 
about the people, whether any of the young men 
there are devoting themselves to geometry or any 
other form of philosophy; but as it is, since I care 
less for those people than for the people here, I am 

_ more eager to know which of our own young men 
_ are likely to gain reputation. These are the things 

_ I myself investigate, so far as I can, and about which 
I question those others with whom I see that the 
young men like to associate. Now a great many of 
them come to you, and rightly, for you deserve it on 
account of your geometry, not to speak of other 

1 Erineum was between Eleusis and Athens, near the 
OS agai Apparently Eucleides had walked some thirty 

es. 
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PLATO 

\ > > 7 -/ td e /, A 5) ody Tw evervxes akiw Adyouv, 7déws dv Tv- 
Boipnv. 

\ 7 S 4 > / > ~ \ @£O. Kai uy, & Ledxpates, Ewot Te eimety Kal 
gol axotoa mavu aéiov, olw tyuiv Tov moditav 
peipakiw evrerdxynka. Kal ef pev Hv Kadds, 
>? 4 za) / 4 \ / / > epoBovpnv av opddpa Adyew, py) Kal Tw SdEwW ev 
emOupia adrot elvar: viv dé—Kal py por ayPov— 
ovK €oTt KaAds, mpooéoiKe Sé Gol ty TE OYLOTHTA 
kal TO ew Tov Ompdroy’ iyTTOv € 7) ov abr’ 
eXEl- ddeds 57) Aéyw. ed yap toft ote dv Oy 
TMOTOTE everuxov—Kal mavu toAAots memAnoiaKa— 
ovdeva 7) nolouny ovTw Gavpacras «b b mepuKora. 
TO yap evualh ovra, os. ddA Xarerov, m™pGov ad 
ela Svadepovrws, Kal émt Tovrous avdpetov map 
ovrwodr, eya) pev ovr? dy ounv yeveoBar ovre 
Opa yeyvopevor * dAX’ ot TE ogeis worep obdros 
Kal dyxivot Kal pnpoves ws 74 moAAa Kal mpds 
Tas dpyas d€¥ppo7roi ¢iot, Kal drrovres pepovrat 
@omrep TA GVEpaTioTa moia, Kal [LaviKwTEpot 
7 avdpeidrepo. PvovTat, of TE ad eu Ppilleorepor 
vawbpot mos dmavraor m™pos Tas pabices Kal 
An Ons YEHOvTEs. 6 6€ ouTw Acts Te Kal dmraiorws 
Kal dyvotyios | EpxEeTar emi Tas pabnoes Te Kal 
{ntjces peta moAAfs mpadtnTos, otov €Aaiov 
ca . > \ Lit g LA , , A peda aodyti péovros, wore Gavpudoa To THAL- 
kovTov OvTa ovTws Tabra diamparrecba. 

x 3 / / \ \ ” ~ a. Ed ayyédAes. tivos 6€ Kat éort TaV 
moAuT@v ; 

@EO. ‘AxiKoa peev Tovvou.a, pynpovedo de ov. 
a ydp €oTt THVdE THY TpociwvTwY 6 ev TO 

1 ~vyvipevov T ut videtur, Burnet ; yyvoudvous B, Berol. 

12 



THEAETETUS 

reasons. So if you have met with any young man who 
is worth mentioning, I should like to hear about him. 

THEO. Truly, Socrates, it is well worth while for 
me to talk and for you to hear about a splendid young 
fellow, one of your fellow-citizens, whom I have met. 
Now if he were handsome, I should be very much 
afraid to speak, lest someone should think I was in 
love with him. But the fact is—now don’t be angry 
with me—he is not handsome, but is like you in his 
snub nose and protruding eyes, only those features are 
less marked in him than in you. You see I speak 
fearlessly. But I assure you that among all the young 
men I have ever met—and I have had to do with a 
great many—lI never yet found one of such marvel- 
lously fine qualities. He is quick to learn, beyond 
almost anyone else, yet exceptionally gentle, and 
moreover brave beyond any other; I should not have 
supposed such a combination existed, and I do not see 
it elsewhere. On the contrary, those who, like him, 
have quick, sharp minds and good memories, have 
usually also quick tempers; they dart off and are 
swept away, like ships without ballast; they are ex- 
citable rather than courageous; those, on the other 
hand, who are steadier are somewhat dull when 
brought face to face with learning, and are very 
forgetful. But this boy advances toward learning 
and investigation smoothly and surely and success- 
fully, with perfect gentleness, like a stream of oil 
that flows without a sound, so that one marvels how 
he accomplishes all this at his age. 

soc. That is good news ;- but which of our citizens 
is his father ? 

THEO. I have heard the name, but do not remember 
it. However, it does not matter, for the youth is 

13 



PLATO 

péow. dpe yap ev TO ew Spo Trcipovro 
eraipol ré Twes obTor avrow Kal abros, viv b€ pLou 
Soxotow dAeupdevor Sedpo tévar. aAAA oKdret, 
el yuyvioKets avrov. 
20. Diyvaone 6 Tod Dovriews _Eddpoviou 

eorly, Kal mavu ve, ® pire, avdpos olov Kat ov 
TooTov Sunyei, Kat aAAws evdoKiponv, wad pevror 
Kat ovoiay pana mony KatéAurev. TO 8° Ovoua 
ovK ofda Tod jetpaxciou. 

D_ £0. Ocairyros, ® Ldkpates, TO ye dvopuas 
Thy pevTor ovciay Soxodat pou émirporrot TWeS 
SvePBapicevac- GAN Guws Kat mpos Thy TO 
xpnudatwr €Aevbepidtyta Gavpaoros, & @ ddKpares. 

3a. Devvuxov Adyeis Tov dvdpa. Kat jor KéAeve 
avrov evOdde mapaxabilecOat. . 

@£0. “Korat tatra. Qeairynre, Sedpo mapa 
Lwxparn. 

sa. Iavu peév ody, d Ocairnre, iva Kayes €wav- 
TOV dvacKepujiar, motdy TU exo TO mpoowrov. 

E dno yap Ocodupos ¢ exew pe ool dpovoy. arap 
et v@v exovrow EKATEpOU Aépav edn adras jpyocbat 
opmoiws, morepov edOds dy ETLOTEVOMEV 7) ETEGKE- 
papel” dv, ei wovoixds dv A€yer; 

egal. “Ezeoxessducl” av. 
sa. Odxodv rowodrov péev edpovres errevOoucl? 

av, dpovoov dé, HmicTobpev; 
oral. *AAn OF. 
20. Nov dé y’, ofuar, et re péAer Hiv THs TOV 

145 mpoowmmwv cpourTyTos, cxerréov, et ypadiKds wv 
Aéyer 7) ov. 
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THEAETETUS 

the middle one of those who are now coming toward 
us. He and those friends of his were anointing them- 
selves in the outer course,} and now they seem to 
have finished and to be coming here. See if you 
recognize him. 

soc. Yes, I do. He is the son of Euphronius of 
Sunium, who is a man of just the sort you describe, 
and of good repute in other respects; moreover he 
left a very large property. But the youth’s name | 
do not know. 

THEO. Theaetetus is his name, Socrates; but I 
believe the property was squandered by trustees. 
Nevertheless, Socrates, he is remarkably liberal with 
his money, too. 

soc. It is a noble man that you describe. Now 
please tell him to come here and sit by us. 

THEO. I will. Theaetetus, come here to Socrates, 
soc. Yes, do so, Theaetetus, that I may look at 

myself and see what sort of a face I have; for Theo- 
dorus says it is like yours. Now if we each had 
a lyre, and he said we had tuned them to the same 
key, should we take his word for it without more ado, 
or should we inquire first whether he who said it 
Was a musician ? 

THEAET. We should inquire. 
soc. Then if we found that he was a musician, 

we should believe him, but if not, we should refuse 
to take his word? 

THEAET. Yes. 
soc. But now, if we are concerned about the like- 

ness of our faces, we must consider whether he who 
speaks is a painter, or not. 

1 The scene is evidently laid in a gymnasium ; the young 
men have been exercising. 

15 
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@EAI. Aoxe? pio. 
"H obdv Cwypadixds Oeddwpos; 

@FAl. Ody, doov yé pe cidévat. 
*Ap’ ovd€ yewperpikos ; 

/ / > 4 
e£AIl. IIdvtws dijmov, & Uod«pares. 

xa. "H kai dotpovopikos Kal AoyroTiKos TE Kal 
Jrovo.kos Kal doa maidelas exeTaL; 

@EAI. “Kyouye Soxe?. 
> \ »” € a onl , / ¢ , 3a. Ki pev dpa judas Tob owpards Tt opolovs 

dnolv civar érawav my 7) béywv, od mdvu adT@ abtov 
Tov vodv mpooexew. 

@FAL. “lows ov. 
B 20. Ti 8’, «¢ rordpou rhv uy emawot mpos 

> la apeTyv Te Kal codiav; dp ovK akwv TO pev 
akovoavre mpobupeiobar dvacKkéacbar Tov émratve- 
Oévra, TH Sé€ rpobvpws éavrov emderkvivar; 

eral. Ilavy pev ody, & UwdKpares. 
3. 20. “Opa roivuv, & dite Oeaitrnre, col jev 

> v4 > A \ A ¢ i eet 8 ov emiderkvivar, euol Sé oKorretaBar: ws ed tof dre 
/ \ \ 4 > / 7 @eddwpos oAAods 57) mpds pe emawéaas Eevous 

TE Kal GaTOVs Ovdeva TW emHVEGEV WS GE VV OH. 
ae 4) Bs > / > > Ld \ @kAI. Ed av éxyo., & Led«pares: aAX’ dpa pr 

C mailwy éXeyer. 
- >\)\ \ 

xa. Ody obros 6 tpdm0s Meodapouv: adda pH 
dvadvov Ta wWyuodoynueva oKnmTopevos mailovta 
Aéyew révde, iva py) Kal avaykac0AR paptupetv: 

/ A > A > / > “ > A ~ mdvTws yap ovdeis emicknber adT@. aAda. Pappadv 
Eupeve TH Opodroyia. 

e£al. “AAAa xp7) radra movety, €f gol doxe?. 
=0. Aéye on) pour pavOdvers mov mapa Ocodw@pov 

yewpeTpias arTa; 
@EAl. “Kywye. 
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THEAETETUS 

THEAET. I think we must. 
soc. Well, is Theodorus a painter? 
THEAET. Not so far as I know. 
soc. Nor a geometrician, either? 
THEAET. Oh yes, decidedly, Socrates. 
soc. And an astronomer, and an arithmetician, 

and a musician, and in general an educated man? 
THEAET. I think so. 
soc. Well then, if he says, either in praise or blame, 

that we have some physical resemblance, it is not 
especially worth while to pay attention to him. 

THEAET. Perhaps not. 
soc. But what if he should praise the soul of one 

of us for virtue and wisdom? Is it not worth while 
for the one who hears to examine eagerly the one who 
is praised, and for that one to exhibit his qualities 
with eagerness ? 

THEAET. Certainly, Socrates.: 
soc. Then, my dear Theaetetus, this is just the 

time for you to exhibit your qualities and for me 
to examine them; for I assure you that Theodorus, 
though he has praised many foreigners and citizens to 
me, never praised anyone as he praised you just now. 

THEAET. A good idea, Socrates; but make sure 
__ that he was not speaking in jest. 

soc. That is not Theodorus’s way. But do not seek 
to draw back from your agreement on the pretext 
that he is jesting, or he will be forced to testify under 
oath ; for certainly no one will accuse him of perjury. 
Come, be courageous and hold to the agreement. 

THEAET. I suppose I must, if you say so. 
soc. Now tell me; I suppose you learn some 

_ geometry from Theodorus ? 
THEAET. Yes. 
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THEAETETUS 

soc. And astronomy and harmony and arithmetic ? 
THEAET. I-try hard to do so. 
soc. And so do I, my boy, from him and from any 

others who | think know anything about these things. 
But nevertheless, although in other respects I get 
on fairly well in them, yet I am in doubt about one 
little matter, which should be investigated with your 
help and that of these others. Tell me, is not 
learning growing wiser about that which one 
learns ? 

THEAET. Of course. 
soc. And the wise, I suppose, are wise by wisdom. 
THEAET. Yes. 
soc. And does this differ at all from knowledge ? 
THEAET. Does what differ ? 
soc. Wisdom. Or are not people wise in that 

of which they have knowledge? 
THEAET. Of course. 

i soc. Then knowledge and wisdom are the same 
_ thing? 
§ THEAET. Yes. 

soc. Well, it is just this that I am in doubt about 
__ and cannot fully grasp by my own efforts—what know- 
_ ledge reallyis. Can wetellthat? What do you say? 
Who of us will speak first? And he who fails, and 
_ whoever fails in turn, shall go and sit down and be 
_ donkey, as the children say when they play ball; and 

_ whoever gets through without failing shall be our 
_ king and shall order us to answer any questions 

| he pleases. Why are you silent? I hope, Theo- 
dorus, I am not rude, through my love of discus- 
sion and my eagerness to make us converse and 
show ourselves friends and ready to talk to one 

| another. 
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THEAETETUS 

THEO. That sort of thing would not be at all 
_ rude, Socrates; but tell one of the youths to 
answer your questions; for I am unused to such 

conversation and, moreover, I am not of an age to 
_ accustom myself to it. But that would be fitting 

_ for these young men, and they would improve much 
- more than I; for the fact is, youth admits of im- 

_ provement in every way. Come, question Theaetetus 
_ as you began to do, and do not let him off. 

soc. Well, Theaetetus, you hear what Theodorus 
_ says, and I think you will not wish to disobey him, 
_ for is it right for a young person to disobey a wise 
iL man when he gives instructions about such matters. 
_ Come, speak up well and nobly. What do you think 
_ knowledge is? 

THEAET. Well, Socrates, I must, since you bid me. 
| For, if I make a mistake, you are sure to set me right. 
soc. Certainly, if we can. 

THEAET. Well then, I think the things one might 
_ learn from Theodorus are knowledge—geometry and 
= the things you spoke of just SAT ae also 

! r soc. You are noble and generous, my friend, for 
_ when you are asked for one thing you give many, 
1 and a variety of things instead of a simple answer. 

_ THEAET. What do you mean by that, Socrates? 
_ soc. Nothing, perhaps; but I will tell you what I 

- think Imean. When you say “ cobblery”’ you speak 
y of nothing else than the art of making shoes, do you? 
| THEaeT. Nothing else. 
|} + soc. And when you say “carpentry”? Do you 
| mean anything else than the art of making wooden 

} rnishings ? > 
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THEAETETUS 

TueaEt. Nothing else by that, either. 
soc. Then in both cases you define that to which 

each form of knowledge belongs ? 
THEAET. Yes. 
soc. But the question, Theaetetus, was not to 

what knowledge belongs, nor how many the forms 
of knowledge are; for we did not wish to number 
them, but to find out what knowledge itself really 
is. Or is there nothing in what I say? 

THEAET. Nay, you are quite right. 
soc. Take this example. If anyone should ask 

us about some common everyday thing, for instance, 
what clay is, and we should reply that it is the 
potters’ clay and the oven-makers’ clay and the 
brickmakers’ clay, should we not be ridiculous ? 

THEAET. Perhaps. 
soc. Yes; in the first place for assuming that the 

_ questioner can understand from our answer what 
_ clay is, when we say “clay,” no matter whether we 
_add “the image-makers’ 
Or does anyone, do you think, understand the 
“name of anything when he does not know what the 
thing is? 

> 

or any other craftsmen’s. 

THEAET. By no means. 
soc. Then he does not understand knowledge of 

‘ shoes if he does not know knowledge. 
THEAET. No. 
soc. Then he who is ignorant of knowledge does 

a not understand cobblery or any other art. 
THEAET. That is true. 
soc. Then it is a ridiculous answer to the question 

| “what is knowledge?” when we give the name of 
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1 gropalywy om..T; Burnet brackets. 

1 A simple form of the first statement would be: The 
square roots of 3, 5, etc., are irrational numbers or surds. 
The word divays has not the meaning which we give in ~ 
English to ‘* power,” namely the result of multiplication of 
a number by itself, but that which we give to * root,” 7.4. 
the number which, when multiplied by itself, produces a 
given result. Here Theaetetus is speaking of square roots 
only ; and when he speaks of numbers and of equal factors 
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THEAETETUS 

_ some art; for we give in our answer something that 
_ knowledge belongs to, when that was not what we 
_ were asked. 
4 THEAET. So it seems. 
. soc. Secondly, when we might have given a short, 
_ everyday answer, we go an interminable distance 
| round; for instance, in the question about clay, the 
everyday, simple thing would be to say “clay is 

_ earth mixed with moisture” without regard to whose 
 elay it is. 
7 THEAET. It seems easy just now, Socrates, as you 
_ put it; but you are probably asking the kind of 
pet that came up among us lately when your 

_ namesake, Socrates here, and I were talking together. 
soc. What kind of thing was that, Theaetetus ? 
THEAET. Theodorus here was drawing some figures 

for us in illustration of roots, showing that squares 
| containing three square feet and five square feet are 

_ not commensurable in length with the unit of the 
_ foot, and so, selecting each one in its turn up to 
_ the square containing seventeen square feet ; and at 
| that he stopped. Now it occurred to us, since the 
_ number of roots appeared to be infinite, to try to 
| collect them under one name, by which we could 
| henceforth call all the roots. 

he evidently thinks of rational whole numbers only, not 
_ of irrational numbers or fractions. He is not giving an 

_ exhaustive presentation of his investigation, but merely a 
| brief sketch of it to illustrate his understanding of the 
jee of Socrates. Toward the end of this sketch the 

divaus is limited to the square roots of “oblong” 
‘| numbers, i.¢. to surds. The modern reader may be some- 

“what confused because Theaetetus seems to speak of 
arithmetical facts in geometrical terms. (Cf. Gow, Short 
History of Greek Mathematics, p. 85.) 
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THEAETETUS 

soc. And did you find such a name? 
THEAET. I think we did. But see if you agree. 
soc. Speak on. 
THEAET. We divided all number into two classes. 

The one, the numbers which can be formed by 
multiplying equal factors, we represented by the 
shape of the square and called square or equilateral 
numbers. 

soc. Well done! 
THEAET. The numbers between these, such as 

three and five and all numbers which cannot be 
formed by multiplying equal factors, but only by 
multiplying a greater by a less or a less by a 
greater, and are therefore always contained in 
unequal sides, we represented by the shape of the 
oblong rectangle and called oblong numbers. 

soc. Very good ; and what next? 
THEAET. All the lines which form the four sides 

of the equilateral or square numbers we called 
lengths, and those which form the oblong numbers 

_ we called surds, because they are not commensurable 
_ with the others in length, but only in the areas of 

the planes which they have the power to form. 
_ And similarly in the case of solids.! 
: soc. Most excellent, my boys! I think Theo- 
_ dorus will not be found liable to an action for false 
witness. 
; THEAET. But really, Socrates, I cannot answer 

that question of yours about knowledge, as we 
answered the question about length and square 

_ roots. And yet you seem to me to want some- 
_ thing of that kind. So Theodorus appears to be a 
_ false witness after all. 

1 That is, cubes and cube roots. 
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 ablest. 

THEAETETUS 

soc. Nonsense! If he were praising your running 
and said he had never met any young man who was 
so good a runner, and then you were beaten in a 
race by a full grown man who held the record, do 
you think his praise would be any less truthful ? 

THEAET. Why, no. 
soc. And do you think that the discovery of 

knowledge, as I was just now saying, is a small 
matter and not a task for the very ablest men? 

THEAET. By Zeus, I think it is a task for the very 

soc. Then you must have confidence in yourself, _ 
and believe that Theodorus is right, and try earnestly 
in every way to gain an understanding of the nature 
of knowledge as well as of other things. 

THEAET. If it is a question of earnestness, 
Socrates, the truth will come to light. 

soc. Well then—for you pointed out the way 
admirably just now—take your answer about the 
roots as a model, and just as you embraced them all 
in one class, though they were many, try to designate 
the many forms of knowledge by one definition. 

THEAET. But I assure you, Socrates, I have often 
tried to work that out, when I heard reports of the 

_ questions that you asked, but I can neither persuade 
myself that I have any satisfactory answer, nor can 
I find anyone else who gives the kind of answer you 
insist upon; and yet, on the other hand, | cannot 
get rid of a feeling of concern about the matter. 

soc. Yes, you are suffering the pangs of labour, 
Theaetetus, because you are not empty, but pregnant. 

THeaeT. I do not know, Socrates; I merely tell 
you what I feel. 
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THEAETETUS 

soc. Have you then not heard, you absurd boy, 
that I am the son of a noble and burly midwife, 
Phaenarete ? 

THEAET. Yes, I have heard that. 

soc. And have you also heard that I practise the 
same art ? 

THEAET. No, never. 
soc. But I assure you it is true; only do not tell 

on me to the others; for it is not known that I 
possess this art. But other people, since they do 
not know it, do not say this of me, but say that I 
am a most eccentric person and drive men to dis- 
traction. Have you heard that also? 

THEAET. Yes, I have. 
soc, Shall I tell you the reason then ? 
THEAET. Oh yes, do. 
soc. Just take into consideration the whole 

business of the midwives, and you will understand 
more easily what I mean, For you know, | suppose, 
that no one of them attends other women while she 
is still capable of conceiving and bearing but only 
those do so who have become too old to bear. 

THEAET. Yes, certainly. 
soc. They say the cause of this is Artemis, 

because she, a childless goddess, has had childbirth 
allotted to her as her special province. Now it 
would seem she did not allow barren women to be 
midwives, because human nature is too weak to 
acquire an art which deals with matters of which it 
has no experience, but she gave the office to those 
who on account of age were not bearing children, 
honouring them for their likeness to herself. 

THEAET. Very likely. 
soc. Is it not, then, also likely and even necessary, 
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THEAETETUS 

that midwives should know better than anyone else 
who are pregnant and who are not? 

THEAET. Certainly. 
soc. And furthermore, the midwives, by means 

of drugs and incantations, are able to arouse the 

pangs of labour and, if they wish, to make them 
“milder, and to cause those to bear who have difficulty 

in bearing; and they cause miscarriages if they 
think them desirable. 

THEAET. That is true. 
soc. Well, have you noticed this also about them, 

that they are the most skilful of matchmakers, since 

they are very wise in knowing what union of man 
and woman will produce the best possible children ? 

THEAET. I do not know that at all. 
soc. But be assured that they are prouder of this 

than of their skill in cutting the umbilical cord. 
Just consider. Do you think the knowledge of 
what soil is best for each plant or seed belongs to 
the same art as the tending and harvesting of the 
fruits of the earth, or to another ? 

THEAET. To the same art. 
soc. And in the case of a woman, do you think, 

my friend, that there is one art for the sowing and 
another for the harvesting ? 

THEAET. It is not likely. 
soc. No; but because there is a wrongful and un- 

scientific way of bringing men and women together, 
_ which is called pandering, the midwives, since they 

are women of dignity and worth, avoid match-making, 
through fear of falling under the charge of pander- 
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ing. And yet the true midwife is the only proper 
match-maker. 

THEAET. It seems so. 
soc. So great, then, is the importance of mid- 

wives; but their function is less important than 
mine. For women do not, like my patients, bring 
forth at one time real children and at another mere 
images which it is difficult to distinguish from the 
real. For if they did, the greatest and noblest part 
of the work of the midwives would be in distinguish- 
ing between the real and the false. Do you not 

' ~think'so? 

THEAET. Yes, I do. 

soc. All that is true of their art of midwifery is 
true also of mine, but mine differs from theirs in 
being practised upon men, not women, and in tending 
their souls in labour, not their bodies. But the 
greatest thing about my art is this, that it can test 
in every way whether the mind of the young man 
is bringing forth a mere image, an imposture, or a 
real and genuine offspring. For I have this in 
common with the midwives: I am sterile in point of 
wisdom, and the reproach which has often been 
brought against me, that I question others but make 

_ no reply myself about anything, because I have no 
om in me, is a true reproach ; and the reason of 

it is this: the god compels me to act as midwife, 
_ but has never allowed me to bring forth. I am, 

then, not at all a wise person myself, nor have I any 
_ Wise invention, the offspring born of my own soul ; 

ya 

but those who associate with me, although at first 
some of them seem very ignorant, yet, as our 
acquaintance advances, all of them to whom the 
god is gracious make wonderful progress, not only 
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in their own opinion, but in that of others as well. 
And it is clear that they do this, not because they 
have ever learned anything from me, but because 
they have found in themselves many fair things 
and have brought them forth. But the delivery is 
due to the god and me. And the proof of it is this: 
many before now, being ignorant of this fact and 
thinking that they were themselves the cause of 

_ their success, but despising me, have gone away 
| from me sooner than they ought, whether of their 
_ own accord or because others persuaded them to do 

| so. Then, after they have gone away, they have 
| miscarried thenceforth on account of evil companion- 

ship, and the offspring which they had brought forth 
} through my assistance they have reared so badly 
_ that they have lost it; they have considered im- 
_ postures and images of more importance than the 

I truth, and at last it was evident to themselves, as 
_ well as to others, that they were ignorant. One of 
_ these was Aristeides, the son of Lysimachus, and 
_ there are very many more. When such men come 
back and beg me, as they do, with wonderful eager- 

ness to let them join me again, the spiritual monitor 
_ that comes to me forbids me to associate with some 

_ of them, but allows me to converse with others, 
bi and these again make progress. Now those who 

_ associate with me are in this matter also like women 
_ in childbirth; they are in pain and are full of 

| trouble night and day, much more than are the 
_ Women; and my art can arouse this pain and cause 
_ it to cease. Well, that is what happens to them. 
_ But in some cases, Theaetetus, when they do not 
_ seem to me to be exactly pregnant, since I see that 

| they have no need of me, I act with perfect goodwill 
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THEAETETUS 

_ as match-maker and, under God, I guess very success- 
fully with whom they can associate profitably, and I 
have handed over many of them to Prodicus, and 
many to other wise and inspired men. 

Now I have said all this to you at such length, my 
dear boy, because I suspect that you, as you your- 

_ self believe, are in pain because you are pregnant 
_ with something within you. Apply, then, to me, 
_ remembering that I am the son of a midwife and 

_ have myself a midwife’s gifts, and do your best to 
answer the questions I ask as I ask them. And if, 
when I have examined any of the things you say, it 
should prove that I think it is a mere image and 

_ not real, and therefore quietly take it from you and 
_ throw it away, do not be angry as women are when 

}_ they are deprived of their first offspring. For many, 
| my dear friend, before this have got into such a state 
| of mind towards me that they are actually ready to 
} bite me, if I take some foolish notion away from 
them, and they do not believe that I do this in 

} kindness, since they are far from knowing that no 
god is unkind to mortals, and that I do nothing of 

_ this sort from unkindness, either, and that it is quite 
out of the question for me to allow an imposture or 
to destroy the true. And so, Theaetetus, begin 

} #4gain and try to tell us what knowledge is. And 
never say that you are unable to do so; for if God 
wills it and gives you courage, you-will be able. 

THEAET. Well then, Socrates, since you are so 
urgent it would be disgraceful for anyone not to 
exert himself in every way to say what he can. I 
think, then, that he who knows anything perceives 
that which he knows, and, as it appears at present, 
knowledge is nothing else than perception. 
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soc. Good! Excellent, my boy! That is the 
way one ought to speak out. But come now, let us 
examine your utterance together, and see whether 
it is a real offspring or a mere wind-egg. Perception, 
you say, is knowledge ? 

THEAET. Yes. 
soc. And, indeed, if 1 may venture to say so, it 

is not a bad description of knowledge that you have 
_ given, but one which Protagoras also used to give. 
Only, he has said the same thing in a different way. 
For he says somewhere that man is “the measure 
ef all things, of the existence of the things that are 
and the non-existence of the things that are not.” 
You haye read that, I suppose ? 

THEAET. Yes, I have read it often. 
soc. Well, is not this about what he means, that 

_ individual things are for me such as they appear to 
me, and for you in turn such as they appear to you 
—you and I being “ man”? 

__ vTHEAET. Yes, that is what he says. 
soc. It is likely that a wise man is not talking 

_ nonsense; so let us follow after him. Is it not true 
_ that sometimes, when the same wind blows, one of 
_us feels cold, and the other does not? or one feels 

_ slightly and the other exceedingly cold? 
THEAET. Certainly. 
soc. Then in that case, shall we say that the wind 

is in itself cold or not cold; or shall we accept Prota- 
_ goras’s saying that it is cold for him who feels cold 
_ and not for him who does not? 

THEAET. Apparently we shall accept that. 
soc. Then it also seems cold, or not, to each of 

_ the two? 
THEAET. Yes. 
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soc. But “seems” denotes perceiving ? 
_ THEAET. It does. 

soc. Then seeming and perception are the same 
thing in matters of warmth and everything of that 
sort. For as each person perceives things, such they 
are to each person. 

THEAET. Apparently. 
soc. Perception, then, is always of that’ which 

exists and, since it is knowledge, cannot be false. 
THEAET. So it seems. 
soc. By the Graces! I wonder if Protagoras, 

“who was a very wise man, did not utter this dark 
saying to the common herd like ourselves, and tell 
the truth ! in secret to his pupils. 

THEAET. Why, Socrates, what do you mean by that? 
soc. I will tell you and it is not a bad description, 

either, that nothing is one and invariable, and you 
could not rightly ascribe any quality whatsoever to 
anything, but if you call it large it will also appear 
to be small, and light if you call it heavy, and every- 
thing else in the same way, since nothing whatever 

_ is one, either a particular thing or of a particular 
_ quality; but it is out of movement and motion and 

_ mixture with one another that all those things become 
_ which we wrongly say “are”—wrongly, because 
k paving ever is, but is always becoming. And on 

_ this subject all the philosophers, except Parmenides, 
may be marshalled in one line—Protagoras and Hera- 
cleitus and Empedocles—and the chief poets in the 
two kinds of poetry, Epicharmus, in comedy, and in 

_ tragedy, Homer, who, in the line 

Oceanus the origin of the gods, and Tethys their mother” 

* An allusion to the title of Protagoras’s book, Truth. 
2 Homer, Jliad, xiv. 201, 302. 
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has said that all things are the offspring of flow and 
motion ; or don’t you think he means that? 

THEAET. I think he does. 
soc. Then who could still contend with such a 

great host, led by Homer as general, and not make 
himself ridiculous ? 

THEAET. It is not easy, Socrates. 
soc. No, Theaetetus, it is not. For the doctrine 

is amply proved by this, namely, that motion is the 
cause of that which passes for existence, that is, of 
becoming, whereas rest is the cause of non-existence 

_ and destruction; for warmth or fire, which, you 
_ know, is the parent and preserver of all other things, 

is itself the offspring of movement and friction, and 
_ these two are forms of motion. Or are not these the 

- source of fire ? 
__-THeaet. Yes, they are. 

soc. And furthermore, the animal kingdom is 
_ sprung from these same sources. 

| THEAET. Of course. 
| soc. Well, then, is not the bodily habit destroyed 

_ by rest and idleness, and preserved, generally speak- 
ing, by gymnastic exercises and motions? 

_-‘THEaET. Yes. 
soc. And what of the habit of the soul? Does 

not the soul acquire information and is it not pre- 
served and made better through learning and practice, 
which are motions, whereas through rest, which is 
want of practice and of study, it learns nothing and 
forgets what it has learned ? 
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THEAETETUS 

THEAET. Certainly. 
soc. Then the good, both for the soul and for the 

body, is motion, and rest is the opposite ? 
THEAET. Apparently. 
soc. Now shall I go on and mention to you also 

windless air, calm sea, and all that sort of thing, and 
say that stillness causes decay and destruction and 
that the opposite brings preservation? And shall 
I add to this the all-compelling and crowning argu- 
ment that Homer by “the golden chain”! refers to 
nothing else than the sun, and means that so long as 
‘the heavens and the sun go round everything exists 
and is preserved, among both gods and men, but if 
the motion should stop, as if bound fast, everything 
would be destroyed and would, as the saying is, be 
turned upside down? 

THEAET. Yes, Socrates, | think he means what you 
say he does. 

soc. Then, my friend, you must apply the doctrine 
_ in this way: first as concerns vision, the colour 
_ that you call white is not to be taken as something 
_ séparate outside of your eyes, nor yet as something 
_ inside of them; and you must not assign any place 
_ to it, for then it would at once be in a definite 
_ position and stationary and would have no part in 
__ the process of becoming. 

THEAET. But what do you mean? 

? Homer, Iliad, viii. 18 ff., especially 26. In this passage 
Zeus declares that all the gods and goddesses together could 

__ not, with a golden chain, drag him from on high, but that if 
_ he pulled, he would drag them, with earth and sea, would 
then bind the chain round the summit of Olympus, and all 
the rest would hang aloft. This “‘ crowning argument ™ is 

_ a reductio ad absurdum of the habit of using texts from 
_ Homer in support of all kinds of doctrine. 
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THEAETETUS 

soc. Let us stick close to the statement we made 
a moment ago, and assume that nothing exists by 
itself as invariably one: then it will be apparent 
that black or white or any other colour whatsoever 
is the result of the impact of the eye upon the 
appropriate motion, and therefore that which we 
call colour will be in each instance neither that 
which impinges nor that which is impinged upon, 
but something between, which has occurred, peculiar 
to each individual. Or would you maintain that 
each colour appears to a dog, or any other animal 
you please, just as it does to you? 

THEAET. No, by Zeus, I wouldn’t. 
soc. Well, does anything whatsoever appear the 

same to any other man as to you? Are you sure 
of this? Or are you not much more convinced that 
nothing appears the same even to you, because you 
yourself are never exactly the same ? 

THEAET. Yes, 1 am much more convinced of the 
last. 

soc. Then, if that with which I compare myself 
_ in size, or which I touch, were réally large or white 

or hot, it would never have become different by 
coming in contact with something different, without 
itself changing ; and if, on the other hand, that which 
did the comparing or the touching were really large 
or white or hot, it would not have become different 
when something different approached it or was 
affected in some way by it, without being affected 
in some way itself. For nowadays, my friend, we 
find ourselves rather easily forced to make extra- 
ordinary and absurd statements, as Protagoras and 
everyone who undertakes to agree with him would 
say. 
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THEAETETUS 

_ THeaet. What do you mean? What statements? 
soc. Take a little example and you will know all 

I have in mind... Given six dice, for instance, if you 
compare four with them, we say that they are more 
than the four, half as many again, but if you compare 
twelve’ with them, we say they are less, half as 

_ many; and any other statement would be inadmiss- 
_ ible; or would you admit any other? 

THEAET. Not I. 
soc. Well then, if Protagoras, or anyone else, ask 

_ you, “ Theaetetus, can anything become greater or 
more in any other way than by being increased ?” 
what reply will you make ? 

THEAET. If I am to say what I think, Socrates, 
with reference to the present question, I should 
say “no,” but if I consider the earlier question, I 

_ should say “yes,” for fear of contradicting myself. 
soc. Good, by Hera! Excellent, my friend! 

_ But apparently, if you answer “yes” it will be in 
the Euripidean spirit; for our tongue will be un- 

_ convinced, but not our mind. 
_-'THEAET. True. 

soc. Well, if you and I were clever and wise and 
had found out everything about the mind, we should 

henceforth spend the rest of our time testing each 
other out of the fulness of our wisdom, rushing 

_ together like sophists in a sophistical combat, batter- 
ing each other’s arguments with counter arguments. 
But, as it is, since we are ordinary people, we shall 

wish in the first place to look into the real essence of 
our thoughts and see whether they harmonize with 
one another or not at all. 

_ 1? Eurip. Hippol. 612, 4 yAGoo"’ éucspox’, 7 52 Pphy avdporos, 
“my tongue has sworn, but my mind is unsworn.” 
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THEAETETUS 

THeAET. Certainly that is what I should like. 

soc. And so should I. But since this is the case, 
and we have plenty of time, shall we not quietly, 
without any impatience, but truly examining our- 
selves, consider again the nature of these appearances 
within us? And as we consider them, | shall say, 
I think, first, that nothing can ever become more or 
less in size or number, so long as it remains equal 
to itself. Is it not so? 

THEAET. Yes. 

_ soc. And secondly, that anything to which 
nothing is added and from which nothing is 
subtracted, is neither increased nor diminished, but 

‘is always equal. 

THEAET. Certainly. 

soc. And should we not say thirdly, that. what 
was not previously could not afterwards be without 

_ becoming and having become ? 
THEAET. Yes, I agree. 

soc. These three assumptions contend with one 
_ another in our minds when we talk about the dice, 
_ or when we say that I, who do not, at my age, 

either increase in size or diminish, am in the course 
of a year first larger than you, who are young, and 
afterwards smaller, when nothing has been taken 
from my size, but you have grown. For I am, it 
seems, afterwards what I was not before, and I have 
not become so ; for it is impossible to have become 
without becoming, and without losing anything of 
my size I could not become smaller. And there are 
countless myriads of such contradictions, if we are to 
accept these that I have mentioned. You follow 
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THEAETETUS 

me, I take it, Theaetetus, for I think you are not 
new at such things. 

THEAET. By the gods, Socrates, I am lost in wonder 
when I think of all these things, and sometimes 
when I regard them it really makes my head swim. 

soc. Theodorus seems to be a pretty good guesser 
about your nature. For this feeling of wonder 

shows that you are a philosopher, since wonder is 
_ the only beginning of philosophy, and he who said 

that Iris was the child of Thaumas! made a good 
genealogy. But do you begin to understand why 
these things are so, according to the doctrine we 
attribute to Protagoras, or do you not as yet? 

THEAET. Not yet, I think. 
soc. And will you be grateful to me if I help you 

_ to search out the hidden truth of the thought of a 
_ famous man or, I should say, of famous men ? 

THEAET. Of course I shall be grateful, very 
grateful. 

___ soc. Look round and see that none of the un- 
initiated is listening. The uninitiated are those 
who think nothing is except what they can grasp 
firmly with their hands, and who deny the existence 
of actions and generation and all that is invisible. 

THEAET. Truly, Socrates, those you speak of are 
_ very stubborn and perverse mortals. 

soc. So they are, my boy, quite without culture. 
But others are more clever, whose secret doctrines I 
am going to disclose to you. For them the beginning, 
upon which all the things we were just now speak- 
ing of depend, is the assumption that everything 
is real motion and that there is nothing besides this, 

1 Hes. Theog. 780. Iris is the messenger of heaven, and 
Plato interprets the name of her father as ** Wonder” (#aiua). 
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THEAETETUS 

but that there are two kinds of motion, each infinite 
in the number of its manifestations, and of these 
kinds one has an active, the other a passive force. 
From the union and friction of these two are born 
offspring, infinite in number, but always twins, the 
object of sense and the sense which is always born 
and brought forth together with the object of sense. 
Now we give the senses names like these: sight 
and hearing and smell, and the sense of cold and 
of heat, and pleasures and pains and desires and 
fears and so forth. Those that have names are very 
numerous, and those that are unnamed are innumer- 
able. Now the class of objects of sense is akin to 
each of these ; all sorts of colours are akin to all sorts 
of acts of vision, and in the same way sounds to acts 

_ of hearing, and the other objects of sense spring 
_ forth akin to the other senses. What does this tale 
mean for us, Theaetetus, with reference to what was 
said before? Do you see? 

THEAET. Not quite, Socrates. 
soc. Just listen; perhaps we can finish the tale. 

_It means, of course, that all these things are, as we 
_ were saying, in motion, and their motion has in it 
either swiftness or slowness. Now the slow element 
keeps its motion.in the same place and directed 
towards such things as draw near it, and indeed it is 
in this way that it begets. But the things begotten 
in this way are quicker; for they move from one 
place to another, and their motion is naturally from 
one place to another. Now when the eye and some 
appropriate object which approaches beget whiteness 
and the corresponding perception—which could never 
have been produced by either of them going to any- 
thing else—then, while sight from the eye and white- 
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ness from that which helps to produce the colour are 
moving from one to the other, the eye becomes full 
of sight and so begins at that moment to see, and 
becomes, certainly not sight, but a seeing eye, and 
the object which joined in begetting the colour is 
filled with whiteness and becomes in its turn, not 
whiteness, but white, whether it be a stick or a 
stone, or whatever it be the hue of which is so 
coloured. And all-the rest—hard and hot and so 
forth—must be regarded in the same way: we must 
assume, we said before, that nothing exists in itself, 
but all things of all sorts arise out of motion by 
intercourse with each other; for it is, as they say, 
impossible to form a firm conception of the active or 
the passive element as being anything separately ; 
for there is no active element until there is a union 
with the passive element, nor is there a passive 

_ element until there is a union with the active; and 
that which unites with one thing is active and 
appears again as passive when it comes in contact 

_ with something else. And so it results from all this, 
as we said in the beginning, that nothing exists as 
invariably one, itself by itself, but everything is 
always becoming in relation to something, and 
“being” should be altogether abolished, though we 
have often—and even just now—been compelled 
by custom and ignorance to use the word. But we 
ought not, the wise men say, to permit the use of 
“something” or “somebody's” or “ mine” or “ this ” 
or “that” or any other word that implies making 
things stand still, but in accordance with nature we 
should speak of things as “becoming” and “ being 
made” and “being destroyed”’ and “changing” ; 
for anyone who by his mode of speech makes things 
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stand still is easily refuted. And we must use such 
_ expressions in relation both to particular objects and 

collective designations, among which are “ mankind” 
and “stone” and the names of every animal and 
class. Do these doctrines seem pleasant to you, 
Theaetetus, and do you find their taste agreeable ? 

THEAET. I don’t know, Socrates; besides, I can’t 
tell about you, either, whether you are preaching 
them because you believe them or to test me. 

soc. You forget, my friend, that I myself know 
nothing about such things, and claim none of them 
as mine, but am incapable of bearing them and am 
merely acting as a midwife to you, and for that reason 
am uttering incantations and giving you a taste of 
each of the philosophical theories, until I may help 
to bring your own opinion to light. And when it is 
brought to light, I will examine it and see whether 
it is a mere wind-egg or a real offspring. So be brave 
and patient, and in good and manly fashion tell 

_ what you think in reply to my questions. 
THEAET. Very well; ask them. 
soc. Then say once more whether the doctrine 

pleases you that nothing is, but is always becoming 
_—good or beautiful or any of the other qualities we 
were just enumerating. 

THEAET. Why, when I hear you telling about it 
as you did, it seems to me that it is wonderfully 
reasonable and ought to be accepted as you have 
presented it. 

soc. Let us, then, not neglect a point in which 
it is defective. The defect is found in connexion 
with dreams and diseases, including insanity, and 
everything else that is said to cause illusions of sight 
and hearing and the other senses. For of course 
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you know that in all these the doctrine we were 
just presenting seems admittedly to be refuted, 
because in them we certainly have false perceptions, 
and it is by no means true that everything is to each 
man which appears to him; on the contrary, nothing 
is which appears. 

THEAET. What you say is very true, Socrates. 
soc. What argument is left, then, my boy, for the 

man who says that perception is knowledge and that 
in each case the things which appear are to the one 
to whom they appear? 

THEAET. I hesitate to say, Socrates, that I have 
no reply to make, because you scolded me just 
now when I said that. But really I cannot dis- 
pute that those who are insane or dreaming have 
false opinions, when some of them think they are 
gods and others fancy in their sleep that they have 
wings and are flying. 

soc. Don’t you remember, either, the similar dis- 
pute about these errors, especially about sleeping and 
waking? 

THEAET. What dispute ? 
soc. One which I fancy you have often heard. 

The question is asked, what proof you could give if 
anyone should ask us now, at the present moment, 
whether we are asleep and our thoughts are a dream, 
or whether we are awake and talking with each 
other in a waking condition. 

THEAET. Really, Socrates, I don’t see what proof 
ean be given; for there is an exact correspondence 
in all particulars, as between the strophe and anti- 
strophe of a choral song. Take, for instance, the 
conversation we have just had: there is nothing to 
prevent us from imagining in our sleep also that we 
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are carrying on this conversation with each other, 
and when in a dream we imagine that we are relating 
dreams, the likeness between the one talk and the 
other is remarkable. 

soc. So you see it is not hard to dispute the point, 
since it is even open to dispute whether we are awake 
or in a dream. Now since the time during which 
we are asleep is equal to that during which we are 
awake, in each state our spirit contends that the 
semblances that appear to it at any time are cer- 
tainly true, so that for half the time we say that this 

q is true, and for half the time the other, and we 
maintain each with equal confidence. 

THEAET. Certainly. 
soc. And may not, then, the same be said about 

insanity and the other diseases, except that the time 
is not equal ? 

THEAET. Yes. 
soc. Well, then, shall truth be determined by the 

_ length or shortness of time ? 
THEAET. That would be absurd in many ways. 
soc. But can you show clearly in any other way 

_ which of the two sets of opinions is true? 
THEAET. I do not think I can. 
soc. Listen, then, while I tell you what would be 

said about them by those who maintain that what 
appears at any time is true for him to whom it 

appears. They begin, I imagine, by asking this 
question: “Theaetetus, can that which is wholly 
other have in any way the same quality as its alter- 
native? And we must not assume that the thing in 
question is partially the same and partially other, but 
wholly other.” 

THEAET. It is impossible for it to be the same in 
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anything, either in quality or in any other respect 
whatsoever, when it is wholly other. 

soc. Must we not, then, necessarily agree that 
such a thing is also unlike ? 

THEAET. It seems so to me.. 
soc. Then if anything happens to become like 

or unlike anything—either itself or anything else— 
we shall say that when it becomes like it becomes 
the same, and when it becomes unlike it becomes 
other ? 

THEAET. We must. 
soc. Well, we said before, did we not, that the 

active elements were many—infinite in fact—and 
likewise the passive elements ? 

THEAET, Yes. 
soc. And furthermore, that any given element, 

_ by uniting at different times with different partners, 
will beget, not the same, but other results? 

THEAET. Certainly. 
; soc. Well, then, let us take me, or you, or any- 
_ thing else at hand, and apply the same principle— 
_ say Socrates in health and Socrates in illness. Shall 
_ we say the one is like the other, or unlike? 

THEAET. When you say “Socrates in illness” do 
_ you mean to compare that Socrates as a whole with 
_ Socrates in health as a whole? 

soc. You understand perfectly ; that is just what 
I mean. 

THEAET. Unlike, I imagine. 
soc. And therefore other, inasmuch as unlike ? 
THEAET. Necessarily. 
soc. And you would say the same of Socrates 

asleep or in any of the other states we enumerated 
just now? 
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THEAET. Yes. 
soc. Then each of those elements which by the 

law of their nature act upon something else, will, 
when it gets hold of Socrates in health, find me one 
object to act upon, and when it gets hold of me in 
illness, another ? 

THEAET. How can it help it? 
soc. And so, in the two cases, that active element 

and I, who am the passive element, shall each pro- 
duce a different object ? 

THEAET. Of course. 
soc. So, then, when I am in health and drink 

wine, it seems pleasant and sweet to me? 
THEAET. Yes. 

_ soc. The reason is, in fact, that according to the 
_ principles we accepted a while ago, the active and 
_ passive elements produce sweetness and perception, 
_ both of which are simultaneously moving from one 

_ place to another, and the perception, which comes 
from the passive element, makes the tongue per- 
_ceptive, and the sweetness, which comes from the 
wine and pervades it, passes over and makes the 
_ wine both to be and to seem sweet to the tongue 

that is in health. 
THEAET. Certainly, such are the principles we 

_ accepted a while ago. 
soc. But when it gets hold of me in illness, in the 

first place, it really doesn’t get hold of the same 
man, does it? For he to whom it comes is certainly 
unlike, 

THEAET. True. 
soc. Therefore the union of the Socrates who is 

ill and the draught of wine produces other results: 
in the tongue the sensation or perception of bitter- 
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ness, and in the wine—a bitterness which is engen- 
dered there and passes over into the other; the wine 
is made, not bitterness, but bitter, and 1 am made, 
not perception, but perceptive. 

THEAET. Certainly. 
soc. Then I shall never have this perception of 

any other thing; for a perception of another thing 
is another perception, and makes the percipient 
different and other: nor can that which acts on me 
ever by union with another produce the same result 
or become the same in kind; for by producing 
another result from another passive element it will 

_ become different in kind. 
THEAET. That is true. 
soc. And neither shall I, furthermore, ever again 

become the same as I am, nor will that ever become 
_ the same as it is. 

THEAET. No. 
soc. And yet, when I become percipient, I must 

necessarily become percipient of something, for it 
is impossible to become percipient and perceive 
_ nothing; and that which is perceived must become 

so to someone, when it becomes sweet or bitter or 

_ the like; for to become sweet, but sweet to no one, 
is impossible. 

THEAET. Perfectly true. | 
soc. The result, then, I think, is that we (the active 

and the passive elements) are or become, whichever 
is the case, in relation to one another, since we are 
bound to one another by the inevitable law of our 
being, but to nothing else, not even to ourselves. 

The result, then, is that we are bound to one 
another; and so if a man says anything “is,’ he 
must say it is to or of or in relation to something, 
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and similarly if he says it “becomes”; but he must 
not say it is or becomes absolutely, nor can he accept 
such a statement from anyone else. That is the 
meaning of the doctrine we have been describing. 

THEAET. Yes, quite so, Socrates. 
soc. Then, since that which acts on me is to me 

and to me only, it is also the case that I perceive it, 
and I only? 

THEAET. Of course. 
soc. Then to me my perception is true; for in 

each case it is always part of my being; and I am, 
as Protagoras says, the judge of the existence of the 
things that are to me and of the non-existence of 

_ those that are not to me. 
__-THEAET. So it seems. 

soc. How, then, if I am an infallible judge and 
_ my mind never stumbles in regard to the things that 

_ are or that become, can I fail to know that which I 
perceive ? 

THEAET. You cannot possibly fail. 
soc. Therefore you were quite right in saying that 

_ knowledge is nothing else than perception, and 
there is complete identity between the doctrine 

of Homer and Heracleitus and all their followers— 
that all things are in motion, like streams—the 
doctrine of the great philosopher Protagoras that 
man is the measure of all things—and the doctrine 
of Theaetetus that, since these things are true, 
perception is knowledge. Eh, Theaetetus? Shall 
we say that this is, so to speak, your new-born child 
and the result of my midwifery? Or what shall we 
Say? 

THEAET. We must say that, Socrates. 
soc. Well, we have at last managed to bring this 
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THEAETETUS 

forth, whatever it turns out to be; and now that it 
is born, we must in very truth perform the rite of 
running round with it in a circle |—the circle of our 
argument—and see whether it may not turn out to 
be after all not worth rearing, but only a wind-egg, 
an imposture. But, perhaps, you think that any 
offspring of yours ought to be cared for and not put 
away; or will you bear to see it examined and not 
get angry if it is taken away from you, though it is 
your first-born ? 

tTuEo. Theaetetus will bear it, Socrates, for he is 
not at all ill-tempered. But for heaven’s sake, 
Socrates, tell me, is all this wrong after all ? 

soc. You are truly fond of argument, Theodorus, 
and a very good fellow to think that I am a sort of 

full of arguments and can easily pull one out 
and say that after all the other one was wrong ; but 
you do not understand what is going on: none of 
the arguments comes from me, but always from him 

_who is talking with me. I myself know nothing, 
except just a little, enough to extract an argument 
from another man who is wise and to receive it 
fairly. And now I will try to extract this thought 
from Theaetetus, but not to say anything myself. 

THEO. That is the better way, Socrates; do as 
you say. 

soc. Do you know, then, Theodorus, what amazes 
me in your friend Protagoras? 

THEO. What is it ? 

infant rapidly about the family hearth, thereby introducing 
him, as it were, to the family and the family deities. At 
this time the father decided whether to bring up the child or 
to expose it. Sometimes, perhaps, the child was named on 
this occasion. In the evening relatives assembled for a feast 
at which shell-fish were eaten. 
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soc. In general I like his doctrine that what 
appears to each one is to him, but I am amazed by 
the beginning of his book. I don’t see why he does 
not say in the beginning of his Truth} that a pig 

_ or a dog-faced baboon or some still stranger creature 
of those that have sensations is the measure of all 
things. Then he might have begun to speak to us 
very imposingly and condescendingly, showing that 
while we were honouring him like a god for his 
wisdom, he was after all no better in intellect than 

_ any other man, or, for that matter, than a tadpole. 
What alternative is there, Theodorus? For if that 
opinion is true to each person which he acquires 
through sensation, and no one man can discern 

_ another's condition better than he himself, and one 
man has no better right to investigate whether 
_ another's opinion is true or false than he himself, 

but, as we have said several times, each man is to 
form his own opinions by himself, and these opinions 

_ are always right and true, why in the world, my 
_ friend, was Protagoras wise, so that he could rightly 

_ be thought worthy to be the teacher of other men 
and to be well paid, and why were we ignorant 

' creatures and obliged to go to school to him, if each 
person is the measure of his own wisdom? Must 
we not believe that Protagoras was “playing to 
the gallery” in saying this? I say nothing of the 
ridicule that I and my science of midwifery deserve 
in that case,—and, I should say, the whole practice 
of dialectics, too. For would not the investigation 
of one another’s fancies and opinions, and the 
attempt to refute them, when each man’s must be 

1 Truth was a ntl i itle, of itsacan’s too oven tly the title, or part of the title 
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right, be tedious and blatant folly, if the Truth of 
Protagoras is true and he was not jesting when he 
uttered his oracles from the shrine of his book ? 

THEO. Socrates, the man was my friend, as you 
just remarked. So I should hate to bring about the 
refutation of Protagoras by agreeing with you, 
and I should hate also to oppose you contrary to 
my real convictions. So take Theaetetus again; 
especially as he seemed just now to follow your 
suggestions very carefully. 

soc. If you went to Sparta, Theodorus, and visited 
the wrestling-schools, would you think it fair to look 
on at other people naked, some of whom were of 
poor physique, without stripping and showing your 
own form, too? 

THEO. Why not, if I could persuade them to allow 
me to do so? So now I think I shall persuade you 
to let me be a spectator, and not to drag me into the 
ring, since I am old and stiff, but to take the younger 

_ and nimbler man as your antagonist. 
soc. Well, Theodorus, if that pleases you, it does 

_ not displease me, as the saying is. So I must attack 
the wise Theaetetus again. Tell me, Theaetetus, 
referring to the doctrine we have just expounded, do 
you not share my amazement at being suddenly 
exalted to an equality with the wisest man, or even 
god? Or do you think Protagoras’s “measure” 
applies any less to gods than to men? 

THEAET. By no means; and I am amazed that you 
ask such a question at all; for when we were dis- 
cussing the meaning of the doctrine that whatever 
appears to each one really is to him, I thought it 
was good; but now it has suddenly changed to 
the opposite. 
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THEAETETUS 

soc. You are young, my dear boy; so you are 
quickly moved and swayed by popular oratory. For 
in reply to what I have said, Protagoras, or someone 
speaking for him, will say, “ Excellent boys and old 
men, there you sit together declaiming to the people, 
and you bring in the gods, the question of whose 
existence or non-existence I exclude from oral and 
written discussion. and you say the sort of thing that 
the crowd would readily accept—that it is-a terrible 
thing if every man is to be no better than any beast 
in point of wisdom; but you do not advance any 
cogent proof whatsoever; you base your statements 
on probability. If Theodorus, or any other geo- 
metrician, should base his geometry on probability, 

_ he would be of no account at all. So you and 
Theodorus had better consider whether you will 
accept arguments founded on plausibility and _pro- 
babilities in such important matters. 

THEAET. That would not be right, Socrates ; neither 
_ you nor we would think so. 

soc. Apparently, then, you and Theodorus mean 
we must look at the matter in a different way. 

THEAET. Yes, certainly in a different way. 
soc. Well, then, let us look at it in this way, rais- 

ing the question whether knowledge is after all the 
same as perception, or different. For that is the 
object of all our discussion, and it was to answer 
that question that we stirred up all these strange 
doctrines, was it not ? 

THEAET. Most assuredly. 
soc. Shall we then agree that all that we per- 

ceive by sight or hearing we know? For instance, 
shall we say that before having learned the language 
of foreigners we do not hear them when they speak, 
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THEAETETUS 

or that we both hear and know what they say? 
_ And again, if we do not know the letters, shall we 

maintain that we do not see them when we look 
at them or that if we really see them we know them ? 

THEAET. We shall say, Socrates, that we know 
just so much of them as we hear or see: in the 
case of the letters, we both see and know the form 
and colour, and in the spoken language we both 
hear and at the same time know the higher and 
lower notes of the voice; but we do not perceive 
through sight or hearing, and we do not know, what 
the grammarians and interpreters teach about them. 

soc. First-rate, Theaetetus! and it is a pity to 
dispute that, for I want you to grow. But look out 
for another trouble that is yonder coming towards 
us, and see how we can repel it. 

THEAET. What is it? 
soc. It is like this: If anyone should ask, “Is it 

possible, if a man has ever known a thing and still 
has and preserves a memory of that thing, that he 
does not, at the time when he remembers, know that 
very thing which he remembers?” I seem to be 
pretty long winded ; but I merely want to ask if a 
man who has learned a thing does not know it 

_ when he remembers it. 
THEAET. Of course he does, Socrates; for what 

you suggest would be monstrous. 
soc. Am I crazy,then? Look here. Do you not 

say that seeing is perceiving and that sight is per- 
ception? ; 

THEAET, I do. 
soc. Then, according to what we have just said, 

the man who has seen a thing has acquired know- 
_ ledge of that which he has seen? 
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THEAET. Yes. 
soc. Well, then, do you not admit that there is 

such a thing as memory ? 
THEAET. Yes. 
soc. Memory of nothing or of something? 
THEAET. Of something, surely. 
soc. Of things he has learned and perceived— 

that sort of things? 
THEAET. Of course. 
soc. A man sometimes remembers what he has 

seen, does he not? 
THEAET. He does. 

___ soc. Even when he shuts his eyes, or does he 
_ forget if he does that? 
|. THEAET. It would be absurd to say that, Srecabes, 

soc. We must, though, if we are to maintain 
_ our previous argument; otherwise, it is all up 
with it. 

____THeaET. I too, by Zeus, have my suspicions, but I 
_ don’t fully understand you. Tell me how it is. 
_ __ soc. This is how it is: he who sees has acquired 
_ kmowledge, we say, of that which he has seen; for 
| it is agreed that sight and perception and knowledge 
are all the same. 
e THEAET. Certainly. 
_ soc. But he who has seen and has acquired know- 
_ ledge of what he saw, if he shuts his eyes, remembers 
_ it, but does not see it. Is that right? 

‘THEAET. Yes. 
i soc. But “does not see” is the same as “ does not 
7 know,’ if it is true that seeing is knowing. 

THEAET. True. 
soc. Then this is our result. When a man has 

acquired knowledge of a thing and still remembers 
VoL. I G 85 
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it, he does not know it, since he does not see it; but 
we said that would be a monstrous conclusion. 

THEAET. Very true. 
soc. So, evidently, we reach an impossible result 

if we say that knowledge and perception are the same. 
THEAET. So it seems. 
soc. Then we must say they are different. 
THEAET. I suppose so. 
soc. Then what can knowledge be?. We must, 

apparently, begin our discussion all over again. And 
yet, Theaetetus, what are we on the point of doing ? 

THEAET. About what ? 
soc. It seems to me that we are behaving like a 

worthless game-cock ; before winning the victory we 
have leapt away from our argument and begun to crow. 

THEAET. How so? ; 
soc. We seem to be acting like professional 

debaters; we have based our agreements on the 
mere similarity of words and are satisfied to have 
got the better of the argument in such a way, and 
we do not see that we, who claim to be, not con- 
testants for a prize, but lovers of wisdom, are doing 
just what those ingenious persons do. 

THEAET. I do not yet understand what you mean. 
soc. Well, I will try to make my thought clear. 

We asked, you recollect, whether a man who has 
learned something and remembers it does not know it. 
We showed first that the one who has seen and then 
shuts his eyes remembers, although he does not see, 
and then we showed that he does not know, although 
at the same time he remembers; but this, we said, 
was impossible. And so the Protagorean tale was 
brought to naught, and yours also about the identity 
of knowledge and perception. 
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_ THEAET. Evidently. 
soc. It would not be so, I fancy, my friend, if the 

father of the first of the two tales were alive; he 
would have had a good deal to say in its defence. 
But he is dead, and we are abusing the orphan. 
Why, even the guardians whom Protagoras left— 
one of whom is Theodorus here—are unwilling to 
come to the child’s assistance. So it seems that we 
shall have to do it ourselves, assisting him in the 
name of justice. . 

__. THEO. Do so, for it is not I, Socrates, but rather 
Callias the son of Hipponicus, who is the guardian 

_ of his children. As for me, I turned rather too soon 
_ from abstract speculations to geometry. However, I 

shall be grateful to you if you come to his assistance. 
soc. Good, Theodorus! Now see how I shall help 

- him; for a man might find himself involved in still 
_ worse inconsistencies than those in which we found 
_ ourselves just now, if he did not pay attention to 
_ the terms which we generally use in assent and 
_ denial. Shall I explain this to you, or only to 
_ Theaetetus? 
| THEO. To both of us, but let the younger 
_ answer; for he will be less disgraced if he is 

discomfited. 
soc. Very well; now I am going to ask the most 

frightfully difficult question of all. It runs, I believe, 
something like this: Is it possible for a person, if he 
knows a thing, at the same time not to know that 
which he knows? 

THEO. Now, then, what shall we answer, Theae- 
 tetus? 

THEAET. It is impossible, I should think. 
soc. Notif you make seeing and knowing identical. 
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For what will you do with a question from which 
there is no escape, by which you are, as the saying 
is, caught in a pit, when your adversary, unabashed, 
puts his hand over one of your eyes and asks if you 
see his cloak with the eye that is covered ? 

THEAET. I shall say, I think, “ Not with that eye, 
but with the other.” 

soc. Then you see and do not see the same thing 
at the same time? 

THEAET. After a fashion. 
soc. “That,” he will reply, “is not at all what I 

want, and I did not ask about the fashion, but 
whether you both know and do not know the same 

Now manifestly you see that which you do 
not see. But you have agreed that seeing is know- 
ing and not seeing is not knowing. Very well; 
from all this, reckon out what the result is.” 

*THeaeT. Well, I reckon out that the result is 

the contrary of my hypothesis. 
soc. And perhaps, my fine fellow, more troubles 

of the same sort might have come upon you, if any- 
one asked you further questions—whether it is 
possible to know the same thing both sharply and 
dully, to know close at hand but not at a distance, 
to know both violently and gently, and countless 
other questions, such as a nimble fighter, fighting 
for pay in the war of words, might have lain in wait 
and asked you, when you said that knowledge and 
perception were the same thing; he would have 
charged down upon hearing and smelling and such 
senses, and would have argued persistently and un- 
ceasingly until you were filled with admiration of his 
greatly desired wisdom and were taken in his toils, 
and then, after subduing and binding you he would 
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at once proceed to bargain with you for such ransom 
as might be agreed upon between you. What argu- 
ment, then, you might ask, will Protagoras produce 
to strengthen his forces? Shall we try to carry on 
the discussion ? 

THEAET. By all means. 
soc. He will, I fancy, say all that we have said in 

his defence and then will close with us, saying con- 
temptuously, “Our estimable Socrates here frightened 
a little boy by asking if it was possible for one and 
the same person to remember and at the same time 
not to know one and the same thing, and when the 
child in his fright said ‘no, because he could not 
foresee what would result, Socrates made poor me 
a laughing-stock in his talk. But, you slovenly 
Soerates, the facts stand thus: when you examine 
any doctrine of mine by the method of questioning, 
if the person who is questioned makes such replies 
as I should make and comes to grief, then I am 
refuted, but if his replies are quite different, then 
the person questioned is refuted, not I. Take this 
example. Do you suppose you could get anybody 
to admit that the memory a man has of a past feeling 
he no longer feels is anything like the feeling at the 
time when he. was feeling it? Far from it. Or 
that he would refuse to admit that it is possible 
for one and the same person to know and not to 
know one and the same thing? Or if he were 
afraid to admit this, would he ever admit that a 
person who has become unlike is the same as before 
he became unlike? In fact, if we are to be on our 
guard against such verbal entanglements, would he 
admit that a person is one at all, and not many, who 
become infinite in number, if the process of becoming 
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different continues? But, my dear fellow,” he will 
say, “attack my real doctrines in a more generous 
manner, and prove, if you can, that perceptions, 
when they come, or become, to each of us, are 
not individual, or that, if they are individual, what 
appears to each one would not, for all that, become 
to that one alone—or, if you prefer to say ‘be, 
would not be—to whom it appears. But when you 
talk of pigs and dog-faced baboons, you not only 
act like a pig yourself, but you persuade your 
hearers to act_so toward my writings, and that 
is not right. \For I maintain that the truth is 
as I have written; each one of us is the measure 
of the things that are and those that are not; 
but each person differs immeasurably from every 
other in just this, that to one person some things 
appear and are, and to another person other 
things. And I do not by any means say that 
wisdom and the wise man do not exist; on the 
contrary, I say that if bad things appear and are to 
any one of us, precisely that man is wise who causes 
a change and makes good things appear and be to 
him. And, moreover, do not lay too much stress 
upon the words of my argument, but get a clearer 
understanding of my meaning from what I am going 
to say. Recall to your mind what was said before, 
that his food appears and is bitter to the sick 
man, but appears and is the opposite of bitter to the 
man in health. Now neither of these two is to be 
made wiser than he is—that is not possible—nor 
should the claim be made that the sick man is 
ignorant because his opinions are ignorant, or the 
healthy man wise because his are different; but a 
change must be made from the one condition to 
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the other, for the other is better. So, too, in educa- 
tion a change has to be made from a worse to a 
better condition ; but the physician causes the change 
by means of drugs, and the teacher of wisdom by 
means of words. And yet, in fact, no one ever 
made anyone think truly who previously thought 
falsely, since it is impossible to think that which 
is not or to think any other things than those which 
one feels ; and these are always true. _ But I believe 
that a man who, on account of a bad condition 
of soul, thinks thoughts akin to that condition, 
is made by a good condition of soul to think corres- 
pondingly good thoughts; and some men, through 
inexperience, call these appearances true, whereas I 
call them better than the others, but in no wise 
truer. And the wise, my dear Socrates, I do not by 
any means call tadpoles; when they have to do with 
the human body, I call them physicians, and when 
they have to do with plants, husbandmen; for I 
assert that these latter, when plants are sickly, instil 
into them good and healthy sensations, and true ones 
instead of bad sensations, and that the wise and 
good orators make the good, instead of the evil, 
seem to be right to their states. For I claim 
that whatever seems right and honourable to a state 
is really right and honourable to it, so long as it 
believes it to be so; but the wise man causes the 
good, instead of that which is evil to them in each 
instance, to be and seem right and honourable. And 
on the same principle the teacher who is able to 
train his pupils in this manner is not only wise but 
is also entitled to receive high pay from them when 
their education is finished. And in this sense it is 
true that some men are wiser than others, and that 
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no one thinks falsely, and that you, whether you 
will or no, must endure to be a measure. Upon these 
positions my doctrine stands firm; and if you can 
dispute it in principle, dispute it by bringing an 
opposing doctrine against it; or if you prefer the 
method of questions, ask questions ; for an intelligent 
person ought not to reject this method, on the con- 
trary, he should choose it before all others. How- 
ever, let me make a suggestion: do not be unfair 
in your questioning; it is very inconsistent for a 

man who asserts that he cares for virtue to be con- 

a ee ee 

a a a 

stantly unfair in discussion; and it is unfair in 
discussion when a man makes no distinction between 
merely trying to make points and carrying on a real 
argument. In the former he may jest and try to 
trip up his opponent as much as he can, but in 
real argument he must be in earnest and must set 
his interlocutor on his feet, pointing out to him 
those slips only which are due to himself and his 
previous associations. For if you act in this way, 
those who debate with you will cast the blame for 
their confusion and perplexity upon themselves, not 
upon you; they will run after you and love you, and 
they will hate themselves and run away from them- 
selves, taking refuge in philosophy, that they may 
escape from their former selves by becoming different. 
But if you act in the opposite way, as most teachers 
do, you will produce the opposite result, and instead 
of making your young associates philosophers, you 
will make them hate philosophy when they grow 
older. If, therefore, you will accept the suggestion 
which I made before, you will avoid a hostile and 
combative attitude and in a gracious spirit will enter 
the lists with me and inquire what we really mean 
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when we declare that all things are in motion and 
that whatever seems is to each individual, whether 

man or state. And on the basis of that you will 
consider the question whether knowledge and _per- 
ception are the same or different, instead of doing as 
you did a while ago, using as your basis the ordinary 
meaning of names and words, which most people 

pervert in haphazard ways and thereby cause all 

sorts of perplexity in one another.” Such, Theo- 
dorus, is the help I have furnished your friend to 

the best of my ability—not much, for my resources 
are small; but if he were living himself he would 
have helped his offspring in a fashion more 
magnificent. 

THEO. You are joking, Socrates, for you have come 
to the man’s assistance with all the valour of youth. 

soc. Thank you, my friend. Tell me, did you 
_ observe just now that Protagoras reproached us for 
addressing our words to a boy, and said that we 

made the boy’s timidity aid us in our argument 
_ against his doctrine, and that he called our procedure 
a mere display of wit, solemnly insisting upon the 
importance of “the measure’ of all things,’ and 

' urging us to treat his doctrine seriously ? 
THEO. Of course I observed it, Socrates. 
soc. Well then, shall we do as he says? 
THEO. By all means. 

soc. Now you see that all those present, except 
_ you and myself, are boys. So if we are to do as 
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_ the man asks, you and I must question each other 
_ and make reply in order to show our serious attitude 

towards his doctrine; then he cannot, at any rate, 
find fault with us on the ground that we examined 
his doctrine in a spirit of levity with mere boys. 

: THEO. Why is this? Would not Theaetetus follow 
_ an investigation better than many a man with a long 
_ beard? 
| soc. Yes, but not better than you, Theodorus. 
_ So you must not imagine that I have to defend your 
_ deceased friend by any and every means, while you 
. do nothing at all; but come, my good man, follow 

the discussion a little way, just until we can see 
; whether, after all, you must be a measure in respect 
to diagrams, or whether all men are as sufficient unto 

_ themselves as you are in astronomy and the other 
sciences in which you are alleged to be superior. 

THEO. It is not easy, Socrates, for anyone to sit 
beside you and not be forced to give an account of 
himself and it was foolish of me just now to say you 
‘would excuse me and would not oblige me, as the 
Lacedaemonians do, to strip; you seem to me to 

_ take rather after Sciron.!_ For the Lacedaemonians 
- tell people to go away or else strip, but you seem to me 
_ to play rather the réle of Antaeus; for you do not let 
; “anyone go who approaches you until you have forced 
_ him to strip and wrestle with you in argument. 
soc. Your comparison with Sciron and Antaeus 
f pictures my complaint admirably ; only I am a more 

_ ? Sciron was a mighty man who attacked all who came 
near him and threw them from a cliff. He was overcome 
by Theseus. Antaeus, a terrible giant, forced all passers- 

to wrestle with him. He was invincible until Heracles 
_ crushed him in his arms. 
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stubborn combatant than they; for many a Heracles 
and many a Theseus, strong men of words, have fallen 
in with me and belaboured me mightily, but still I 
do not desist, such a terrible love of this kind of 
exercise has taken hold on me. So, now that it is 
your turn, do not refuse to try a bout with me; it 
will be good for both of us. 

THEO. I say no more. Lead on as you like. 
Most assuredly I must endure whatsoever fate you 
spin for me, and submit to interrogation. However, 
I shall not be able to leave myself in your hands 
beyond the point you propose. 

soc. Even that is enough. And please be 
especially careful that we do not inadvertently give 
a playful turn to our argument and somebody reproach 
us again for it. 

THEO. Rest assured that I will try so far as in 
me lies. 

soc. Let us, therefore, first take up the same 
question as before, and let us see whether we were 
right or wrong in being displeased and finding fault 

with the doctrine because it made each individual] 
self-sufficient in wisdom. Protagoras granted that 

some persons excelled others in respect to the better 
and the worse, and these he said were wise, did 
he not ? 

THEO. Yes. 
soc. Now if he himself were present and could 

_ agree to this, instead of our making the concession 
for him in our effort to help him, there would be no 

_ need of taking up the question again or of reinforcing 
his argument. But, as it is, perhaps it might be 

said that we have no authority to make the agree- 
ment for him; therefore it is better to make the 
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sement still clearer on this particular point; for 
it makes a good deal of difference whether it is so 
or not. 

THEO. That is true. 
soc. Let us then get the agreement in as concise 

a form as possible, not through others, but from his 

own statement. 
THEO. How? 
soc. In this way: He says, does he not? “that 

which appears to each person really is to him to 
whom it appears.” 

THEO. Yes, that is what he says. 
soc. Well then, Protagoras, we also utter the 

opinions of a man, or rather, of all men, and we say 
that there is no one who does not think himself 
wiser than others in some respects and others wiser 
than himself in other respects ; for instance, in times 
of greatest danger, when people are distressed in 
war or by diseases or at sea, they regard their 
commanders as gods and expect them to be their 
saviours, though they excel them in nothing except 
knowledge. And all the world of men is, I dare 
say, full of people seeking teachers and rulers for 
themselves and the animals and for human activities, 
and, on the other hand, of people who consider 
themselves qualified to teach and qualified to rule. 
And in all these instances we must say that men 
themselves believe that wisdom and ignorance exist 
in the world of men, must we not? 

THEO. Yes, we must. 
soc. And therefore they think that wisdom is true 

thinking and ignorance false opinion, do they not? 
THEO. Of course. 
soc. Well then, Protagoras, what shall we do 
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about the doctrine? Shall we say that the opinions 
which men have are always true, or sometimes true 
and sometimes false? For the result of either 
statement is that their opinions are not always true, 
but may be either true or false. Just think, Theodorus; 
would any follower of Protagoras, or you yourself, 
care to contend that no person thinks that another 
is ignorant and has false opinions? 

THEO. No, that is incredible, Socrates. 
soc. And yet this is the predicament to which 

the doctrine that man is the measure of all things 
inevitably leads. 

THEO. How so? 
soc. When you have come to a decision in your 

own mind about something, and declare your opinion 
to me, this opinion is, according to his doctrine, true 
to you; let us grant that; but may not the rest of 
us sit in judgement on your decision, or do we always 
judge that your opinion is true? Do not myriads of 
men on each occasion oppose their opinions to yours, 
believing that your judgement and belief are false ? 

THEO. Yes, by Zeus, Socrates, countless myriads 
in truth, as Homer! says, and they give me all the 
trouble in the world. 

soc. Well then, shall we say that in such a case 
_ your opinion is true to you but false to the myriads? 

THEO. That seems to be the inevitable deduction. 
soc. And what of Protagoras himself? If neither 

he himself thought, nor people in general think, as 
indeed they do not, that man is the measure of all 
things, is it not inevitable that the “truth” which 
he wrote is true to no one? But if he himself thought 

* Homer, Odyssey, xvi. 121, xvii. 432, xix. 78. 
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it was true, and people in general do not agree with 
him, in the first place you know that it is just so 
much more false than true as the number of those 
who do not believe it is greater than the number of 
those who do. 

THEO. Necessarily, if it is to be true or false 
according to each individual opinion. 

soc. Secondly, it involves this, which is a very 
pretty result; he concedes about his own opinion 
the truth of the opinion of those who disagree with 
him and think that his opinion is false, since he 
grants that the opinions of all men are true. 

THEO. Certainly. 
soc. Then would he not be conceding that his 

own opinion is false, if he grants that the opinion of 
those who think he is in error is true? 

THEO. Necessarily. 
soc. But the others do not concede that they are 

in error, do they? 
THEO. No, they do not. 
soc. And he, in turn, according to his writings, 

grants that this opinion also is true. 
THEO. Evidently. 
soc. Then all men, beginning with Protagoras, 

will dispute—or rather, he will grant, after he 
once concedes that the opinion of the man who 
holds the opposite view is true—even Protagoras 
himself, I say, will concede that neither a dog nor 
any casual man is a measure of anything whatsoever 
that he has not learned. Is not that the case? 

THEO. Yes. 
soc. Then since the “truth” of Protagoras is 

disputed by all, it would be true to nobody, neither 
to anyone else nor to him. 
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THEo. I think, Socrates, we are running my 
friend too hard. 

soc. But, my dear man, I do not see that we are 
running beyond what is right. Most likely, though, 
he, being older, is wiser than we, and if, for example, 
he should emerge from the ground, here at our feet, 
if only as far as the neck, he would prove abundantly 
that I was making a fool of myself by my talk, in 
all probability, and you by agreeing with me; then 
he would sink down and be off at a run. But we, 
I suppose, must depend on ourselves, such as we 
are, and must say just what we think. And so now 
must we not say that everybody would agree that 
some men are wiser and some more ignorant than 
others ?__ 

ruEo. Yes, I think at least we must. 
soc. And do you think his doctrine might stand 

most firmly in the form in which we sketched it 
when defending Protagoras, that most things—hot, 
dry, sweet, and everything of that sort—are to each 
person as they appear to him, and if Protagoras is 
to concede that there are cases in which one person 
excels another, he might be willing to say that in 
matters of health and disease not every woman or 
child—or beast, for that matter—knows what is 
wholesome for it and is able to cure itself, but in 
this point, if in any, one person excels another? 

THEo. Yes, I think that is correct. 
soc. And likewise in affairs of state, the honourable 

and disgraceful, the just and unjust, the pious and 
its opposite, are in truth to each state such as it 
thinks they are and as it enacts into law for itself, 
and in these matters no citizen and no state is wiser 
than another; but in making laws that are advan- 
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_ tageous to the state, or the reverse, Protagoras again 
will agree that one counsellor is better than another, 
and the opinion of one state better than that of 
another as regards the truth, and he would by no 
means dare to affirm that whatsoever laws a state 
makes in the belief that they will be advantageous 
to itself are perfectly sure to prove advantageous. 
But in the other class of things—I mean just and 
unjust, pious and impious—they are willing to say 
with confidence that no one of them possesses by 
nature an existence of its own; on the contrary, that 
the common opinion becomes true at the time when 
it is adopted and remains true as long as it is held; 
this is substantially the theory of those who do not 
altogether affirm the doctrine of Protagoras. But, 
Theodorus, argument after argument, a greater one 
after a lesser, is overtaking us. 

THEO. Well, Socrates, we have plenty of leisure, 
have we not ? 

soc. Apparently we have. And that makes me 
think, my friend, as I have often done before, how 

_ natural it is that those who have spent a long time 
in the study of philosophy appear ridiculous when 

_ they enter the courts of law as speakers. 
THEO. What do you mean? 
soc. Those who have knocked about in courts and 

_ the like from their youth up seem to me, when 
compared with those who have been brought up in 

_ philosophy and similar pursuits, to be as slaves 
_ in breeding compared with freemen. 

THEO. In what way is this the case? 
soc. In this way: the latter always have that 

which you just spoke of, leisure, and they talk at 
their leisure in peace; just as we are now taking up 
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argument after argument, already beginning a third, 
_ so can they, if, as in our case, the new one pleases 
_ them better than that in which they are engaged ; 
_ and they do not care at all whether their talk is long 
_ or short, if only they attain the truth. But the men 

of the other sort are always in a hurry—for the water 
flowing through the water-clock urges them on—and 
the other party in the suit does not permit them to 

_ talk about anything they please, but stands over them 
_ exercising the law’s compulsion by reading the brief, 

from which no deviation is allowed (this is called the 
affidavit);! and their discourse is always about a 
fellow slave and is addressed to a master who sits 
there holding some case or other in his hands; and 
the contests never run an indefinite course, but are 
always directed to the point at issue, and often the 
race is for the defendant’s life. As a result of all 
this, the speakers become tense and shrewd ; they 
know how to wheedle their master with words and 
gain his favour by acts; but in their souls they 

_ become small and warped. For they have been 
deprived of growth and straightforwardness and 
independence by the slavery they have endured from 
their youth up, for this forces them to do crooked 

_ acts by putting a great burden of fears and dangers 
_ upon their souls while these are still tender; and 

since they cannot bear this burden with uprightness 
_ and truth, they turn forthwith to deceit and to 

_ requiting wrong with wrong, so that they become 
* 2 In Athenian legal procedure each party to a suit 

_ presented a written statement—the charge and the reply— 
_ ata ery hearing. These statements were subse- 

quently confirmed by oath, and the sworn statement was 
_ Called diwpocta or avrwpocia, which is rendered above by 

“affidavit ” as the nearest English equivalent. 
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greatly bent and stunted. Consequently they pass 
_ from youth to manhood with no soundness of mind 

in them, but they think they have become clever 
and wise. So much for them, Theodorus. Shall we 
_ describe those who belong to our band, or shall we 
_ let that go and return to the argument, in order to 
_ avoid abuse of that freedom and variety of discourse, 
_ of which we were speaking just now ? 

THEO. By all means, Socrates, describe them ; for 
I like your saying that we who belong to this band 

_are not the servants of our arguments, but the 
_arguments are, as it were, our servants, and each of 
them must await our pleasure to be finished; for we 

have neither judge, nor, as the poets have, any 
_ spectator set over us to censure and rule us. 
_ soc. Very well, that is quite appropriate, since it is 
your wish ; and let us speak of the leaders; for why 

_ should anyone talk about the inferior philosophers? 
_ The leaders, in the first place, from their youth up, 
remain ignorant of the way to the agora, do not 
even know where the court-room is, or the senate- 
house, or any other public place of assembly; as for 
laws and decrees, they neither hear the debates 

_ chorus girls—it never occurs to them even in their 
_ dreams to indulge in such things. And whether 
_ anyone in the city is of high or low birth, or what 

j evil has been inherited by anyone from his ancestors, 
_ male or female, are matters to which they pay no 
_ more attention than to the number of pints in the 
sea, as the saying is. And all these things the 
iS pbillosopher does not even know that he does not 
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know ; for he does not keep aloof from them for the 
sake of gaining reputation, but really it is only his 
body that has its place and home in the city; his 
mind, considering all these things petty and of no 
account, disdains them and is borne in all directions, 
as Pindar! says, “both below the earth, ’ and measuring 
the surface of the earth, and “above the sky,” study- 
ing the stars, and investigating the universal nature 
of every thing that is, each in its entirety, never 

lowering itself to anything close at hand. 
_ THEO. What do you mean by this, Socrates ? 

soc. Why, take the case of Thales, Theodorus. 
_ While he was studying the stars and looking upwards, 
he fell into a pit, and a neat, witty Thracian servant 
: girl jeered at him, they say, because he was so eager 
to know the things in the sky that he could not see 
os was there before him at his very feet. The 
same jest applies to all who pass their lives in 
hilosophy. For really such a man pays no attention 

to his next door neighbour; he is not only ignorant 
of what he is doing, but he hardly knows whether he 
is a human being or some other kind of a creature ; 
but what a human being is and what is proper for 

ch a nature to do or bear different from any other, 
this he inquires and exerts himself to find out. Do 
you understand, Theodorus, or not ? 

THEO. Yes, I ‘do; you are right.” 
_ soc. Hence it is, my friend, such a man, both in 
. } This may refer to Wem. x. 87 f.— 

jyucu pév xe wvéos yalas brévepev édv, 
¥ Tyuucu 3 ovpavot év xpucéos Séuorw, 

hee Preece) shalt live being half the time under 
and half the time in the golden dwellings of 

ca but it may be a quotation from one of the lost 
_ poems of Pindar. 
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private, when he meets with individuals, and in 
public, as I said in the beginning, when he is obliged 
to speak in court or elsewhere about the things at 
his feet and before his eyes, is a laughing-stock not 
only to Thracian girls but to the multitude in general, 
for he falls into pits and all sorts of perplexities 
through inexperience, and his awkwardness is terrible, 
making him seem a fool; for when it comes to 

_ abusing people he has no personal abuse to offer 
_ against anyone, because he knows no evil of any 

man, never having cared for such things; so his 
_ perplexity makes him appear ridiculous; and as to 
_ laudatory speeches and the boastings of others, it 
_ becomes manifest that he is laughing at them—not 
_ pretending to laugh, but really laughing—and so he 
_ is thought to be a fool. When he hears a panegyric 
_ of a despot or a king he fancies he is listening to the 

praises of some herdsman—a swineherd, a shepherd, 
or a neatherd, for instance—who gets much milk from 

_ his beasts; but he thinks that the ruler tends and 
milks a more perverse and treacherous creature than 

_ the herdsmen, and that he must grow coarse and un- 
_ civilized, no less than they, for he has no leisure and 
_ lives surrounded by a wall, as the herdsmen live in 
their mountain pens. And when he hears that 
‘Someone is amazingly rich, because he owns ten 

_ thousand acres of land or more, to him, accustomed 
_ as he is to think of the whole earth, this seems very 

little. And when people sing the praises of lineage 
_ and say someone is of noble birth, because he can 
_ show seven wealthy ancestors, he thinks that such 
_ praises betray an altogether dull and narrow vision 

on the part of those who utter them; because of 
lack of education they cannot keep their eyes fixed 
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upon the whole and are unable to calculate that 
every man has had countless thousands of ancestors 
and progenitors, among whom have been in any 
instance rich and poor, kings and slaves, barbarians 
and Greeks. And when people pride themselves on 
a list of twenty-five ancestors and trace their pedigree 
back to Heracles, the son of Amphitryon, the petti- 
ness of their ideas seems absurd to him; he laughs 

at them because they cannot free their silly minds of 
vanity by calculating that Amphitryon’s twenty-fifth 
ancestor was such as fortune happened to make him, 
and the fiftieth for that matter. In all these cases 
the philosopher is derided by the common herd, 
partly because he seems to be contemptuous, partly 
because he is ignorant of common things and is 
always in perplexity. 

THEO. That all happens just as you say, Socrates. 
soc. But when, my friend, he draws a man up- 

wards and the other is willing to rise with him above 
the level of “ What wrong have I done you or you 
me?” to the investigation of abstract right and 
wrong, to inquire what each of them is and wherein 
they differ from each other and from all other things, 
or above the level of “Is a king happy?” or, on 
the other hand, “Has he great wealth?” to the 
investigation of royalty and of human happiness and 
wretchedness in general, to see what the nature of 

each is and in what way man is naturally fitted to 
_ gain the one and escape the other—when that man 
of small and sharp and pettifogging mind is com- 
pelled in his turn to give an account of all these 
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things, then the tables are turned; dizzied by the 
new experience of hanging at such a height, he 
gazes downward from the air in dismay and per- 
plexity ; he stammers and becomes ridiculous, not in 
the eyes of Thracian girls or other uneducated 
persons, for they have no perception of it, but in 
those of all men who have been brought up as free 
men, not as slaves. Such is the character of each 
of the two classes, Theodorus, of the man who has 
truly been brought up in freedom and leisure, whom 
you call a philosopher—who may without censure 
appear foolish and good for nothing when he is 
involved in menial services, if, for instance, he does 
not know how to pack up his bedding, much less 
to put the proper sweetening into a sauce or a fawn- 
ing speech—and of the other, who can perform all 
such services smartly and quickly, but does not know 
how to wear his cloak as a freeman should, properly 
draped,’ still less to acquire the true harmony of 
speech and hymn aright the praises of the true life 
of gods and blessed men. 

THEO. If, Socrates, you could persuade all men 
of the truth of what you say as you do me, there 
would be more peace and fewer evils among mankind. 

soc. But it is impossible that evils should be done 
away with, Theodorus, for there must always be 
something opposed to the good; and they cannot 
have their place among the gods, but must inevitably 
hover about mortal nature and this earth. Therefore 

1 The Athenians regarded the proper draping of the 
cloak as a sign of good breeding. e well-bred Athenian 
first threw his cloak over the left shoulder, then passed it 
round the back to the right side, then either above or below 
the right arm, and finally over the left arm or shoulder. 
See Aristophanes, Birds, 1567 f., with Blaydes’s notes. 
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we ought to try to escape from earth to the dwelling 
of the gods as quickly as we can; and to escape is to 
become like God, so far as this is possible; and to 
become like God is to become righteous and holy 
and wise. But, indeed, my good friend, it is not at 
all easy to persuade people that the reason generally 
advanced for the pursuit of virtue and the avoidance 
of vice—namely, in order that a man may not seem 
bad and may seem good—is not the reason why the 
one should be practised and the other not; that, 
I think, is merely old wives’ chatter, as the saying 
is. Let us give the true reason. God is in no 
wise and in no manner unrighteous, but utterly 
and perfectly righteous, and there is nothing so like 
him as that one of us who in turn becomes most 
nearly perfect in righteousness. It is herein that 
the true cleverness of a man is found and also his 
worthlessness and cowardice; for the knowledge of 
this is wisdom or true virtue, and ignorance of it is 
folly or manifest wickedness ; and all the other kinds 
of seeming cleverness and wisdom are paltry when 
they appear in public affairs and vulgar in the arts. 
Therefore by far the best thing for the unrighteous 
man and the man whose words or deeds are impious 

_ is not to grant that he is clever through knavery ; 
for such men glory in that reproach, and think it 
means that they are not triflers, “useless burdens 
upon the earth,’! but such as men should be who 
are to live safely in a state. So we must tell them 
the truth—that just because they do not think they 
are such as they are, they are so all the more truly; 
for they do not know the penalty of unrighteousness, 
which is the thing they most ought to know. For 

* Homer, Iliad, xviii. 104; Odyssey, xx. 379. 
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it is not what they think it is—scourgings and death, 
which they sometimes escape entirely when they have 
done wrong—but a penalty which it is impossible to 
escape. 

THEO. What penalty do you mean? 
- soc. Two patterns, my friend, are set up in the 

world, the divine, which is most blessed, and the 
godless, which is most wretched. But these men do 
not see that this is the case, and their silliness and 
extreme foolishness blind them to the fact that 
through their unrighteous acts they are made like 
the one and unlike the other. They therefore 
pay the penalty for this by living a life that con- 
forms to the pattern they resemble; and if we 
tell them that, unless they depart from their 
“cleverness,” the blessed place that is pure of all 
things evil will not receive them after death, and 
here on earth they will always live the life like 
themselves—evil men associating with evil—when 
they hear this, they will be so confident in their un- 
scrupulous cleverness that they will think our words 
the talk of fools. 

THEO. Very true, Socrates. 
soc. Yes, my friend, I know. However, there is 

one thing that has happened to them: whenever 
they have to carry on a personal argument about the 

_ doctrines to which they object, if they are willing to 
_ stand their ground for a while like men and do not 
_ run away like cowards, then, my friend, they at last 
_ become strangely dissatisfied with themselves and 

their arguments; their brilliant rhetoric withers 
away, so that they seem no better than children. 

_ But this is a digression. Let us turn away from 
these matters—if we do not, they will come on like 
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an ever-rising flood and bury in silt our original 
argument—and let us, if you please, proceed. 

THEO. To me, Socrates, such digressions are quite 
as agreeable as the argument ; for they are easier for 
a man of my age to follow. However, if you prefer, 
let us return to our argument. 

soc. Very well. We were at about the point in 
our argument where we said that those who declare 
that only motion is reality, and that whatever seems 
to each man really is to him to whom it seems, are 
willing to maintain their position in regard to other 
matters and to maintain especially in regard to 
justice that whatever laws a state. makes, because 
they seem to it just, are just to the state that made 
them, as long as they remain in force ; but as regards 
the good, that nobody has the courage to go on and 
contend that whatever laws a state passes thinking 
them advantageous to it are really advantageous as 
long as they remain in force, unless what he means 
is merely the name “advantageous” !; and that would 
be making a joke of our argument. Am I right? 

THEO. Certainly. 
soc, Yes; for he must not mean merely the name, 

but the thing named must be the object of his 
attention. 

THEO. True. 
soc. But the state, in making laws, aims, of course, 

at advantage, whatever the name it gives it, and 
makes all its laws as advantageous as possible to 
itself, to the extent of its belief and ability; or has 
it in making laws anything else in view? 

1 The legislator may call his laws advantageous, and that 
name, if it is given them when they are enacted, will belong 
to them, whatever their character may be. 
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THEO. Certainly not. 
soc. And does it always hit the mark, or does 

every state often miss it ? 
THEO. I should say they do often miss it! 
soc. Continuing, then, and proceeding from this 

point, every one would more readily agree to this 
assertion, if the question were asked concerning the 
whole class to which the advantageous belongs ; 
and that whole class, it would seem, pertains to the 
future. For when we make laws, we make them 
with the idea that they will be advantageous in after 
time ; and this is rightly called the future. 

THEO. Certainly. 
soc. Come then, on this assumption, let us ques- 

_ tion Protagoras or someone of those who agree with 
| him. Man is the measure of all things, as your 
_ school says, Protagoras, of the white, the heavy, the 
light, everything of that sort without exception ; for 
| he possesses within himself the standard by which to 

judge them, and when his thoughts about them 
} coincide with his sensations, he thinks what to 
_ him is true and really is. Is not that what they 
_ say? 
1 mac, Yes. 
F soc. Does he, then, also, Protagoras, we shall say, 

_ possess within himself the standard by which to judge 
_ of the things which are yet to be, and do those 
_ things which he thinks will be actually come to pass 

for him who thought them? Take, for instance, 
} heat; if some ordinary man thinks he is going to 
|} take a fever, that is to say, that this particular heat 

will be, and some other man, who is a physician, 
_ thinks the contrary, whose opinion shall we expect 
the future to prove right? Or perhaps the opinion 
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of both, and the man will become, not hot or feverish 
to the physician, but to himself both ? 

THEO. No, that would be ridiculous. 
soc. But, I imagine, in regard to the sweetness 

or dryness which will be in a wine, the opinion of 
the husbandman, not that of the lyre-player, will be 
valid. 

THEO. Of course. 
soc. And again, in a matter of discord or tuneful- 

ness in music that has never been played, a gymnastic 
teacher could not judge better than a musician 
what will, when performed, seem tuneful even to 
a gymnastic teacher himself. 

THEO. Certainly not. 
soc. Then, too, when a banquet is in preparation 

the opinion of him who is to be a guest, unless he 
has training in cookery, is of less value concerning 
the pleasure that will be derived from the viands 
than that of the cook. For we need not yet argue 
about that which already is or has been pleasant to 
each one; but concerning that which will in the 
future seem and be pleasant to each one, is he 

- himself the best judge for himself, or would you, 
Protagoras—at least as regards the arguments which 
will be persuasive in court to each of us—be able 
to give an opinion beforehand better than anyone 
whatsoever who has no especial training ? 

THEO. Certainly, Socrates, in this, at any rate, 
he used to declare emphatically that he himself 
excelled everyone. 

soc. Yes, my friend, he certainly did; otherwise 
nobody would have paid him a high fee for his 
conversations, if he had not made his pupils believe 
that neither a prophet nor anyone else could judge 
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better than himself what was in the future to be 
and seem. 

THEO. Very true. 
soc. Both lawmaking, then, and the advantageous 

are concerned with the future, and everyone would 
agree that a state in making laws must often fail 
to attain the greatest advantage ? 

THEO. Assuredly. 
soc. Then it will be a fair answer if we say to your 

master that he is obliged to agree that one man is 
wiser than another, and that such a wise man is a 
measure, but that I, who am without knowledge, am 
not in the least obliged to become a measure, as 
the argument in his behalf just now tried to oblige 
me to be, whether I would or no. 

THEO. In that respect, Socrates, I think that the 
argument is most clearly proved to be wrong, and 
it is proved wrong in this also, in that it declares 
the opinions of others to be valid, whereas it was 
shown that they do not consider his arguments true 
at all. 

soc. In many other respects, Theodorus, it could 
be proved that not every opinion of every person is 
true, at any rate in matters of that kind; but it is 
more difficult to prove that opinions are not true in 
regard to the momentary states of feeling of each 
person, from which our perceptions and the opinions 
concerning them arise. But perhaps I am quite 
wrong ; for it may be impossible to prove that they 
are not true, and those who say that they are 
manifest and are forms of knowledge may perhaps 
be right, and Theaetetus here was not far from the 
mark in saying that perception and knowledge are 
identical. So we must, as the argument in behalf of 
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Kal e€ apyfs, womep adtol dorelvovTat. 

e£0. Ilavrdmact pev ody. Kal yap, d UwKpates, 
mept tovTwy tv “Hpakdereiwy 4%, domep ad 
Aéyets, ‘Opnpetov Kal ETL TmaAavorépey, adrois 
pev tots mept tiv “Edeoor, doot Tpoo7mroLoovTat 
€pTrerpou elvau,” ovdev paMov oldv Te SiadexOijvar 
]) Tots oloTp@ovw. arexvds yap Kara 7. ouyypap~ 
para  Pepovrat, TO 5 emyseivat emt Adyw Kal 
Epwrypatt Kal yovxiws ev peper amoxpivacbat 
Kat €péobar iyrtov avtois eve a TO pnder: paMov 
be drrepBdMer TO odd” oddev mpos TO pnde opLuKpov 
eveivar Tots av8pdow Houxlas. GAN av twd Te 
€pn, wWomep ex haperpas puwarioKia aiviypatwdn 
dvaondvres dmorogevouor, Kav ToUTOU onrijs Adyov 
AaBeiv ti cipnker, érTépw memAnker Kawads per- 
wvopacpuevm. mepavets de oddémoTe ovdev mpds 
ovdeva adt&v: ovd€ ye exetvor adtol mpdos aAAj- 

B dovs, aAd’ «db wdvu dvddrrovar ro pndev BéBatov 

1 Siaxpovovra TW ; dxovovra B. 
2 Euevpo. elvac Vindob. 21; &urepo BT, Euseb. 
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Protagoras! enjoined upon us, come up closer and 
examine this doctrine of motion as the fundamental 
essence, rapping on it to see whether it rings sound 
or unsound. As you know, a strife has arisen about 
it, no mean one, either, and waged by not a few 
combatants. 

THEO. Yes, far from mean, and it is spreading far 
and wide all over Ionia; for the disciples of Hera- 
cleitus are supporting this doctrine very vigorously. 

soc. Therefore, my dear Theodorus, we must all 
the more examine it from the beginning as they 
themselves present it. 

THEO. Certainly we must. For it is no more 
possible, Socrates, to discuss these doctrines of Hera- 
cleitus (or, as you say, of Homer or even earlier 
sages) with the Ephesians themselves—those, at 
least, who profess to be familiar with them—than 
with madmen. For they are, quite in accordance 
with their text-books, in perpetual motion; but as 
for keeping to an argument or a question and quietly 
answering and asking in turn, their power of doing 
that is less than nothing; or rather the words 
“nothing at all’ fail to express the absence from 
these fellows of even the slightest particle of rest. 
But if you ask one of them a question, he pulls out 
puzzling little phrases, like arrows from a quiver, 
and shoots them off; and if you try to get hold of 
an explanation of what he has said, you will be 
struck with another phrase of novel and distorted 
wording, and you never make any progress whatso- 
ever with any of them, nor do they themselves 
with one another, for that matter, but they take 
very good care to allow nothing to be settled either 

1 See 168 B. 
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eav elvan par’ ev ASyw purr’ ev Tats adrav poyais, 
jyodpevor, cis enol Soxe?, adtd ordoyov etvat: 
ToUT@ dé mavu moAenodaw, Kal Kal’ Goov Sdvavrat 
travraxobev éexBadAovow. 

x02. “lows, & Ocddwpe, rods dvdpas waxopevous 
edpakas, eipnvevovow S€ od avyyéyovas: od yap 
gol éraipoi eiow: GAX’, olwat, Ta Tovadra Tots 
pabnrais emi cxodfis dpalovow, ods av BovAwvrat 
Omotous adtots movpoar. 

@EO. [lotous pabnrais, & Sayove; ode yi- 
C yvetar t&v Tovwodtwv Erepos érépov pabyris, aA 

adrowato. avadvovrar, o7dbev av téyn ExaoTos 
aira@v éevOovoidoas, Kai Tov Erepov 6 ETEpos ovdeV 
Hyetras <idévat. Tapa pev ody TovTwY, OEP Ha 
€pav, odk av mote AdBos Adyov odte ExdvTwY OUT 
axdvrwy: avrtods dé Set mapadaBovras wamep 
mpoPAnpwa emuoxometobar. 

sa. Kai petpiws ye Aéyers. 7d ye 57) mpoBAnpna 
adXo Tt TrapeiAndapev mapa pev TOV apxaiwy mera 

D moujcews emixpuTTopevwy tovs moAdovs, ws 7 
yeveots TOV GAAwy mdvrwy “Qkeavos te kai Tyfds 
pevuara tuyxdver Kal oddev EoTynKe, mapa Se TOV 
dotépwv are codwrépwv avadavdcv azroderKvupe- 
vwv, wa Kat of oKxvtToTdpor abt@v TiIv codiav 
pdbwow aKovoartes Kal wavaowvTat HABiws ot6- 
prevoe TA prev Eoravat, Ta, dé KivetoBar THY ovTwv, 
pabovtes Sé 67e mavTa Kwetrar TYL@ow adtovs; 
dAiyou dé ézeAabounv, & Oeddmpe, Ste GAAor ad 
Tavavria TovToLs amepyvavro, 
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in an argument or in their own minds, thinking, 
_ I suppose, that this is being stationary; but they 

wage bitter war against the stationary, and, so far as 
they can, they banish it altogether. 

soc. Perhaps, Theodorus, you have seen the men 
when they are fighting, but have not been with 
them when they are at peace; for they are no 
friends of yours; but I fancy they utter such 

doctrines at leisure to those pupils whom 
they wish to make like themselves. 

THEO. What pupils, my good man? Such people 
| do not become pupils of one another, but they 

grow up of themselves, each one getting his in- 
spiration from any chance source, and each thinks 
the other knows; nothing. From these people, 

_ then, as I was going to say, you would never 
get an argument either with their will or against 
it; but we must ourselves take over the question 

_ and investigate it as if it were a problem of mathe- 

| matics. 
_ . soc, Yes, what you say is reasonable. Now as 

_ for the problem, have we not heard from the ancients, 
_ who concealed their meaning from the multitude by 

_ their poetry, that the origin of all things is Oceanus 
_ and Tethys, flowing streams, and that nothing is at 
' rest; and likewise from the moderns, who, since 

_ they are wiser, declare their meaning openly, in 
_ order that even cobblers may hear and know 
_ their wisdom and may cease from the silly be- 

| lief that some things are at rest and others in 
motion, and, after learning that everything is 

} in motion, may honour their teachers? But, 
_ Theodorus, I almost forgot that others teach the 
_ opposite of this, 
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ofov axivytov teAcOev! w ravt dvop civat, 

‘ ” Ld kat dAda doa MéAoooi te Kai Tlappevidar evav- 
4 ~ Tiovpevot aor TovTos SuoxupilovTar, ws EV TE 

Ld \ \ ~ mdvra €oTt Kal €ornKev adto ev adt@ ovK Exov 
, > e ~ a col xXwpav ev 7 Kweirat. TovTois obv,@ ETAipe, TAK 

Ld / - ti xpnoducba; Kata opixpov yap mpotovres Aedx- 
> \ Oayev audotépwv eis TO écov mEeMTWKOTES, Kat 

bal 7 > av py 7 apuvvopevor diaddywpev, Siknv Sacopev 
v ¢ > a \ a womep ot ev tais maXaiotpais dia ypappis ies 
mrailovtes, Otay v7’ audotépwv Anpbévtes EAkwvrat 

> > a ets TavavTia. doKel obv ow TOS ETEpoUs TPOTEPOV 
oxemTéov, ed ovaTep Wpuncamyev, Tods péeovTas* 

> Kal €av pev Tt paivwrrar Aéyovtes, cvvehEower eT 
avtav yuds abrovs, Tods érépous expuyeiv Teipw- 

oA \ e a ~ > / pevor: eav S€ of Tod GAov oracWrar adnféorepa 
A / 5 ~ , a] 5 > A | s fee éyew Soxd@oar, devéducla map’ adtods am’ ad TOV 

A > 7 v4 > / > a“ ~ Ta aKxivnta KwovvTwy. ayuddotepa 8 av davdar 
pndéev perprov A€yovtes, yeAotor eoducla ryovpevor 
¢€ ~ 7 > , 5A. »” aA ig de Has ev Tr Aeyew favdrovs dvras, mapmadAaious dé 

a 

Kal racaddous avdpas amodedoKyaKoTes. Opa ovr, 
@® Mcddwpe, ei AvorreAct eis Tooodrov mpoievar 
kivouvov. 

\ 

@£O. Oddev pev ody avexrov, ® LedKpares, [7 
> Ps) / / A / ¢ 4 ~ > 5 ~ od diacképacba Ti A€yovow éxdrepo THY avdpav. 

1 rehéGew Stallbaum ; reddGec BT. 
2 rap’ abrovs dm’ ai trav Schleiermacher; rap’ atrovs dx’ 

aitav tay W; am’ airav rév rap abrods B; trav wap’ abrods 
am’ abray T, 
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So that it is motionless, the name of which is the All,* 

and all the other doctrines maintained by Melissus 
and Parmenides and the rest, in opposition to all 
these ; they maintain that everything is one and is 
stationary within itself, having no place in which to 
move. What shall we do with all these people, my 
friend? For, advancing little by little, we have un- 
wittingly fallen between the two parties, and, unless 
we protect ourselves and escape somehow, we shall 
pay the penalty, like those in the palaestra, who in 
playing on the line are caught by both sides and 
dragged in opposite directions.? I think, then, we 
had better examine first the one party, those whom 
we originally set out to join, the flowing ones, and if 
we find their arguments sound, we will help them 
to pull us over, trying thus to escape the others; but 
if we find that the partisans of “the whole” seem 
to have truer doctrines, we will take refuge with 
them from those who would move what is motionless. 
But if we find that neither party has anything 
reasonable to say, we shall be ridiculous if we think 
that we, who are of no account, can say anything 
worth while after having rejected the doctrines 
of very ancient and very wise men. Therefore, Theo- 
dorus, see whether it is desirable to go forward into 
so great a danger. 

THEO. Oh, it would be unendurable, Socrates, not 
to examine thoroughly the doctrines of both parties. 

? Parmenides, line 98 (ed. Mullach). In its context the 
infinitive is necessary ; but Plato may have quoted carelessly 
and may have used the indicative. 

2 In the game referred to (called d:e\xvorivda by Pollux, 
ix. 112) the players were divided into two parties, each of 
which tried to drag its opponents over a line drawn across 
the palaestra. 
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28. xo. Ukenreov a av ety ooo ye ovTw mpobv- 
Houpevov. Soxet oy pou apx7) elvan Ths oKxefews 

C kwiyoews mépt, moidv ti mote apa A€yovrés Pact 
Ta 7avra Kwetobar. BovdAopar dé Aeyew 7d ToLdvde * 
motepov ev Tu eldos adris Aéyovow 7H, WaTrep epot 
daiverat, S00; pr) pevTo. pdvov emot Soxeitw, 
aAAd, cupperexe Kal ov, va Kowh macxwpev, av 
Te Kal dén. Kal pou Aéye: dpa Kwetoa Kadreis, 
OTav TL xwpav ex xwpas peTaBaAAn 7 Kal ev TH 
avT@ orpepyrar; : 

@EO. “Eywye. 
=a. Toéro yey Tolyyy év €otw eldos. drav dé 

D 9 pev ev TH adrt@, ynpdoxn Sé, 7 wéAav ex AcvKOG 
) oKAnpov ek padasod yeyvnrae, 4 Twa adAnv 
adroiwaw aAdAoudrat, dpa odK a&iov €Tepov eidos 
pavar KWI}TEWS ; 

@£O. “Epovye Boxe." 
=0. “AvayKatov peev oby.® dvo 5) A€yw TovTw 

elon KWjoEws, dAXoiwow, tHv 5é dopav.® 
@£0. “Opbds ye A€ywv. 
0. Tobro Towvuv ovTw dveAdpevot SiareyosueBa 

710 Tois Ta mavTO pdoxovow Kwetoar Kal épw- 
TOpev- TOTEpOV mav pate dporépwrs kwetobae, 

E Pepopevov TE Kal dAAovovpevov, 7 TO ev TL audo- 
Tépws, TOO ETEpurs ; 
O80. “AMa pa Av’ éywye otK exw eimetv: 

otwar 8° av davar apporepws. 
sa. Ei dé ye pn, @ eraipe, kwovpeva Te adtots* 

a Euouye | doxe? om. Stobaeus. 
2 dvayKaiov pév ofy given to Theodorus by B. 

® popdy W ; mepipopdy BT, Stobaeus. 
4 adrots W ; éavrots BT. 
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soc. Then they must be examined, since you are 
so urgent. Now I think the starting-point of our 
_ examination of the doctrine of motion is this: Ex- 
_ actly what do they mean, after all, when they say 
_ that all things are in motion? What I wish to ask 

_ is this: Do they mean to say that there is only one 
_ kind of motion or, as I believe, two? But it must 
_ not be my belief alone ; you must share it also, that 
_ if anything happens to us we may suffer it in common. 
_ Tell me, do you call it motion when a thing changes 

_ its place or turns round in the same place ? 
THEO. Yes. 
soc. Let this, then, be one kind of motion. Now 

_ when a thing remains in the same place, but grows 
old, or becomes black instead of white, or hard 
instead of soft, or undergoes any other kind of 
alteration, is it not proper to say that this is 
another kind of motion? 

_ THEO, I think so. 
soc. Nay, it must be true. So I say that there 

are these two kinds of motion: “alteration,” and 
motion in space.” 

tTuEo. And you are right. 
soc. Now that we have made this distinction, let 

us at once converse with those who say that all 
things are in motion, and let us ask them, “ Do you 

' mean that everything moves in both ways, moving 
| in space and undergoing alteration, or*one thing in 
be 

| both ways and another in one of the two ways 
® only?” 

_ THEO. By Zeus, I cannot tell! But I think they 
would say that everything moves in both ways. 
__ soc. Yes; otherwise, my friend, they will find that 
things in motion are also things at rest, and it will 
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Kat éorara pavetrar, Kal oddev paMov dpbds eer 
eimety OTe KwetraL TA TaVTA 7} OTL EOTHKEV. 

ero. *“AAnbéorara déyets. 
2a. OdKody erred) Kuvetobat avrd, de?, TO Se 

pe) kwetobat pay evetvat | ndevi, mavta 51) macav 
182 kivnow dei Kwetrat. 

ero. “Avdyrn. 
30. Ledzes by wor Te adrav- tis Oepudrytos 

7) AevKdtyTos 7) OTovoby yéeveow ody OUTW WS éré- 
youev davat adrovs, dépeobar Exaorov TovTwr apa 
alcOnce peta€d TOO towodvTdés Te Kal mdoxOVTOS, 
Kal TO ev maoxov aicOnrixov? GAN’ odK aicbnow * 
ylyvec0ar, TO S€ trovotv rowdy Te GAN od rrovdTHTA; 
tows obv a mroudTns aya addAdKotrov te daiverat 
dvopia, Kat ob pavbdvers aOpoov Acydpevov: kara 

B épy obv dkove. TO yap movoby ovre Oepporns 
ovUTE Aevdrns, Deppov dé kal AevKov yiyverat, Kal 
TaAXa, ovrw peuvynoat yap jTov Kat ev tots 
mpoobev OTL OUTWS edéyouev, € év pndev- avTo Kal? 
atro elvar, pnd ad TO mowwdv 7 mdoxov, aN’ 
e€ duo pay mpos Mma. | ouyyLyvowevey Tas 
aicbjoers Kal Ta aio qrd GmoTiKTOVTA Ta Lev 
mou * arra yiyveoBan, ° Ta Se aicBavdpeva.. 

@EO. Meépynpau mas 8 ov; 
=2. Ta pev toivuy GAXra xaipew edowpev, ere 

C dAdws cite ottws A€yovaw: od 8 Evexa r€yomev, 
todtro povov dvdAdtTwyev, epwrdvres* Kweirat 
Kal pet, Ws pate, TA TdVTA; H yap; 

1 évetvar W; év elvac BT. 
2 aic@yrixdv Burnet; alc@nrov BT; alc@yryvy Buttmann ; 

aicbavbéuevov Heindorf. 
3 alcdnow W 3; alcOnow er BT. 4 rod bt; ro BT. 
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_ be no more correct to say that all things are in 
_ motion than that all things are at rest. 

THEO. What you say is very true. 
: soc. Then since they must be in motion, and 

since absence of motion must be impossible for any- 
thing, all things are always in all kinds of motion. 

THEO. Necessarily. 
soc. Then just examine this point of their doctrine. 

Did we not find that they say that heat-or whiteness 
or anything you please arises in some such way as 

_ this, namely that each of these moves simultaneously 
_ with perception between the active and the passive 
_ element, and the passive becomes percipient, but not 

perception, and the active becomes, not a quality, 
but endowed with a quality? Now perhaps quality 
seems an extraordinary word, and you do not under- 
stand it when used with general application, so let 
me give particular examples. For the active element 
becomes neither heat nor whiteness, but hot or 
white, and other things in the same way; you 
probably remember that this was what we. said 

_ earlier in our discourse, that nothing is in itself un- 
varyingly one, neither the active nor the passive, but 

_ from the union of the two with one another the per- 
_ ceptions and the perceived give birth and the latter 
_ become things endowed with some quality while the 
_ former become percipient. 

; THEO. I remember, of course. 
soc. Let us then pay no attention to other 

_ matters, whether they teach one thing or another ; 
_ but let us attend strictly to this only, which is the 

object of our discussion. Let us ask them, “ Are all 
things, according to your doctrine, in motion 

_ and flux?” Is that so? 
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ero. Nai. 
22. Odxodv dpporépas ds SvetAducba Kwioets, 

pepomeva te Kal dMovovpreva ; 
e£o. [Ids 8 ov; cimep ye db) TEeA€ws Kw7- 

OETA. 
xa. Ei peév roivuv édépero povov, nAAowbTo 5é 

LH, €lxouev av mov eimeiv ola arta pet Ta pepd- 
pevar 7 TOs A€ywpev 4 

e£0. Odvrws. 
D xo. "Enews 5€ oddé roiro peéver, TO AevKOV 

a“ ‘ A ~ pety TO péov, aAAa peraBadrAer, woTe Kal avrod 
Tovrov elvat pony, This AcuxdrnTos, Kal peraBodny 
«is any xpoar, iva pn adA@ Taury p€vov, dpa i 
mote olov Té TL TpoceTety xp@ua, WoTe Kal 
op0ds mpooayopevew ; 

e£O. Kai tis unxavy, & Ldxpates; 7 aAdo ye 
a , 7 21 : ¢€ fi 

TL TWV TOLOUTWYV, ELTTEP GAEL Aéyovros dre€epyreTar, ; 

are 81) péov; 
xa. Ti dé mepi aicbjcews epoduev drovacoby, 

olov Tis Tob Opav 7 axovew; pévew Tote ev adT@ 
E7® dpav 7 axovew; 

e£O. OvKouv Sez ye, cizep mdavTa Kweirat. 
xa. Outre @ dpa Opav mpoopyréov Tt padrov 7 oy) en) 

Opa, ovd€ TW " adAny alobnow paAdov 7 7}, TavTwWV 
ye TaVTWS KIVOULEVWY. 

ero. Od yap ovr. 
so. Kail pay aicdnois ye émuorin, ws edapev 

> 4 A / F eyo Te Kat Oeairytos. 
ero. *Hyv rabra. 

1 Néywuer B; Aéyouev T. 
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THEO. Yes. 
; soc. Have they then both kinds of motion which 
; we distinguished? Are they moving in space and 
___ also undergoing alteration ? 2 
‘ THEO. Of course; that is, if they are to be in 

perfect motion. — 
soc. Then if they moved only in space, but did 

not undergo alteration, we could perhaps say what 
qualities belong to those moving things which are in 
flux, could we not? 

THEO. That is right. 
soc. But since not even this remains fixed—that 

the thing in flux flows white, but changes, so that 
there is a flux of the very whiteness, and a change 
of colour, that it may not im that way be convicted 
of remaining fixed, is it possible to give any name 
to a colour, and yet to speak accurately ? 

THEO. How can it be possible, Socrates, or to 
give a name to anything else of this sort, if while we 
are speaking it always evades us, being, as it is, in 
flux ? 

soc. But what shall we say of any of the percep- 
tions, such as seeing or hearing? Does it perhaps 
remain fixed in the condition of seeing or hearing ? 

THEO. It must be impossible, if all things are in 
motion. 

soc. Then we must not speak of seeing more than 
_ not-seeing, or of any other perception more than 
_ of non-perception, if all things are in all kinds of 

motion. 
THEO. No, we must not. 

_ soc. And yet perception is knowledge, as 
Theaetetus and I said. 

THEO. Yes, you did say that. 

a OES Sea * 

Ly 
.* 
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za. Oddev dpa emvoT pny paMov 7 7 pa €maTn- 
pny dmexpwdpeba € Epwrw@prevot 6 Ti COTW ETLOTHLN. 

183 @EO. "Eotxare. 
=a. Kadov dv yyuiv ovpBaivor 70 erravopIay.a. 

THS dmoxpicews, mpobupnbetow dmodeigau OTe 
mavTa Kuweirat, iva 81) éxeivn 7 amoxpiois op07 
gavn. Oo 8, ws Eouxev, éddvn, ei wdvTa Kweirat, 
moa amoKplois, TEept GTov av Tis az7roKpivyTat, 
opoiws p07) eivat, ovtw 7° exew Pavar Kal pH 
ovTe, el 6€ BotAa, yiyvecbar, wa pt) oTHOwWpeEV 
atrovs TH Aoyw. 

£0. *Opbds Aéyets. 
=a. TLArjy ye, @ Ocddwpe, ote ““ odtw”’ TE efzrov 

Kal. “‘ odx ovTw.”’ det S€ obd€ TodTo “ ovTw”’ 
B déyew: ovde yap av €rt Kwotro “ otrw’’+ odd’ 
aor pA), ovTw’’* ovde yap “ Tobro a Knots 
adda Tw * Magy pwviv Beréov Tots Tov Adyov Tobrov 
A€yovow, as viv ye mpos Ty abray brobeow ovK 
Zyovor pryata, ef yi) dpa 7d “ od8’ Smws.4” 
pdrwora 8 ovtws* av adrois dpydorrot, dmevpov 
Aeydpevov. 

@EO. Oixevorarn yobv SudAeKTos avryn avrots. 
Odxobdy, @ Ocddwpe, Too TE god €raipov 

canta Kal ova ovyxwpodpiev avr@ mavr 
avdpa. mary Xpnedrov pétpov elvar, av pa) 

C dpoviuds tis 7 emLoT ILIV Te atoOnow ob ovyxyw- 
pypooceden Kata ye THY TOO TavTa KWweicaL w<odor, 
ef un ® Ti THs dws Ocairnros ode Aé€yet. 
@E0. "Apior’ elpnKas, @ Leikpares* Todtwv 

yap mepavOdvrwy Kat eue Set amndAdAdxfar cor 
1 8rws BT; otrws W. 

2 3 otrws om. W. 3 ei uh W; 4 ei wh BT. 
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_ soc. Then when we were asked “ what is know- 
: ledge ?”” we answered no more what knowledge is 
_ than what not-knowledge is. 
; THEO. So it seems. 

soc. This would be a fine result of the correction 
_ of our answer, when we were so eager to show that 

all things are in motion, just for the purpose of 
; ing that answer prove to be correct. But this, 
_ I think, did prove to be true, that if all things are in 
_ motion, every answer to any question whatsoever is 
_ equaliy correct, and we may say it is thus or not 
thus—or, if you prefer, “becomes thus,” to avoid 
giving them fixity by using the word “is.” 

THEO. You are right. 
_ soc. Except, Theodorus, that I said “thus,” and - 
“not thus”; but we ought not even to say “thus” ; 

_ for “thus” would no longer be in motion; nor, 
| again, “not thus.”” For there is no.motion in “ this” 
_ either; but some other expression must be supplied 
_ for those who maintain this doctrine, since now they 
_have, according to their own hypothesis, no words, 
unless it be perhaps the word “nohow.” That might 
be most fitting for them, since it is indefinite. 

__ THeEo. At any rate that is the most appropriate 
' form of speech for them. 
_ soc. So, Theodorus, we have got rid of your friend, 
and we do not yet concede to him that every man 
is a measure of all things, unless he be a sensible 
| man; and we are not going to concede that know- 

ledge is perception, at least not by the theory of 
universal motion, unless Theaetetus here has some- 
_ thing different to say. 
_ THEO. An.excellent idea, Socrates; for now that 

is matter is settled, I too should be rid of the duty 
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dmrokpwopevov Kata Tas ovvOrjKas, émetdi) TO Trepl 
Tod IIpwraydpov Adyou tédos axon. 

29. e@EAI. My, mpiv y av, & Ocddwpe, Lw- 
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mépt, Ti mot eotiv, doKentov yerntar bo Tav 
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_of answering your questions according to our agree- 
ment, since the argument about Protagoras is ended. 
_ tueart. No, Theodorus, not until you ond 
_ Socrates have discussed those who say all things ar 
_at rest, as you proposed just now. 

THEO. A young man like you, Theaetetus, teach- 
ing your elders to do wrong by breaking their agree- 
ments! No; prepare to answer Socrates yourself 

_ for the rest. of the argument. 
Tueaer. I will if he wishes it. But I should have 

liked best to hear about the doctrine I mentioned. 
THEO. Calling Socrates to an argument is calling 

cavalry into an open plain.! Just ask him a question 
_and you shall hear. 
soc. Still I think, Theodorus, I shall not comply 
_ with the request of Theaetetus. 
| THEO. Why will you not comply with it? 
_ soc. Because I have a reverential fear of examining 
in a flippant manner Melissus and the others who 
teach that the universe is one and motionless, and 
_ because I reverence still more one man, Parmenides. 
_ Parmenides seems to me to be, in Homer's words, 
“one to be venerated” and also “awful.” 2? For I 
met him when I was very young and he was very 
old, and he appeared to me to possess an absolutely 

| nobie depth of mind. So I am afraid we may not 
“understand his words and may be still farther from 
understanding what he meant by them; but my 
Re hief fear is that the question with which we started, 
; about the nature of knowledge, may fail to be 
“investigated, because of the disorderly crowd of 
‘ 
om tA ee expression. An open plain is just what 
_ cavalry desires. 
bo ® Iliad, iii. 172 ; Odyssey, viii. 22 ; xiv. 234. 
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arguments which will burst in upon us if we let 
them in; especially as the argument we are now 
proposing is of vast extent, and would not receive 
its deserts if we treated it as a side issue, and if we 
treat it as it deserves, it will take so long as to do 
away with the discussion about knowledge. Neither 
of these things ought to happen, but we ought to try 
by the science of midwifery to deliver Theaetetus 
of the thoughts about knowledge with which he is 

pregnant. 
THEO. Yes, if that is your opinion, we ought 

to do so. 
soc. Consider, then, Theaetetus, this further point 

about what has been said. Now you answered that 
perception is knowledge, did you not? 

THEAET. Yes. 
soc. If, then, anyone should ask you, “ By what 

does a man see white and black colours and by what 
_ does he hear high and low tones?” you would, I 

_ fancy, say, “ By his eyes and ears.” 
THEAET. Yes, I should. 
soc. The easy use of words and phrases and the 

_ avoidance of strict precision is in general a sign of 
_ good breeding ; indeed, the opposite is hardly worthy 
_ of a gentleman, but sometimes it is necessary, as now 
_ it is necessary to object to your answer, in so far as it 

_ is incorrect. Just consider; which answer is more 
_ correct, that our eyes are that by which we see or 
_ that through which we see, and our ears that by 
_ which or that through which we hear? 
_._‘-tHeaet. I think, Socrates, we perceive through, 
_ rather than by them, in each case. 
. soc. Yes, for it would be strange indeed, my boy, 

if there are many senses ensconced within us, as if 
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_ we were so many wooden horses of Troy, and they 
do not all unite in one power, whether we should 

_ call it soul or something else, by which we per- 
_ ceive through these as instruments the objects of 
_ perception. 

THEAET. I think what you suggest is more likely 
_ than the other way. 
| soc. Now the reason why I am so precise about 
_ the matter is this: I want to know whether there is 
_ some one and the same power within ourselves by 

which we perceive black and white through the eyes, 
_ and again other qualities through the other organs, 

and whether you will be able, if asked, to refer all 
such activities to the body. But perhaps it is better 

_ that you make the statement in answer to a question 
_ than that I should take all the trouble for you. 
So tell me: do you not think that all the organs 

_ through which you perceive hot and hard and light 
_ and sweet are parts of the body? Or are they parts 
_ of something else ? 
_ THEaET. Of nothing else. 

soc. And will you also be ready to agree that it is 
impossible to perceive through one sense what you 
_ perceive through another; for instance, to perceive 
_ through sight what you perceive through hearing, 

or through hearing what you perceive through 
sight? 

THEAET. Of course I shall. 
soc. Then if you have any thought about both 

_of these together, you would not have perception 
_ about both together either through one ofgan or 
_ through the other. 
__—-THEaET. No. 

soc. Now in regard to sound and colour, you have, 
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in the first place, this thought about both of them, 
that they both exist ? 

THEAET. Certainly. 
soc, And that each is different from the other and 

the same as itself ? 
THEAET. Of course. 
soc. And that both together are two and each 

separately is one? 
THEAET. Yes, that also. 
soc. And are you able also to observe whether 

they are like or unlike each other? 
THEAET. May be. 
soc. Now through what organ do you think all this 

about them? For it is impossible to grasp that which 
is common to them both either through hearing or 
through sight. Here is further evidence for the 
point I am trying to make: if it were possible to 
investigate the question whether the two, sound and 
colour, are bitter or not, you know that you will be 
able to tell by what faculty you will investigate it, 
and that is clearly neither hearing nor sight, but 
something else. 

THEAET. Of course it is,—the facultyexerted 
through the tongue. y, 

soc. Very good. But through what er is the 
faculty exerted which makes known to you that 
which is common to all lg well as to these 
of which we are speaking—that which you call being 
and not-being, and the other attributes of things, 
about which we were asking just now? What 
organs will you assign for all these, through which 
that part of us which perceives gains perception of 
each and all of them? 

THEAET. You mean being and not-being, and like- 
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ness and unlikeness, and identity and difference, 
and also unity and plurality as applied to them. 
And you are evidently asking also through what 
bodily organs we perceive by our soul the odd and 
the even and everything else that is in the same 
category. 

soc. Bravo, Theaetetus! you follow me exactly ; 
that is just what I mean by my question. 

THEAET. By Zeus, Socrates, I cannot answer, 
except that I think there is no special organ at all 
for these notions, as there are for those others; but 
it appears to me that the soul views by itself 
directly what all things have in common. 

soc. Why, you are beautiful, Theaetetus, and not, 
as Theodorus said, ugly; for he who speaks beauti- 
fully is beautiful and good. But besides being 
beautiful, you have done me a favour by relieving 
me from a long discussion, if you think that the soul 
views some things by itself directly and others through 
the bodily faculties; for that was my own opinion, 
and I wanted you to agree, 

THEAET. Well, I do think so, 
soc. To which class, then, do you assign being ; 

for this, more than anything else, belongs to all 
things? 

THEAET. I assign them to the class of notions 
which the soul grasps by itself directly. 

soc. And also likeness and unlikeness and identity 
and difference ? 

THEAET. Yes. 
soc. And how about beautiful and ugly, and good 

and bad ? 
THEAET. I think that these also are among the 

things the essence of which the soul most certainly 
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views in their relations to one another, reflecting 
within itself upon the past and present in relation to 
the future. 

soc. Stop there. Does it not perceive the hard- 
ness of the hard through touch, and likewise the 
softness of the soft? 

THEAET. Yes. 
soc. But their essential nature and the fact that 

they exist, and their opposition to one another, and, 
in turn, the essential nature of this opposition, the 
soul itself tries to determine for us by reverting to 
them and comparing them with one another. 

THEAET. Certainly. 
soc. Is it not true, then, that all sensations which 

reach the soul through the body, can be perceived 
by human beings, and also by animals, from the , . 
moment of birth; whereas reflections about these, 
with reference to their being and usefulness, are cf 
acquired, if at all, with difficulty and slowly, through | — 
many troubles, in other words, through education ? 

THEAET. Assuredly. 
soc. Is it, then, possible for one to attain “truth ” 

who cannot even get as far as “ being”? 
THEAET. No. 
soc. And will a man ever have knowledge of 

anything the truth of which he fails to attain? 
THEAET. How can he, Socrates ? 
soc. Then knowledge is not in the sensations, but 

in the process of reasoning about them; for it is 
possible, apparently, to apprehend being and truth 
by reasoning, but not by sensation. Are 

THEAET. So it seems. 
soc. Then will you call the two by the same name, 

__ when there are so great differences between them? 
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THEAET. No, that would certainly not be right. 
soc. What name will you give, then, to the one 

which includes seeing, hearing, smelling, being cold, 
and being hot? 

THEAET. Perceiving. What other name can I 
give it? 

soc. Collectively you call it, then, perception ? 
THEAET. Of course. 
soc. By which, we say, we are quite unable to 

apprehend truth, since we cannot apprehend being, 
either. 

THEAET. No; certainly not. 
soc. Nor knowledge either, then. 
THEAET. No. 
soc. Then, Theaetetus, perception and knowledge 

could never be the same. ; 
THEAET. Evidently not, Socrates ; and indeed now 

at last it has been made perfectly clear that know- 
ledge is something different from perception. —_- 
soc. But surely we did not begin our conversation 

in order to find out what knowledge is not, but what 
_ itis. However, we have progressed so far, at least, 
__ as not to seek for knowledge in perception at all, 

_ but in some function of the soul, whatever name is 
given to it when it alone and by itself is engaged 

_ directly with realities. 
THEAET. That, Socrates, is, I suppose, called having 

opinion, 
by soc. You suppose rightly, my friend. Now begin 
_ again at the beginning. ' Wipe out all we said before, 
_ and see if you have any clearer vision, now that you 

} have advanced to this point. Say once more what 
_ knowledge is. 
, THEAET. To say that all opinion is knowledge is 
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THEAETETUS 

impossible, Socrates, for there is also false opinion ; 
but true opinion probably is knowledge. Let that 
be my answer. For if it is proved to be wrong as 
we proceed, Iwill try to give another, just as I have 
given this. 

soc. That is the right way, Theaetetus. It is 
better to speak up boldly than to hesitate about 
answering, as you did at first. For if we act in this 
way, one of two things will happen: either we shall 
find what we are after, or we shall be less inclined 
to think we know what we do not know at all; and 
surely even that would be a recompense not to be 
despised. Well, then, what do you say now? As- 
suming that there are two kinds of opinion, one true 
and the other false, do you. define knowledge as the 
true opinion ? 

THEAET, Yes. That now seems to me to be 
correct. 

soc. Is it, then, still worth while, in regard to 
opinion, to take up again—? 

THEAET. What point do you refer to? 
soc. Somehow I am troubled now and have often 

been troubled before, so that I have been much 
perplexed in my own reflections and in talking with 
others, because I cannot tell what this experience 
is which we human beings have, and how it comes 
about. 

THEAET. What experience ? 
soc. That anyone has false opinions. And so I am 

considering and am still in doubt whether we had 
better let it go or examine it by another method 
than the one we followed a while ago. 

THEAET. Why not, Socrates, if there seems to be 
the least need of it? For just now, in talking about 
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THEAETETUS 

leisure, you and Theodorus said very truly that there 
is no hurry in discussions of this sort. 

soc, You are right in reminding me. For perhaps 
this is a good time to retrace our steps. For it is 
better to finish a little task well than a great deal 
imperfectly. 

THEAET. Of course. 
soc. How, then, shall we set about it? What is 

it that we do say? Do we say that in every case of 
opinion there is a false opinion, and one of us has 
a false, and another a true opinion, because, as we 
believe, it is in the nature of things that this should 
be so? 

THEAET. Yes, we do. 
soc. Then this, at any rate, is possible for us, is it 

not, regarding all things collectively and each thing 
separately, either to know or not to know them? 
For learning and forgetting, as intermediate stages, 
I leave out of account for the present, for just now 
they have no bearing upon our argument. 

THEAET. Certainly, Socrates, nothing is left in any 
particular case except knowing or not knowing it. 

soc. Then he who forms opinion must form opinion 
either about what he knows or about what he does 
not know? 

THEAET. Necessarily. 
soc. And it is surely impossible that one who 

knows a thing does not know it, or that one who 
does not know it knows it. 

THEAET. Certainly. 
soc. Then does he who forms false opinions think 

4 that the things which he knows are not these things, 
} but some others of the things he knows, and so, 
_ knowing both, is he ignorant of both? 
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THEAETETUS 

THEAET. That is impossible, Socrates. 
soc. Well then, does he think that the things he 

does not know are other things which he does not 
_ know—which is as if a man who knows neither 

Theaetetus nor Socrates should conceive the ‘idea 
that Socrates is Theaetetus or Theaetetus Socrates ° 

THEAET. That is impossible. 
soc. But surely a man does not think that the 

_ things he knows are the things he does not know, 
or again that the things he does not know are the 
things he knows. 

| THEAET. That would be a monstrous absurdity. 
soc. Then how could he still form false opinions ? 

For inasmuch as all things are either known or 
_ unknown to us, it is impossible, I imagine, to form 
_ opinions outside of these alternatives, and within 
them it is clear that there is no place for false 

_ opinion. 
THEAET. Very true. 

! soc. Had we, then, better look for what we are 
_ seeking, not by this method of knowing and not 
_ knowing, but by that of being and not being ? 
_ THEAET. What do you mean ? 

soc. We may simply assert that he who on any 
_ subject holds opinions which are not, will certainly 
think falsely, no matter what the condition of his 
mind may be in other respects. 

THEAET. That, again, is likely, Socrates. 
soc.” Well then, what shall we say, Theaetetus, 

if anyone asks us, “Is that which is assumed in 
/ common speech possible at all, and can any human 
being hold an opinion which is not, whether it be 

_ concerned with any of the things which are, or be 
entirely independent of them?’’ We, I fancy, shall 
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1 THEAETETUS 

reply, “ Yes, when, in thinking, he thinks what is 
not true,” shall we not? 

THEAET, Yes. 
soc. And is the same sort of thing possible in 

g any other field ? 
1 THEAET, What sort of thing ? 
| soc, For instance, that a man sees something, but 

sees nothing. 
THEAET. How can he? 
soc. Yet surely if a man sees any one thing, he 

sees something that is. Or do you, perhaps, think 
_ “one” is among the things that are not? - 

THEAET. No, I do not. 
soc. Then he who sees any one thing, sees some- 

thing that is. 
_ THEseT. That is clear. . 

soc. And therefore he who hears anything, hears 
_ some one thing and therefore hears what is. 

_ THEAET. Yes. 
soc. And he who touches anything, touches some 
_ one thing, which is, since it is one? 
_. THeaeT. That also is true. 

soc. So, then, does not he who holds an opinion 
_ hold an opinion of some one thing? 

THEAET. He must do so. 
soc. And does not he who holds an opinion of 

_ some one thing hold an opinion of something that is ? 
THEAET. I agree. 
soc. Then he who holds an opinion of what is not 

holds an opinion of nothing. 
THEAET. Evidently. 

soc. Well then, he who holds an opinion of noth- 
_ ing, holds no opinion at all. 

THEAET. That is plain, apparently. 
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THEAETETUS 

soc. Then it is impossible to hold an opinion of 
that which is not, either in relation to things that 
are, or independently of them. 

THEAET. Evidently. 
soc. Then holding false opinion is something 

different from holding an opinion of that which is not. 
THEAET. -So it seems. 
soc. Then false opinion is not found to exist in 

us either by this method or by that which we 
followed a little while ago. 

THEAET. No, it certainly is not. 
: soc. But does not that which we call by that 
_ name arise after the following manner? 

THEAET. After what manner? 
soc. We say that false opinion is a kind of inter- 

_ changed opinion, when a person makes an exchange 
_ in his mind and says that one thing which exists is 
another thing which exists. For in this way he 

_ always holds an opinion of what exists, but of one 
_ thing instead of another; so he misses the object he 
_ was aiming at in his thought and might fairly be said 

_ to hold a false opinion. 
THEAET. Now you seem to me to have said what 

_is perfectly right. For when a man, in forming an 
_ opinion, puts ugly instead of beautiful, or beautiful 
_ instead of ugly, he does truly hold a false opinion. 
_ soc, Evidently, Theaetetus, you feel contempt 
_ of me, and not fear. 

THEAET. Why in the world do you say that? 
soc. You think, I fancy, that I would not. attack 

your “truly false” by asking whether it is possible 
for a thing to become slowly quick or heavily light, 
_ or any other opposite, by a process opposite to itself, 
_ in accordance, not with its own nature, but with that 
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THEAETETUS 

_ of its opposite. But I let this pass, that your courage 
may not fail. You are satisfied, you say, that false 
opinion is interchanged opinion ? 

THEAET, I am. 
soc. It is, then, in your opinion, possible for the 

mind to regard one thing as another and not as 
what it is. 

THEAET. Yes, it is. 
soc. Now when one’s mind does this, does it not 

necessarily have a thought either of both things 
_ together or of one or the other of them? 

THEAET. Yes, it must; either of both at the same 
time or in succession. 

soc. Excellent. And do you define thought 
as I do? 

THEAET. How do you define it? 
soc. As the talk which the soul has with itself 

about any subjects which it considers. You must 
not suppose that I know this that I am declaring to 
you. But the soul, as the image presents itself to 
me, when it thinks, is merely conversing with itself, 
asking itself questions and answering, affirming and 
denying. When it has arrived at a decision, whether 
slowly or with a sudden bound, and is at last agreed, 

_and is not in doubt, we call that its opinion; and 
so I define forming opinion as talking and opinion 

_as talk which has been held, not with someone else, 
nor yet aloud, but in silence with oneself. How do 

_ you define it ? 
THEAET. In the same way. 
soc. Then whenever a man has an opinion that 

one thing is another, he says to himself, we believe, 
that the one thing is the other. 

THEAET. Certainly. 
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THEAETETUS 

soc. Now call to mind whether you have ever 
said to yourself that the beautiful is most assuredly 
ugly, or the wrong right, or—and this is the sum of 
the whole matter—consider whether you have ever 
tried to persuade yourself that one thing is most 
assuredly another, or whether quite the contrary is 
the case, and you have never ventured, even in 
sleep, to say to yourself that the odd is, after all, 
certainly even, or anything of that sort. 

THEAET. You are right. 
soc. Do you imagine that anyone else, sane or 

insane, ever ventured to say to himself seriously and 
try to persuade himself that the ox must necessarily 
be a horse, or two one? 

THEAET. No, by Zeus, I do not. _ 

soc. Then if forming opinion is talking to oneself, 
no one who talks and forms opinion of two objects 
and apprehends them both with his soul, could say 
and have the opinion that one is the other. But 
you will also have to give up the expression “one 
and other.” This is what I mean, that nobody holds 
the opinion that the ugly is beautiful, or anything of 
that sort. 

THEAET. Well, Socrates, I do give it up; and I 

agree with you in what you say. 
soc. You agree, therefore, that he who holds an 

opinion of both things cannot hold the opinion that 
one is the other. 

THEAET. So it seems. 

soc. But surely he who holds an opinion of one 
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THEAETETUS 

only, and not of the other at all, will never hold 
_the opinion that one is the other. 

THEAET. You are right; for he would be forced to 
apprehend also that of which he holds no opinion. 

_ soc. Then neither he who holds opinion of both 
nor he who holds it of one can hold the opinion that 
a thing is something else. And so anyone who sets 
out to define false opinion as interchanged opinion 

_ would be talking nonsense. Then neither by this 
_ method nor by our previous methods is false opinion 

_ found to exist in us. 
THEAET. Apparently not. 
soc. But yet, Theaetetus, if this is found not to 

exist, we shall be forced to admit many absurdities. 
THEAET. What absurdities? 
soc. I will not tell you until I have tried to 

_ consider the matter in every way. For I should be 
_ ashamed of us, if, in our perplexity, we were forced 

_ to make such admissions as those to which I refer. 
| But if we find the object of our quest, and are set 
| free from perplexity, then, and not before, we will 
_ speak of others as involved in those absurdities, and 
_ we ourselves shall stand free from ridicule. But if 
| we find no escape from our perplexity, we shall, I 
fancy, become low-spirited, like seasick people, and 

_ shall allow the argument to trample on us and do to 
_ us anything it pleases. Hear, then, by what means 
I still see a prospect of success for our quest. 

THEAET. Do speak. 
__ soc. I shall deny that we were right when we 

_ agreed that it is impossible for a man to have opinion 
“that the things he does not know are the things 
which he knows, and thus to be deceived. But 
_ is a way in which it is possible. 
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THEAETETUS 

THEAET. Do you mean what I myself suspected 
when we made the statement to which you refer, 

that sometimes I, though I know Socrates, saw at a 
distance someone whom I did not know, and thought 
it was Socrates whom I do know? In such a case 

- false opinion does arise. 
soc. But did not we reject that, because it resulted 

in our knowing and not knowing the things which 

we know? 

THEAET. Certainly we did. 
soc. Let us, then, not make that assumption, but 

another ; perhaps it will turn out well for us, perhaps 
the opposite. But we are in such straits that we 

_ must turn every argument round and test it from all 

| sides. Now see if this is sensible: Can a man who 

_ did not know a thing at one time learn it later? 
THEAET. To be sure he can. 
soc. Please assume, then, for the sake of argu- 

ment, that there is in our souls a block of wax, in 
_ one case larger, in another smaller, in one case the 
wax is purer, in another more impure and harder, in 

some cases softer, and in some of proper quality. 
THEAET. | assume all that. 

soc. Let us, then, say that this is the gift of 
_ Memory, the mother of the Muses, and that when- 

" ever we wish to remember anything we see or hear 
_ or think of in our own minds, we hold this wax 
_ under the perceptions and thoughts and imprint them 
“upon it, just as we make impressions from seal rings ; 
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and whatever is imprinted we remember and know 
as long as its image lasts, but whatever is rubbed out 
or cannot be imprinted we forget and do not know. 

THEAET. Let us assume that. 
soc. Now take a man who knows the things 

which hé sees and hears, and is considering some 
one of them; observe whether he may not gain a 
false opinion in the following manner. 

THEAET. In what manner? 
soc. By thinking that the things which he knows 

are sometimes things which he knows and sometimes 
things which he does not know. For we were wrong 
before in agreeing that this is impossible. 

THEAET. What do you say about it now? 
soc. We must begin our discussion of the matter 

by making the following distinctions: It is impossible 
for anyone to think that one thing which he knows 
and of which he has received a memorial imprint in 
his soul, but which he does not perceive, is another 
thing which he knows and of which also he has an 
imprint, and which he does not perceive. And, again, 
he cannot think that what he knows is that which 

_ he does not know and of which he has no seal; nor 
_ that what he does not know is another thing which 
__ he does not know; nor that what he does not know 
is what he knows; nor can he think that what he 

perceives is something else which he perceives; nor 
_ that what he perceives is something which he does 
_ not perceive; nor that what he does not perceive is 

something else which he does not perceive ; nor that 
what he does not perceive is something which he 

_ perceives. And, again, it is still more impossible, if 
that can be, to think that a thing which he knows and 
perceives and of which he has an imprint which accords 
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THEAETETUS 

with the perception is another thing which he knows 
and perceives and of which he has an imprint which 
accords with the perception. And he cannot think 
that what he knows and perceives and of which he 
has a correct memorial imprint is another thing which 
he knows; nor that a thing which he knows and 
perceives and of which he has such an imprint is 
another thing which he perceives; nor again that a 
thing which he neither knows nor perceives is another 
thing which he neither knows nor perceives; nor 
that a thing which he neither knows nor perceives is 
another thing which he does not know; nor that a 
thing which he neither knows nor perceives is 
another thing which he does not perceive. In all 
these cases it is impossible beyond everything for false 
opinion to arise in the mind of anyone. The possi- 
bility that it may arise remains, if anywhere, in the 
following cases. 

THEAET. What cases are they? I hope they may 
help me to understand better; for now I cannot 
follow you. 

soc. The cases in which he may think that things 
which he knows are some other things which he 

__ knows and perceives; or which he does not know, 
but perceives; or that things which he knows and 
perceives are other things which he knows and 

‘perceives. 

THEAET. Now I am even more out of the running 
: than before. 

soc. Then let me repeat it in a different way. I 
_ know Theodorus and remember within myself what 

sort of a person he is, and just so I know Theaetetus, 
but sometimes I see them, and sometimes I do not, 
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sometimes I touch them, sometimes not, sometimes 
I hear them or perceive them through some other 
sense, and sometimes I have no perception of you 
at all, but I remember you none the less and know 
you in my own mind. Is it not so? 

THEAET. Certainly. 
soc. This, then, is the first of the points which I 

wish to make clear. Note that one may perceive or 
not perceive that which one knows. 

THEAET, That is true. 
soc. So, too, with that which he does not know— 

he may often not even perceive it, and often he may 
merely perceive it ? 

THEAET. That too is possible. 
soc. See if you follow me better now. If 

Socrates knows Theodorus and Theaetetus, but sees 
neither of them and has no other perception of 
them, he never could have the opinion within him- 
self that Theaetetus is Theodorus. Am I right or 
wrong? 

THEAET. You are right. 
soc. Now that was the first of the cases of which 

I spoke. 
THEAET, Yes, it was. 
soc. The second is this: knowing one of you 

and not knowing the other, and not perceiving either 
of you, I never could think that the one whom I 
know is the one whom I do not know. 

THEAET. Right. 
soc. And this is the third case: not knowing 

and not perceiving either of you, 1 could not think 
that he whom I do not know is someone else whom 
I do not know. And imagine that you have heard 
all the other cases again in succession, in which I 
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could never form false opinions about you and 
Theodorus, either when I know or do not know both 
of you, or when I know one and not the other; and 
the same is true if we say “perceive” instead of 
“know.” Do you follow me? 

THEAET. I follow you. 
soc. Then the possibility of forming false opinion 

remains in the following case: when, for example, 
knowing you and Theodorus, and haying on that 
block of wax the imprint of both of you, as if you 
were signet-rings, but seeing you both at a distance 
and indistinctly, I hasten to assign the proper im- 
print of each of you to the proper vision, and to 
make it fit, as it were, its own footprint, with the 
purpose of causing recognition;! but I may fail in 
this by interchanging them, and put the vision of 
one upon the imprint of the other, as people put a 
shoe on the wrong foot; or, again, I may be affected 
as the sight is affected when we use a mirror and the 
sight as it flows makes a change from right to left, 
and thus make a mistake ; it is in such cases, then, 
that interchanged opinion occurs and the forming of 
false opinion arises. 

THeEAET. I think it does, Socrates. You describe 
what happens to opinion marvellously well. 

soc. There is still the further case, when, knowing 
both of you, I perceive one in addition to knowing 
him, but do not perceive the other, and the knowledge 
which I have of that other is not in accord with my 
perception. This is the case I described in this way 
before, and at that time you did not understand me. 

2 Aeschylus, Choeph. 197 ff., makes Electra recognize the 
presence of her brother Orestes by the likeness of his foot- 
prints to her own. 
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THEAET. No, I did not. 

soc. This is what 1 meant, that if anyone knows 
and perceives one of you, and has knowledge of 
him which accords with the perception, he will 
never think that he is someone else whom he 
knows and perceives and his knowledge of whom 
accords with the perception. ‘That was the case, 
was it not ? 

THEAET. Yes. 
soc. But we omitted, I believe, the case of which 

I am speaking now—the case in which we say the 
false opinion arises: when a man knows both and 
sees both (or has some other perception of them), 
but fails to hold the two imprints each under its 
proper perception; like a bad archer he shoots 
beside the mark and misses it; and it is just this 
which is called error or deception. 

THEAET. And properly so. 

soc. Now when perception is present to one of 
the imprints but not to the other, and the mind 
applies the imprint of the absent perception to the 
perception which is present, the mind is deceived in 
every such instance. In a word, if our present view 
is sound, false opinion or deception seems to be 
impossible in relation to things which one does not 
know and has never perceived ; but it is precisely in 
relation to things which we know and perceive that 
opinion turns and twists, becoming false and true— 

_ true when it puts the proper imprints and seals fairly 
_ and squarely upon one another, and false when it 
_ applies them sideways and aslant. 

THEAET. Well, then, Socrates, is that view not a 
_ good one? 
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THEAETETUS 

soc. After you have heard the rest, you will be 
still more inclined to say so. For to hold a true 
opinion is a good thing, but to be deceived is a 
disgrace. 

THEAET. Certainly. 
soc. They say the cause of these variations is as 

follows: When the wax in the soul of a man is deep 
and abundant and smooth and properly kneaded, the 
images that come through the perceptions are 
imprinted upon this heart of the soul—as Homer 
calls it in allusion to its similarity to wax!1—; when 
this is the case, and in such men, the imprints, being 

_ clear and of sufficient depth, are also lasting. And 
men of this kind are in the first place quick to learn, 
and secondly they have retentive memories, and 

_ moreover they do not interchange the imprints of 
their perceptions, but they have true opinions. For 

_ the imprints are clear and have plenty of room, so 
_ that such men quickly assign them to their several 
moulds, which are called realities; and these men, 

_ then, are called wise. Or do you not agree? 
THEAET. Most emphatically. 

_ soc. Now when the heart of anyone is shaggy 
_ (a condition which the all-wise poet commends), or 
when it is unclean or of impure wax, or very soft or 

_ hard, those whose wax is soft are quick to learn, but 

forgetful, and those in whom it is hard are the 
_reverse. But those in whom it is shaggy and rough 
_ and stony, infected with earth or dung which is mixed 

1 The similarity is in the Greek words xéap or xijp, heart, 
and xnpés, wax. The shaggy heart is mentioned in the Iliad, 
li. 851 ; xvi. 554. The citation of Homer, here and below, 
_is probably sarcastic—in reference to the practice of some 
of the —— who: used and perverted his words in support 
of their doctrines. . 
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in it, receive indistinct imprints from the moulds. 
So also do those whose wax is hard ; for the imprints 
lack depth. And imprints in soft wax are also 
indistinct, because they melt together and quickly 
become blurred; but if besides all this they are 
crowded upon one another through lack of room, in 
some mean little soul, they are still more indistinct. 
So all these men are likely to have false opinions. 
For when they see or hear or think of anything, they 
cannot quickly assign things to the right imprints, 
but are slow about it, and because they assign them 
wrongly they usually see and hear and think amiss=> 
These men, in turn, are accordingly said to be 
deceived about realities and ignorant. 

THEAET. You are right as right could be, Socrates. 
soc. Shall we, then, say that false opinions exist 

- inus? 
THEAET. Assuredly. 
soc. And true opinions, no doubt ? 
THEAET. And true ones also. 
soc. Then now at last we think we have reached 

_ a valid agreement, that these two kinds of opinion 
 incontestably exist ? 

THEAET. Most emphatically. 
soc. Truly, Theatetus, a garrulous man is a strange 

_ and unpleasant creature ! 
THEAET. Eh? What makes you say that? 
soc. Vexation at my own stupidity and genuine 

_ garrulity. For what else could you call it when 
_ aman drags his arguments up and down because he 
is so stupid that he cannot be convinced, and is 
hardly to be induced to give up any one of 
_ them? 

THEAET, But you, why are you vexed? 
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soc. I am not merely vexed, I am actually afraid ; 
for I do not know what answer to make if anyone asks 
me: “Socrates, have you found out, I wonder, that 
false opinion exists neither in the relations of the 
perceptions to one another nor in the thoughts, but 
in the combination of perception with thought?” 
I shall say “yes,” I suppose, and put on airs, as if 
we had made a fine discovery. 

THEAET. It seems to me, Socrates, that the result 
we have now brought out is not half bad. 

soc. “Do you go on and assert, then,” he will 
say, “that we never could imagine that the man 
whom we merely think of, but do not see, is a horse 
which also we do not see or touch or perceive by 
any other sense, but merely think of?”’ I suppose 
I shall say that I do make that assertion. 

THEAET. Yes, and you will be right. 
soc. “Then,” he will say, “according to that, 

could we ever imagine that the number eleven which 
is merely thought of, is the number twelve which 
also is merely thought of?’’ Come now, it is for you 
to answer. 

THEAET. Well, my answer will be that a man 
might imagine the eleven that he sees or touches to 
be twelve, but that he could never have that opinion 

_ concerning the eleven that he has in his mind. 
soc. Well, then, do you think that anyone ever 

_ considered in his own mind five and seven,—I do 
_ not mean by setting before his eyes seven men and 
_ five men and considering them, or anything of that 
_ sort, but seven and five in the abstract, which we 
_ Say are imprints in the block of wax, and in regard 
_to which we deny the possibility of forming false 
opinions—taking these by themselves, do you imagine 
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that anybody in the world has ever considered them, 
talking to himself and asking himself what their 
sum is, and that one person has said and thought 
eleven, and another twelve, or do all say and think 
that it is twelve ? 

THEAET. No, by Zeus; many say eleven, and if 
you take a larger number for consideration, there is 
greater likelihood of error. For I suppose you are 
speaking of any number rather than of these only. 

soc. You are right in supposing so; and consider 
whether in that instance the abstract twelve in the 
block of wax is not itself imagined to be eleven. 

THEAET. It seems so. 
soc. Have we not, then, come back again to the 

beginning of our talk? For the man who is affected 
in this way imagines that one thing which he knows 
is another thing which he knows. This we said 
was impossible, and by this very argument we were 
forcing false opinion out of existence, that the same 
man might not be forced to know and not know the 
same things at the same time. 

THEAET. Very true. 
soc. Then we must show that forming false opinion 

is something or other different from the interchange 
of thought and perception. For if it were that, we 
should never be deceived in abstract thoughts. But 
as the case now stands, either there is no false 
opinion or it is possible for a man not to know that 
which he knows. Which alternative will you choose? 

THEAET. There is no possible choice, Socrates. 
soc. And yet the argument is not likely to admit 

both. But still, since we must not shrink from any 
risk, what if we should try to do a shameless deed ? 

THEAET. What is it? 
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THEAETETUS 

_ soc. To undertake to tell what it really is to know. 
THEAET. And why is that shameless ? 
soc. You seem not to remember that our whole 

talk from the beginning has been a search for know- 
ledge, because we did not know what it is. 

THEAET. Oh yes, I remember. 
soc. Then is it not shameless to proclaim what it 

is to know, when we are ignorant of knowledge? 
But really, Theaetetus, our talk has been badly 
tainted with unclearness all along ; for we have said 
over and over again “we know” and “we do not 
know” and “we have knowledge” and “we have 
no knowledge,’ as if we could understand each 
other, while we were still ignorant of knowledge; 
and at this very moment, if you please, we have 

used the terms “be ignorant”’ and “ under- 
stand,” as though we had any right to use them if 
we are deprived of knowledge. 

THEAET. But how will you converse, Socrates, 
if you refrain from these words ? 

soc. Not at all, being the man I am; but I might 
if I were a real reasoner; if such a man were 
present at this moment he would tell us to refrain 
from these terms, and would criticize my talk 
seathingly. But since we are poor creatures, shall I 
venture to say what the nature of knowing is? For 
it seems to me that would be of some advantage. 

THEAET. Venture it then, by Zeus. You shall 
have full pardon for not refraining from those terms. 

soc. Have you heard what they say nowadays 
that knowing is? 

THEAET. Perhaps; however, I don’t remember 
\3 just at this moment. 

soc. They say it is having knowledge. 
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THEAET. True. 
soc. Let us make a slight change and say possess- 

ing knowledge. 
THEAET. Why, how will you claim that the one 

differs from the other ? 
soc. Perhaps it doesn’t; but first hear how it 

seems to me to differ, and then help me to test my 
view. 

THEAET. I will if I can. 
‘soc. Well, then, having does not seem to me the 

same as possessing. For instance, if a man bought 
a cloak and had it under his control, but did not 
wear it, we should certainly say, not that he had it, 
but that he possessed it. 

THeaeET. And rightly. 
soc. Now see whether it is possible in the same 

way for one who possesses knowledge not to have 
it, as, for instance, if a man should catch wild birds 
—-pigeons or the like—and should arrange an aviary 
at home and keep them in it, we might in a way 
assert that he always has them because he possesses 
them, might we not? 

THEAET. Yes. 
soc. And yet in another way that he has none 

of them, but that he has acquired power over them, 
since he has brought them under his control in his 
own enclosure, to take them and hold them when- 
ever he likes, by catching whichever bird he pleases, 
and to let them go again; and he can do this as 
often as he sees fit. 

THEAET. That is true. 
soc. Once more, then, just as a while ago we 

contrived some sort of a waxen figment in the soul, 
so now let us make in each soul an aviary stocked 
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with all sorts of birds, some in flocks apart from the 
rest, others in small groups, and some solitary, flying 
hither and thither among them all. 

THEAET. Consider it done. What next? 
soc. We must assume that while we are children 

this receptacle is empty, and we must understand 
that the birds represent the varieties of knowledge. 
And whatsoever kind of knowledge a person acquires 
and shuts up in the enclosure, we must say that he 
has learned or discovered the thing of which this is 
the knowledge, and that just this is knowing. 

THEAET. So be it. 
soc. Consider then what expressions are needed 

for the process of recapturing and taking and holding 
and letting go again whichever he please of the 
kinds of knowledge, whether they are the same 
expressions as those needed for the original acquisi- 
tion, or others. But you will understand better by 
an illustration. You admit that there is an art of 
arithmetic ? 

THEAET. Yes. 
soc. Now suppose this to be a hunt after the 

kinds of knowledge, or sciences, of all odd and 
even numbers. 

THEAET. I do so. 
soc. Now it is by this art, I imagine, that a man 

has the sciences of numbers under his own control 
and also that any man who transmits them to 
another does this. 

THEAET. Yes. 
soc. And we say that when anyone transmits 

them he teaches, and when anyone receives them 
_ he learns, and when anyone, by having acquired them, 

has them in that aviary of ours, he knows them. 
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THeaet. Certainly. 
soc. Now pay attention to what follows from this. 

Does not the perfect arithmetician understand all 
numbers; for he has the sciences of all numbers in 
his mind ? 

THEAET. To be sure. 
soc. Then would such a man ever count anything 

—either any abstract numbers in his head, or any 
such external objects as possess number? 

THEART. Of course. 
soc. But we shall affirm that counting is the same 

thing as considering how great any number in 
question is. 

THEAET. We shall. 
soc. Then he who by our previous admission knows 

all number is found to be considering that which he 
knows as if he did not know it. You have doubtless 
heard of such ambiguities. 

THEAET. Yes, I have. 
- soc. Continuing, then, our comparison with the 

acquisition and hunting of the pigeons, we shall say 
that the hunting is of two kinds, one before the 
acquisition for the sake of possessing, the other 
carried on by the possessor for the sake of taking and 
holding in his hands what he had acquired long 
before. And just so when a man long since by 
learning came to possess knowledge of certain things, 
and knew them, he may have these very things 
afresh by taking up again the knowledge of each of 
them separately and holding it—the knowlege which 
he had acquired long before, but had not at hand 
in his mind? 

THEAET. That is true. 
soc. This, then, was my question just now: How 
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should we express ourselves in speaking about them 
when an arithmetician undertakes to count or a man 
of letters to read something? In such a case shall 
we say that although he knows he sets himself to 
learn again from himself that which he knows ? 

THEAET. But that is extraordinary, Socrates. 
soc. But shall we say that he is going to read or 

count that which he does not know, when we have 
granted that he knows all letters and all numbers? 

THEAET. But that too is absurd. 
soc. Shall we then say that words are nothing to 

«Us, if it amuses anyone to drag the expressions 
“know” and “learn” one way and another, but 
since we set up the distinction that it is one thing 
to possess knowledge and another thing to have it, 

_ we affirm that it is impossible not to possess what 
_ one possesses, so that it never happens that a man 
_ does not know that which he knows, but that it is 
_ possible to conceive a false opinion about it? For 
_ it is possible to have not the knowledge of this thing, 
_ but some other knowledge instead, when in hunting 

for some one kind of knowledge, as the various 
kinds fly about, he makes a mistake and catches one 
instead of another; so in one example he thought 
eleven was twelve, because he caught the knowledge 
of twelve, which was within him, instead of that of 

_ eleven, caught a ringdove, as it were, instead of a 
_ pigeon. 

THEAET. Yes, that is reasonable. 

ig 
soc. But when he catches the knowledge he 

intends to catch, he is not deceived and has true 
opinion, and so true and false opinion exist and none 

of the things which formerly annoyed us interferes ? 
Perhaps you will agree to this; or what will you do? 
_ vou. 0 P 213 
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THEAETETUS 

THEAET. I will agree. 
soc. Yes, for we have got rid of our difficulty 

about men not knowing that which they know; for 
we no longer find ourselves not possessing that which 
we possess, whether we are deceived about anything 
or not. However, another more dreadful disaster 
seems to be coming in sight. 

THEAET. What disaster? 
soc. If the interchange of kinds of knowledge 

should ever turn out to be false opinion. 
THEAET. How so? 
soc. Is it not the height of absurdity, in the first 

place for one who has knowledge of something to 
be ignorant of this very thing, not through ignorance 
but through his knowledge; secondly, for him to be 
of opinion that this thing is something else and 
something else is this thing—for the soul, when 
knowledge has come to it, to know nothing and be 
ignorant of all things? For by this argument there 

| is nothing to prevent ignorance from coming to us 
_ and making us know something and blindness from 
making us see, if knowledge is ever to make us 
ignorant. 

THEAET. Perhaps, Socrates, we were not right in 
_ making the birds represent kinds of knowledge only, 

but we ought to have imagined kinds of ignorance 
also flying about in the soul with the others; then 
the hunter would catch sometimes knowledge and 
sometimes ignorance of the same thing, and through 
the ignorance he would have false, but through the 

_ knowledge true opinion. 
soc. It is not easy, Theaetetus, to refrain from 

praising you. However, examine your suggestion 
once more. Let it be as you say: the man who 
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catches the ignorance will, you say, have false 
opinion. Is that it? 

THEAET. Yes. 
soc. But surely he will not also think that he 

has false opinion. 
THEAET. Certainly not. 
soc. No, but true opinion, and will have the 

attitude of knowing that about which he is deceived. 
THEAET. Of course. 
soc. Hence he will fancy that he has caught, and 

has, knowledge, not ignorance. 
THEAET. Evidently. 
soc. Then, after our long wanderings, we have 

come round again to our first difficulty. For the real 
_ reasoner will laugh and say, “ Most excellent Sirs, 
_ does a man who knows both knowledge and 

ignorance think that one of them, which he knows, 
is another thing which he knows; or, knowing 
neither of them, is he of opinion that one, which 
he does not know, is another thing which he 
does not know; or, knowing one and not the 
other, does he think that the one he does not 
know is the one he knows; or that the one he 
knows is the one he does not know? Or will 
you go on and tell me that there are kinds of know- 
ledge of the kinds of knowledge and of ignorance, 
and that he who possesses these kinds of knowledge 
and has enclosed them in some sort of other ridiculous 
aviaries or waxen figments, knows them, so long as he 
possesses them, even if he has them not at hand in 

his soul? And in this fashion are you going to be 
compelled to trot about endlessly in the same circle 

without making any progress?’’ What shall we 
reply to this, Theaetetus ? 
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THEAETETUS 

THEAET. By Zeus, Socrates, I don’t know what 
to say. 

soc. Then, my boy, is the argument right in re- 
buking us and in pointing out that we were wrong to 
abandon knowledge and seek first for false opinion ? 
It is impossible to know the latter until we have 
adequately comprehended the nature of knowledge. 

THEAET. As the case now stands, Socrates, we 
cannot help thinking as you say. ~~ 

soc. To begin, then, at the beginning once more, 
what shall we say knowledge is? For surely we are 
not going to give it up yet, are we? 

THEAET. Not by any means, unless, that is, you 
give it up. 

soc. Tell us, then, what definition will make us 
contradict ourselves least. 

THEAET. The one we tried before, Socrates; at 
any rate, I have nothing else to offer. 

soc. What one? 
THEAET. That knowledge is true opinion; for true 

opinion is surely free from error and all its results 
are fine and good. 

soc. The man who was leading the way through 
the river,! Theaetetus, said: “ The result itself will 
show ;” and so in this matter, if we go on with our 
search, perhaps the thing will turn up in our path 
and of itself reveal the object of our search; but if 
we stay still, we shall discover nothing. 

THEAET. You are right; let us go on with our 
investigation. 

1 A man who was leading the way through a river was 
asked if the water was deep. He replied airé delta, ** the 

_ event itself will show” (i.¢. you can find out by trying). 
The expression became proverbial. 
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soc. Well, then, this at least calls for slight 
investigation ; for you have a whole profession which 
declares that true opinion is not knowledge. 

THEAET. How so? What profession is it ? 
soc. The profession of those who are greatest in 

wisdom, who are called orators and lawyers ; for they 
persuade men by the art which they possess, not 
teaching them, but making them have whatever 
opinion they like. Or do you think there are any 
teachers so clever as to be able, in the short time 
allowed by the water-clock,! satisfactorily to teach 
the judges the truth about what happened to people 
who have been robbed of their money or have 
suffered other acts of violence, when there were no 
eyewitnesses ? 

THEAET. I certainly do not think so; but I think 
they can persuade them. 

soc. And persuading them is making them have 
an opinion, is it not? 

THEAET. Of course. 
soc. Then when judges are justly persuaded about 

matters which one can know only by having seen 
them and in no other way, in such a case, judging 
of them from hearsay, having acquired a true opinion 
of them, they have judged without knowledge, 
though they are rightly persuaded, if the judgement 
they have passed is correct, have they not? 

THEAET. Certainly. 
soc. But, my friend, if true opinion and knowledge 

were the same thing in law courts, the best of judges 
could never have true opinion without knowledge ; 
in fact, however, it appears that the two are different. 

1 The length of s hes in the Athenian law courts was 
limited by a water-cloc 
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THEAETETUS 

THEAET. Oh yes, I remember now, Socrates, having 
heard someone make the distinction, but I had 
forgotten it. He said that knowledge was true 
opinion accompanied by reason, but that unreasoning 
true opinion was outside of the sphere of knowledge ; 
and matters of which there is not a rational explana- 
tion are unknowable—yes, that is what he called 
them—and those of which there is are knowable. 

soc. I am glad you mentioned that. But tell us 
how he distinguished between the knowable and 
the unknowable, that we may see whether the 
accounts that you and I have heard agree. 

THEAET. But I do not know whether I can think 
it out; but if someone else were to make the state- 
ment of it, I think I could follow. 

soc. Listen then, while I relate it to you—‘“a 
dream for a dream.” | in turn used to imagine that 
I heard certain persons say that the primary elements 
of which we and all else are composed admit of no 
rational explanation; for each alone by itself can 
only be named, and no qualification can be added, 
neither that it is nor that it is not, for that would at 
once be adding to it existence or non-existence, 
whereas we must add nothing to it, if we are to 
speak of that itself alone. © Indeed, not even 
“itself” or “that” or “each” or “alone” or “ this” 
or anything else of the sort, of which there are many, 
must be added ; for these are prevalent terms which 
are added to all things indiscriminately and are 
different from the things to which they are added; 
but if it were possible to explain an element, and it 
admitted of a rational explanation of its own, it would 
have to be explained apart from everything else. 
But in fact none of the primal elements can be ex- 
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pressed by reason ; they can only be named, for they 
have only a name; but the things composed of these 
are themselves complex, and so their names are 
complex and form a rational explanation; for the 
combination of names is the essence of reasoning. 
Thus the elements are not objects of reason or of 
knowledge, but only of perception, whereas the 
combinations of them are objects of knowledge and 

- expression and true opinion. When therefore a man 
acquires without reasoning the true opinion about 
anything, his mind has the truth about it, but has 
no knowledge ; for he who cannot give and receive 
a rational explanation of a thing is without know- 
ledge of it; but when he has acquired also a rational 
explanation he may possibly have become all that I 
have said and may now be perfect in knowledge. 
Is that the version of the dream you have heard, or 
is it different ? 

THEAET. That was it exactly. 
soc. Are you satisfied, then, and do you state it in 

this way, that true opinion accompanied by reason is 
knowledge ? 

THEAET. Precisely. 
soc. Can it be, Theaetetus, that we now, in this 

casual manner, have found out on this day what many 
wise men have long been seeking and have grown 
grey in the search? 

THEAeT. I, at any rate, Socrates, think our present 
statement is good. 

soc. Probably this particular statement is so; for 
what knowledge could there still be apart from reason 
and right opinion? One point, however, in what 
has been said is unsatisfactory to me. 

THEAET. What point? 
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a a i 
x2. “O Kal Soxe? A€éyeoOar Kopipdrata, ws Ta 
A a ~ ~ Hev oToxeta ayvwora, TO 5é THY avAdaBay yévos 

E yrworor. 
@EAI. Odxodv dpbds; 

a / 8 re AA A e / ” 22. ‘loréov 87° wWomep yap oujpous exouev 
Tod Adyou ta mrapadelypata, ofs ypwpevos ele 
mavrTa Tadra. 

eEAI. Iota 37; . 
\ “ , al \ 

zo. Ta t&v ypaypdtwr orowyeta Te Kal ovdAda- 
, Ral ” ” / / lot > ~ Bds. 7 ole dAAooe mor BArémovra tabdra <eimety 

Tov eimovTa & Adéyouev; 
” > > > ~ 

@EAI. OUvx, adr els tadTa. 

203 40. 302. Bacavilwpev 81) abra avadapBavortes, 
lanl Ar. tT as > 4 4 “ > wd , LaAXov S€ Huds adrovs, odtws 7) ody OUTWS ypdp- 

pata eudbopev. dépe mpOrov: Gp ai wev ovdAda- 
\ / wv A A “A + J Bai Adyov éxovat, Ta 5€ oTorxeta GAoya; 
eA. “lows. 
so. Ildvu péev obv Kat euot daiverar. Uwxpa- 

~ A Tous yodv el tis Epoito tiv mpwrTynv avdAdafyv 
- e€ , > / / , > 2) , ottwoi' ““& Meaitynte, A€ye Ti €oTt ow; Th 
amoKpwel; 

7 a JE, 2 @EAI. “Ore ofypa Kat @. 
> aA “A av / ~ AX ~ xa. Odxotv rodrov éxers Adyov Tis ovAdaBAs; 

@EAI. “"Eywye. 
B30. “I6 84, otrws eimé Kal Tov Tod otypa 

Adyov. } 
eral. Kai was tod oroxelov tis epet ororxyeta; 

a ~ > / 

Kat yap 84, @ LwKpates, 76 Te otypa TOV apave 
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soc. Just that which seems to be the cleverest; . 
the assertion that the elements are unknowable and 
the class of combinations is knowable. 

THEAET. Is that not right? 
soc. We are sure to find out, for we have as 

hostages the examples which he who said all this 
used in his argument. 

THEAET. What examples? 
soc. The elements in writing, the letters of the 

alphabet, and their combinations, the syllables}; or 
do you think the author of the statements we are 
discussing had something else in view? 

THEAET. No; those are what he had in view. 
soc. Let us, then, take them up and examine 

them, or rather, let us examine ourselves and see 
whether it was in accordance with this theory, 
or not, that we learned letters. First then, the 
syllables have a rational explanation, but the letters 
have not? 

THEAET. I suppose so. 
soc. I think so, too, decidedly. Now if anyone 

should ask about the first syllable of Socrates; 
* Theaetetus, tell me, what is SO?” What would 
you reply ? 

THEAET. | should say “S and O.” 
soc. This, then, is your explanation of the syllable ? 
THEAET. Yes. 
soc. Come now, in the same manner give me the 

explanation of the S. 
THEAET. How can one give any elements of an 

element? For really, Socrates, the S is a voiceless 

1 Sroxetov and cvdda$7, originally general terms for 
element and combination, became the common words for 
letter and syllable. 
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b] , , , e 7 ~ LA 
eotl, todos tis pdvov, olov oupitrovens Tis yAwT- 

Tns* tod 8 ad Bijra ovre dw) ove ddos, ovdE 
Tav meioTwv oToLxelwy' woTe mdavu eb exer TO 

/ 

AéyeoBar adra ddoya, dv ye 7a evapyéorara adTa 
\ ¢ A \ / »” / A 99> ¢ ~ Ta ETTA Hwviv povov exer, Adyov Sé odd’ dvTwodv. 
sa. Tovri pev dpa, ® éraipe, catwpbdxapev 

Tepl emoTHNS. 
@FAI. Dawodpeba. 
sa. Ti dé; 70 py) yuwordv elvas To oroyetov, 

GdAa tiv avdAdAaBiv Gp’ dpOBs amrodedetypeba ; 
@EAl. Hikds ye. 
=a. Dépe 87, THv ovdAaBiv motepov A€ywpev 1 

\ > / cal A 3A / | 4 ‘A Ta apgdorepa ato.xyeia, Kat eav TrAciw 7H 7) SUo, TA 
mdvTa, 7) play Twa idéav yeyovuiay ovvTebevTwy 
avTav ; 

\ ov ” r 

eFAl. Ta amavta cuovye Soxobpev. 
x0. “Opa &1) emt dvoiv, ctypa Kal Od. dauddrepa 

> e tA A ~ ? om 2. PP »” €oTw 7) mpwTn avAdAab1) Tob éuod dvouaros. dAdo 
TL O yrypdoKwv avTiy Ta auporepa yryvaokel; 

oral. Ti pry; 
\ = ‘ \ »_ »” 4 xa. To ofypa Kai TO @ dpa yuyvedoker. 

eral. Nai. 
/ > c / v7 > 3 a \ > / za. Ti 8; éxdrepov dp” ayvoet, Kai oddérepov 

cldws apddotepa yryvwmoKer; 
eral. *AAAd Sewov Kai ddoyov, & LaKpares. 

> \ , ” Oe Pa s sa. “Ada pévror et ye avayKn ExaTepov yryvw- 
oKew, Elmep GuhoTeEpa Tis yyw@oeTar, TpoyLyVWoKEW 

1 Adywuev B; Aéyouer T et al. 
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THEAETETUS 

letter,! a mere noise, as of the tongue hissing; B 
in has neither voice nor noise, nor have most of 

the other letters; and so it is quite right to say that 
they have no explanation, seeing that the most 
distinct of them, the seven vowels, have only voice, 
but no explanation whatsoever. 

soc. In this point, then, my friend, it would seem 
that we have reached a right conclusion about 
knowledge. 

THEAET. I think we have. 
soc. But have we been right in laying down the 

principle that whereas the letter is unknowable, yet 
the syllable is knowable? 

THEAET. Probably. 
soc. Well then, shall we say that the syllable 

is the two letters, or, if there be more than two, all 
of them, or is it a single concept that has arisen 
from their combination ? 

THEAET. I think we mean all the letters it 
contains. 

soc. Now take the case of two,S and O. The 
two together are the first syllable of my name. He 
who knows it knows the two letters, does he not? 

THEAET. Of course. 
soc. He knows, that is, the S and the O. 
THEAET. Yes. 
soc. How is that? He is ignorant of each, and 

knowing neither of them he knows them both ? 
THEAET. That is monstrous and absurd, Socrates. 
soc. And yet if a knowledge of each letter is 

necessary before one can know both, he who is 

1 The distinction here made is that which we make 
between vowels and consonants. The seven Greek vowels 
are a, €, 7, 4, 0, v, w, called dwrijerra. 
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Ta oTowela dmaca avaykn T® péAdovti more 
yioeoar cvddAcByv, Kat otrws Hpiv 6 Kados 
Adyos amrodebpakws oiynoerat. 

E erat. Kai pdda ye eSaid es 
30. Od yap KaAds adrov puddrropev. xpav 

yap tows: THY ouMaBiy TiecBou pa) TA. oroxeta., 
aA" ef Exelon év TL yeyovos eldos, idéav piay 
avrTo avTod €xov, ErEpov dé Tay oTouxetoy. 
FAI. Have pev ovv- Kal taxa y’ av paAdov 

ovtTws 7 *Kelvws EXOL. 
=0. LKemréov Kal ov mpodoréov ovTws aV- 

dvopws péyav Te Kal cepvov Adyov. 
eral. Ov yap odv. 

204 30. "Exérw 57) ws viv dapev, pia idéa e€ 
éxdorov TOV ouvappLoTTovTey orouxeloov yuyvo- 
pen oT) ovMapr}, Ouoiws ev TE ypappacr Kal ev 
tots aAAous dzract. 

oral. IIdvv pev odv. 
x2. Odxobv pépn adrijs od Set elvar. 
oral. Ti 67; 

“Ore od dy 7 Hep, TO dAov dvdyKn Ta. 
mdvra pépn elvar. 7 Kal TO odov €x TOV pep@v 
Aéyers yeyovos &v tm eldos Erepov THY TavTwv 
pepav; 

@EAI. “Eywye. 
xo. To be 57) may Kal TO GAov mOTEpoy TavTOV 

B xadeis 7) erepov éxaTEpov ; 
eral. "Eyw pev ovdev cages, dru dé Kedeveis 

mpolduws dmoxpiwac0a, mapaxwdvvedwv éyw 
OT ETEpoV. 

=a. “H pev mpoOvpia, é @cairnre, dpOn «i 
dé Kal 7) amdKpiois, oKeTTéov. 
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ever to know a syllable must certainly know the 
letters first, and so our fine theory will have run 

away and vanished ! 
THEAET. And very suddenly, too. 
soc. Yes, for we are not watching it carefully. 

Perhaps we ought to have said that the syllable 
is not the letters, but a single concept that has 
arisen from them, having a single form of its own, 
different from the letters. 

THEAET. Certainly; and perhaps that will be 
_ better than the other way. 

soc. Let us look into that; we must not give up in 
such unmanly fashion a great and impressive theory. 

THEAET. No, we must not. 
soc. Let it be, then, as we say now, that the 

syllable or combination is a single form arising out 
of the several conjoined elements, and that it is the 
same in words and in all other things. 

THEAET. Certainly. 
soc. Therefore there must be no parts of it. 
THEAET. How so? 
soc. Because if there are parts of anything, the 

whole must inevitably be all the parts; or do you 
assert also that the whole that has arisen out of the 
parts is a single concept different from all the parts? 

THEAET. Yes, I do. 

soc. Do you then say that all and the whole 
are the same, or that each of the two is different 
from the other? 

THEAET. I am not sure; but you tell me to 
answer boldly, so I take the risk and say that they 
are different. 

soc. Your boldness, Theaetetus, is right; but 
whether your answer is so remains to be seen. 
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oral. Act dé ye 87.3 
4I. x0. Odxodv duadépo. dv ro sAov Tod 

mavtTos, Ws 6 viv Adyos; 
egal. Nai. 
xa. Ti d€ 89; Ta wdvrTa Kal TO wav of? 6 71 

Siapeper; olov eredav A€ywpev Ev, Svo, Tpia, 
C rérrapa, wévre, €€, Kai eav Sis tpla 7) Tpis dvo 
] TéTTapa Te Kal Svo } Tpia Kat ddo Kal Ev, TOTEpOV 
€v 7a ToUTOLS TO adTO 7) ETepov A€yopev ; 

eral. To adro. 
xa. *“Ap’ dAdo tu 7) €€; 
@EAI. Odder. 
x0. Odxody é¢’ exdorys Aekews tavta Ta” && 

eipyKapev ; 
eral. Naw. 
sa. IldAw 8 ody év* Adyopev ra wdvta A€yovtes; 
eral. “Avdyxn. 
za. 7H dAdo 71 7 Ta €; 
eEAl. Odder. 

D xo. Tadrov dpa ev ye tots daa e€ apiOuob 
€oTl, TO TE TEV Tpocayopevomev Kal TA ATraVvTA; 

@EAl. Daiverar. 
xo. *O8e 8) mepi atradv Aéywuev. 6 Tod mhe- 

Opov apiOuos Kai To AKO pov radrov: % ydp; 
eral. Nai. 
x2. Kat 6 to oradiov 8) waatrws. 
egal. Nai. 
za. Kai piv Kat 6 tod orparomébov ye Kal TO 

1 §é ye 64 BT; ye 5n W. 
2 rdvra Ta BT ; wavra W. 
3 arddw 8 ody év Hermann; mdr’ ovdév_ BT ; wav & ovdev 

Burnet, after Campbell. 
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THEAET. Yes, certainly, we must see about that. 
soc. The whole, then, according to our present 

view, would differ from all? 
THEAET. Yes. 
soc. How about this? Is there any difference 

between all in the plural and all in the singular? 
For instance, if we say one, two, three, four, five, 
six, or twice three, or three times two, or four and 
two, or three and two and one, are we in all these 
forms speaking of the same or of different numbers? 

THEAET. Of the same. 
soc. That is, of six ? 
THEAET. Yes. 
soc. Then in each form of speech we have spoken 

of all the six ? 
THEAET. Yes. 
soc. And again do we not speak of one thing 

when we speak of them all? 
THEAET. Assuredly. 
soc. That is, of six? 
THEAET. Yes. 
soc. Then in all things that are made up of 

number, we apply the same term to all in the plural 
and all in the singular? 

THEAET. Apparently. 
soc. Here is another way of approaching the 

matter. The number of the fathom and the fathom 
are the same, are they not? 

THEAET. Yes. 
soc. And of the furlong likewise. 
THEAET. Yes. 
soc. And the number of the army is the same 
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orparomedor, Kal mavra. Ta Towabra Cpotes ; 6 
yap apiOucs mas TO Ov wav Exactov abrav éoTw. 

eral. Nai. 
=a. ‘0 S€ éexdotwv dapiucs uadv adAo Tt 7H 

E pépn éoriv; 
@EAI. Ovder. 

"Oca dpa exer wépyn, ex wep@v ay ein; 
@EAIL. Daiverar. 
xa. Ta b€ ye mavra pépn To may eivar dpodd- 

ynrat,' eimep Kal 6 7as apiOuds TO av Eorat. 
@EAI. Ovrws. 
20. To dhov a dp" ovK €oTw ék pep@v. may yap 

av etn Ta mdvra ov pépn. 
@EAI. OvxK Eouxev. 
sa. Mépos 8 écf drov dAdov éoriv émep éotiv 

7) Too GAov; 
@EAI. Tod mavrds ye. . 

205 x0. “Avdpueds ye, ® Oeairnre, payer. TO 
mav dé ody Stay pndev aH, adTo TOOTO Trav E€oTW; 

@EAI. “AvayKy. 
=a. “Odov de od TavTov Tobro eorat, od av pn 

Sana pundev dmoararh ; ob oi dy dmooTarh, ovre 
OAov ovTe av, dua yevouevoy ek TOD avTod TO 
avo; 

eral. Aoxet por viv ovdev diadepew may Te 
Kat GAov. 

=a. Ovxoby eAeyopev 6 or ob dv pépn %, TO OAov 
Te Kal Tav Ta TaVTO. HEpn €oTat; 

oral. Ildvu ye. 

1 Guoréynrat T 3 duoroyetrar B. 
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as the army, and all such cases are alike? In each 
of them all the number is all the thing. 

THEAET. Yes. 
soc. And is the number of each anything but 

the parts of each? 
THEAET. No. 
soc. Everything that has parts, accordingly, 

consists of parts, does it not? 
THEAET. Evidently. 
soc. But we are agreed that the all must be all 

the parts if all the number is to be the all.1 
THEAET. Yes. 
soc. Then the whole does not consist of parts, 

for if it consisted of all the parts it would be the all. 
THEAET. That seems to be true. 
soc. But is a part a part of anything in the world 

but the whole ? 
THEAET. Yes, of the all. 
soc. You are putting upa brave fight, Theaetetus. 

But is not the all precisely that of which nothing is 
wanting? 

THEAET. Necessarily. 
soc. And is not just this same thing, from which 

nothing whatsoever is lacking, a whole? For that 
from which anything is lacking is neither a whole 
nor all, which have become identical simultaneously 
and for the same reason. 

THEAET. I think now that there is no difference 
between all and whole. 

soc. We were saying, were we not, that if there 
are parts of anything, the whole and all of it will 
be all the parts? 

THEAET. Certainly. 
1 Cf. 204 B. 
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xa. IIdAw 54, dwep apti eexeipovv, od, elmep 
% ovddAaBi) pa) TA oToLyeid eoTw, avdyKn adTiv 

Bp) ws pepn Exew eavtis Ta oTowxyeta, 7 TavTOV 
ovcaav avtots djoiws éxeivois yuworny elvar; 

@EAL. Odvrws. 
x0. Odxody tobiro iva py yevntat, ETepov ad- 

T&v adrnv éucba; 
eral. Nat. 
xa. Ti 8; ei pr) Ta oTowxeta ovdAdaPis pépy 

eoTiv, exels GAN’ arTa cimety. a LEépy pe €ore 
avdAaBijs, od pwevTou orouxeta vi exelvns ; 

@EAI. Oibojsaes ei ydp, @® LwKpates, pope’ 
arTa avrijs * avyxewpoiny, yedotdv mov Ta oTOLxE?Ta. 
apévra én’ adda teva. 

Cat Tlavrdmace On, ® @eairnre, Kata Tov 
vov Adyov pila Tis id€a apépiotos ovAAafy) av etn. 

oral. “Kouxev. 
za. Méurnoat odv, & pire, OTe __ OAiyov ev TO 

mpoabev dmedexopeba TyyoUpevou €b Aéyeobat ort 
TOV mparrov ovK ely Adyos e€ & av 7TaAAa ovyKerTat, 
dud7e avro Kal’ adro ExAOTOV etn dovvOerov, Kal 
ovoe TO  elvau” mept adrob plas €, EXO mpooge- 
povra. <izety, odde * TobTo, ” cos erepa kal aMdrpia 
Acyépeva, Kat arn 57) 4) aitia GAoydv te Kal 
ayvworov avTo mo.ot; 

@EAI. Meépynan. 
1). ab; “Hi obv ay Tis 7) adrn 7 airia Tob povo- 

ewes te* Kal aueprotov advro elvar; eyw pev yap 
ody 6p@® aAAnv. 

1 udpe drra airis W3; wopia rabrns BT. 
2 re W inras. B; 7w-T 
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soc. Once more, then, as I was trying to say just 
now, if the syllable is not the letters, does it not 
follow necessarily that it contains the letters, not as 
parts of it, or else that being the same as the letters, 

_ it is equally knowable with them? 
THEAET. It does. 
soc. And it was in order to avoid this that we 

assumed that it was different from them ? 
THEAET. Yes. 
soc. Well then, if the letters are not parts of the 

syllable, can you mention any other things. which 
_ are parts of it, but are not the letters! of it? 

THEAET. Certainly not. For if I grant that there 
are parts of the syllable, it would be ridiculous to 

give up the letters and look for other things as parts. 
soc. Without question, then, Theaetetus, the 

syllable would be, according to our present view, 
_ some indivisible concept. 

THEAET. I agree. 
soc. Do you remember, then, my friend, that we 

admitted a little while ago, on what we considered 
good grounds, that there can be no rational explana- 

_ tion of the primary elements of which other things 
are composed, because each of them, when taken by 
itself, is not composite, and we could not properly 
apply to such an element even the expression “ be” 
or “ this,” because these terms are different and alien, 
and for this reason it is irrational and unknowable ? 

THEAET. I remember. 
soc. And is not this the sole reason why it is 

single in form and indivisible? I can see no other. 

1 The reader is reminded that the words croyeiov and 
cv\\a $74 have the meanings ‘‘ element ” and “ combination ” 

as well as “letter” and ** syllable.” 
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@EAI. Od yap oov 81) paiverar. 
=0. Odxodv ets Tavrov epumrenrookev Y ova) 

eldos exeivw, etmep mépn Te yun) Exer Kal pla eorlv 
idéa ; 

@FAI. Tlavrdmace ev oop. 
20. Ki prev dpa TmoAAa oTouxeta a ovMaBn é corw 

Kai OAdov tt, pépn 8 abrijs Tadra, Opoiws at TE 
ovMaBat yewarat Kal paras Kal Ta oTovxeia, 
emeiTep TA TATA LEepn TH OAw Tadrov éedavy. 

E oat. Kai pdda. 
A > /, e , A sa. Ei 5€ ye & te Kal duepés, spoiws ev 

/ e tA A - ” / ‘ avAdaBy, woattws dé otowyetov adoydv te Kal 
dyvworov> 1% yap avr?) airia ounce: adTa Tovabra. 

@EAI. Odx exw adddws eizeiy. 
~ \ Ld | 2 vA “a a) if xa. Todro pev dpa pi) arodeyampeba, ds av réyr 

ovAAaBiv pev yrwordov' Kal pynrdov, arotyetov Se 
Sad bie 

M7 yap, etrep TO Adyw trevOoucBa. 
206 ua "ee 6 av; robvavriov Aéyovros dp’ ov 

padrov dv amodeEao e€ dv adbros atvois§a cavTd 
€v TH TOV ypappatwv pabyoe; 

@EAI. To zotov; 
za. ‘Os oubey GAXro pavOdvwv SveréAcoas 7) Ta 

orouxeia. ev TE * rf orper Svayuyvaokew TELpepevOS 
kal €v TH axofj avTo Kal? atiro Exaorov, va pr) 7} 
Ogois ce Tapdrror Aeyouevwy TE Kal ypadopever. 

oral. "AAnOéorara réyers. 
xa. *Ey 5é xiBapiorod redéws pewalynKevat wav 

Bao m1 Hv 7 TO TO POdyyw Exdorm Svvacbar 

1 yywordv W 3 dyvworor pr. BT. 
2 te W; om. BT. 
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THEAET. There is no other to be seen. 
soc. Then the syllable falls into the same class 

with the letter, if it has no parts and is a single 
_ form? 

THEAET. Yes, unquestionably. 
soc. If, then, the syllable is a plurality of letters 

and is a whole of which the letters are parts, 
the syllables and the letters are equally knowable 
and expressible, if all the parts were found to be 
the same as the whole. 

THEAET. Certainly. 
soc. But if one and indivisible, then syllable and 

likewise letter are equally irrational and unknowable ; 
for the same cause will make them so. 

THEAET. I cannot dispute it. 
_ soc. Then we must not accept the statement of 
any one who says that the syllable is knowable and 
expressible, but the letter is not, 

THEAET. No, not if we are convinced by our 
argument. 

soc. But would you not rather accept the opposite 
belief, judging by your own experience when you 
were learning to read ? 

THEAET. What experience? 
soc. In learning, you were merely constantly 

trying to distinguish between the letters both by 
sight and by hearing, keeping each of them distinct 
from the rest, that you might not be disturbed by 
their sequence when they were spoken or written. 

THEAET. That is very true. 
soc. And in the music school was not perfect 

attainment the ability to follow each note and tell 
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emaxodovbeiv, Troias xopdiis ein’ & 81) orotxeta 
mas dv dporoyjnoeve pwovoixhs Aéyeobar; 

@EAI. Oddev do o. 
20 *Qv pev dp’ avrol  SeaTELpot eopmev oToLxetow 

Kal ovafav, ei de? dire TOUT@V Texpatperbau 
kal els Ta. aia, mond TO Tay aToLyeiwy yévos 
évapyeorépav TE THY yraow exew gjoowev Kal 
Kupurépay THS ovdaBijs mpos TO AaPetv TeAéws 
Exaorov pdbnpa, Kal edv tis $f ovaBny ev 
yvworor, a&yvworov Sé TEPvKeevar oTouxelov, ExovTa 
7 aKxovra mailew Hynoopel? avrov. 

@EAI. Koyo ev odv. 
CG 42. xa. ’AAAd 81) tovTou pev Erte Kav ddAau 

davetev amodeigers, Ws €or Soxet- To 5€ mpoxel- 
pevov HA) emidabasueba du’ adra ideiv, 6 Tt 57 more 
Kal Aé€yerau TO pLeTa ddéns adn Gods Adyov T™poc- 
yevopevov THV Tedewrarny € emLoTHuNny yeyovevat. 

@EAI. Odxodv xe?) opav. 
xa. Dépe 57), Ti more BovAerau Tov Adyov Hiv 

onuaivew; tpidv yap ev ti por SoKe? A€yew. 
@EAI. Tie Ons 

D xa. To pev mpdrov eln av TO THY atrod dua- 
vouay eupavi} movety dud povijs pera. pnydtow TE 
kal ovopdToy, WoTrEp eis KdTomTpov 7 ddcup THY 
ddgav EKTUTOUPLEVOY eis TH Sua TOO oTdpmaros 
pony. 7 od SoKet got TO Towobrov Adyos elvan; 

eral. “Eyuovye. tov yotv! atro dpavra déyew 
/, 

x0. Odxodv Tobro ye mas Tovetv Suvards: Oarrov 
i) oxoAairepov, To evdeiEacbas ti SoKet wept Exadorou 

1 yoov W ; ody BT. 
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which string produced it; and everyone would 
agree that the notes are the elements of music? 

THEAET. Yes, that is all true. ? 
soc. Then if we are to argue from the elements 

and combinations in which we ourselves have ex- 
perience to other things in general, we shall say that 
the elements as a class admit of a much clearer know- 
ledge than the compounds and of a knowledge that 
is much more important for the complete attainment 
of each branch of learning, and if anyone says that 
the compound is by its nature knowable and the 
element unknowable, we shall consider that he is, 
intentionally or unintentionally, joking. 

THEAET. Certainly. 
soc. Still other proofs of this might be brought 

out, I think; but let us not on that account lose 
sight of the question before us, which is: What is 
meant by the doctrine that the most perfect know- 
ledge arises from the addition of rational explanation 
to true opinion? 

THEAET. No, we must not. 
soc. Now what are we intended to understand by 

“rational explanation”? I think it means one of 
three things. 

THEAET. What are they ? 
soc. The first would be making one’s own thought 

clear through speech by means of verbs and nouns, 
imaging the opinion in the stream that flows through 
the lips, as in a mirror or water. Do you not think 
the rational explanation is something of that sort ? 

THEAET. Yes, I do. At any rate, we say that he 
who does that speaks or explains. 

soc. Well, that is a thing that anyone can do 
sooner or later; he can show what he thinks about 
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anything, unless he is deaf or dumb from the first ; 
_and so all who have any right opinion will be found 
' to have it with the addition of rational explanation, 
_and there will henceforth be no possibility of right 
opinion apart from knowledge. 

THEAET. True. 
: soc. Let us not, therefore, carelessly accuse him 
of talking nonsense who gave the definition of know- 

ledge which we are now considering; for perhaps 
that is not what he meant. He may have meant 

_ that each person if asked about anything must be 
able in reply to give his questioner an account of 
it in terms of its elements. 

_ vHeEaET. As for example, Socrates? 
soc. As, for example, Hesiod, speaking of a wagon, 

says, “a hundred pieces of wood in a wagon.’ 
_ Now I could not name the pieces, nor, I fancy, could 
you; but if we were asked what a wagon is, we 
should be satisfied if we could say “ wheels, axle, 
body, rims, yoke.” 

THEAET. Certainly. 
soc. But he, perhaps, would think we were 

ridiculous, just as he would if, on being asked about 
your name, we should reply by telling the syllables, 
holding a right opinion and expressing correctly what 
we have to say, but should think we were gram- 
marians and as such both possessed and were ex- 
pressing as grammarians would the rational explana- 
tion of the name Theaetetus. He would say that it 
is impossible for anyone to give a rational explana- 
tion of anything with knowledge, until he gives a 
complete enumeration of the elements, combined with 
true opinion. That, I believe, is what was said before. 

1 Works and Days, 456 (454). 
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THEAET. Yes, it was. 
soc. So, too, he would say that we have right 

opinion about a wagon, but that he who can give 
an account of its essential nature in terms of those 
one hundred parts has by this addition added rational 
explanation to true opinion and has acquired 
technical knowledge of the essential nature of a 
wagon, in place cf mere opinion, by describing the 
whole in terms of its elements. 

THEAET. Do you agree to that, Socrates? 
soc. If you, my friend, agree to it and accept the 

view that orderly description in terms of its elements 
is a rational account of anything, but that description 

in terms of syllables or still larger units is irrational, 
tell me so, that we may examine the question. 

THEAET. Certainly I accept it. 
soc. Do you accept it in the belief that anyone 

has knowledge of anything when he thinks that the 
same element is a part sometimes of one thing and 
sometimes of another or when he is of opinion that 
the same thing has as a part of it sometimes one 
thing and sometimes another? 

THEAET. Not at all, by Zeus. 
soc. Then do you forget that when you began to 

learn to read you and the others did just that ? 
‘THEAET. Do you mean when we thought that some- 

times one letter and sometimes another belonged to 
the same syllable, and when we put the same letter 
sometimes into the proper syllable and sometimes 
into another ? 

soc. That is what I mean. 
THEAET. By Zeus, I do not forget, nor do I 

think that those have knowledge who are in that 
_ condition. 
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soc. Take an example: When at such a stage in 
“his progress a person in writing “ Theaetetus”’ thinks 
he ought to write, and actually does write, TH and 

_E, and again in trying to write “ Theodorus ” thinks 
he ought to write, and does write, T and E, shall 
we say that he knows the first syllable of your 
names ? 

THEAET. No, we just now agreed that a person in 
such a condition has not yet gained knowledge. 

soc. Then there is nothing to prevent the same 
person from being in that condition with respect to 
the second and third and fourth syllables ? 

THEAET. No, nothing. 
soc. Then, in that case, he has in mind the orderly 

description in terms of letters, and will write 
* Theaetetus” with right opinion, when he writes 
the letters in order? 

THEAET. Evidently. 
soc. But he is still, as we say, without knowledge, 

though he has right opinion ? 
THEAET. Yes. 
soc. Yes, but with his opinion he has rational ex- 

planation ; for he wrote with the method in terms 
of letters in his mind, and we agreed that that was 
rational explanation. 

THEAET. True. 
soc. There is, then, my friend, a combination of 

right opinion with rational explanation, which cannot 
_as yet properly be called knowledge? 

THEAET. There is not much doubt about it. 
soc. So it seems that the perfectly true definition 

of knowledge, which we thought we had, was but a 
‘golden dream. Or shall we wait a bit before we 
condemn it? Perhaps the definition to be adopted 
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_ is not this, but the remaining one of the three possi- 
_ bilities one of which we said must be affirmed by 
anyone who asserts that knowledge is right opinion 
combined with rational explanation. 

THEAET. I am glad you called that to mind. 
For there is still one left. The first was a kind of 
vocal image of the thought, the second the orderly 
approach to the whole through the elements, which 
we have just been discussing, and what is the third ? 

soc. It is just the definition which most people 
would give, that knowledge is the ability to tell 
some characteristic by which the object in question 
differs from all others. 

THEAET. As an example of the method, what ex- 
planation can you give me, and of what thing? 

soc. As an example, if you like, take the sun: 
_ I think it is enough for you to be told that it is the 

brightest of the heavenly bodies that revolve about 
the earth. 

THEAET. Certainly. 
soc. Understand why I say this. It is because, as 

we were just saying, if you get hold of the distin- 
_ guishing characteristic by which a given thing differs 

from the rest, you will, as some say, get hold of the 
definition or explanation ofit ; but so long as you cling 
to some common quality, your explanation will pertain 
to all those objects to which the common quality 
belongs. 

THEAET. I understand; and it seems to me that it 
_ is quite right to call that kind a rational explanation 

or definition. 
soc. Then he who possesses right opinion about 

anything and adds thereto a comprehension of the 
difference which distinguishes it from other things 
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will have acquired knowledge of that thing of which 
he previously had only opinion. 

THEAET. That is what we affirm. 
soc. Theaetetus, now that I have come closer to 

our statement, I do not understand it at all. It is 
like coming close to a scene-painting.! While I 
stood off at a distance, I thought there was some- 
thing in it. 

THEAET. What do you mean? 
soc. I will tell you if Ican. Assume that I have 

right opinion about you; if I add the explanation 
or definition of you, then I have knowledge of you, 
otherwise I have merely opinion. 

THEAET. Yes. 
soc. But explanation was, we agreed, the inter- 

pretation of your difference. 
THEAET. It was. 
soc. Then so long as I had merely opinion, I did 

not grasp in my thought any of the points in which 
you differ from others? 

THEAET. Apparently not. 
soc. Therefore I was thinking of some one of the 

common traits which you possess no more than other 
men. 

THEAET. You must have been. 
soc. For heaven’s sake! How in the world could 

I in that case have any opinion about you more than 
about anyone else? Suppose that I thought “That 
is Theaetetus which is a man and has nose and eyes 
and mouth” and so forth, mentioning all the parts. 
Can this thought make me think of Theaetetus any 

1 In which perspective is the main thing. 
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more than of Theodorus or of the meanest of the 
_ Mysians,} as the saying is? 
t rueaeT. Of course not. 
: soc. But if I think not only of a man with nose 
and eyes, but of one with snub nose and protruding 
eyes, shall I then have an opinion of you any more 
_ than of myself and all others like me? 

THEAET. Not at all. 
soc. No; I fancy Theaetetus will not be the 

object of opinion in me until this snubnosedness of 
yours has stamped and deposited in my mind a 
memorial different from those of the other ex- 
amples of snubnosedness that I have seen, and 
the other traits that make up your personality 
have done the like. Then that memorial, if I 

_ meet you again tomorrow, will awaken my 
_ memory and make me have right opinion about 

u. 
e THEAET. Very true. 

soc. Then right opinion also would have to do 
with differences in any given instance ? 

THEAET. At any rate, it seems so. 
soc. Then what becomes of the addition of reason 

or explanation to right opinion? For if it is defined 
as the addition of an opinion of the way in which a 
given thing differs from the rest, it is an utterly 
absurd injunction. 

THEAET. How so? 
soc. When we have a right opinion of the way in 

which certain things differ from other things, we are 
told to acquire a right opinion of the way in which 
those same things differ from other things! On this 

1 The Mysians were despised as especially effeminate and 
worthless. 
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plan the twirling of a scytale! or a pestle or any- 
thing of the sort would be as nothing compared with 
this injunction. It might more justly be called a 
blind man’s giving directions ; for to command us to 
acquire that which we already have, in order to learn 
that of which we already have opinion, is very like 
a man whose sight is mightily darkened. 

THEAET. Tell me now, what did you intend lo say 
when you asked the question a while ago? 

soc. If, my boy, the command to add reason or 
explanation means learning to know and not merely 
getting an opinion about the difference, our splendid 
definition of knowledge would be a fine affair! 
For learning to know is acquiring knowledge, is 
it not ? 

THEAET, Yes. 
soc. Then, it seems, if asked, “ What is know- 

ledge?” our leader will reply that it is right opinion 
with the addition of a knowledge of difference ; for 
that would, according to him, be the addition of 
reason or explanation. 

THEAET. So it seems. 
soc. And it is utterly silly, when we are looking 

for a definition of knowledge, to say that it is right 
opinion with knowledge, whether of difference or of 
anything else whatsoever. So neither perception, 
Theaetetus, nor true opinion, nor reason or ex- 

planation combined with true opinion could be 
knowledge. 

THEAET, Apparently not. 

? A cxurddn was a staff, especially a staff about which a 
strip of leather was rolled, on which dispatches were so 
written that when unrolled they were illegible until rolled 
again upon another staff of the same size and shape. 
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Suvatar, mA€ov dé ovdev, oddE 7 ofa Hv of dAAot, 
hd / . 4 wv : NE 4 

door peydAo. Kai Yavydov.o avdpes eiot Te Kal 
yeyovact. THv Sé paselay TavTnv eyo TE Kat 7 
pntnp ek Oeod eAdxouer, 4 pev TOV. yvvaKdv, 
éya S¢ Tav véwy TE Kal yevvaiwy Kal doo. KaAot. 

~ ~ / D_  Niév pév odv dravrntéov jor eis THY TOD Bacwéws 
oroay ent tiv Medjrov ypadiv, nv we yeéypamrac- 
bd / > / ~ / > ~ 
ewbev 5é, & Ocddwpe, Sedpo maAw amravTa@pev. 
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THEAETETUS 

soc. Are we then, my friend, still pregnant and 
in travail with knowledge, or have we brought forth 
everything ? 

THEAET. Yes, we have, and, by Zeus, Socrates, 
with your help I have already said more than there 
was in me. 

soc. Then does our art of midwifery declare to us 
that all the offspring that have been born are mere 
wind-eggs and not worth rearing ? 

THEAET. It does, decidedly. 
soc. If after this you ever undertake to conceive 

other thoughts, Theaetetus, and do conceive, you will 
be pregnant with better thoughts than these by 
reason of the present search, and if you remain 
barren, you will be less harsh and gentler to your 
associates, for you will have the wisdom not to think 
you know that which you do not know. So much 
and no more my art can accomplish; nor do I know 
aught of the things that are known by others, the 
great and wonderful men who are to-day and have 
been in the past. This art, however, both my mother 
and I received from God, she for women and I for 
young and noble men and for all who are fair. 

And now I must go to the Porch of the King, to 
answer to the suit which Meletus! has brought against 
me. But in the morning, Theodorus, let us meet 
here again. 

1 Meletus was one of those who brought the suit which 
led to the condemnation and death of Socrates. 
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INTRODUCTION TO THE SOPHIST 

In The Sophist Theodorus and Theaetetus meet 
Socrates in accordance with the agreement made 
in the final paragraph of the T’heaetetus. They bring 
with them an Eleatic Stranger, who presently agrees 
to undertake, with the aid of Theaetetus, the 
definition of the Philosopher, the Statesman, and 
the Sophist. Thereupon, after selecting the Sophist 
as the first of the three to be defined, he proceeds to 
illustrate his method by defining the angler, on the 
ground that the Sophist is a difficult subject and 
that practice on an easier and slighter matter is 
desirable. The method employed in defining first 
the angler and then the Sophist is that of comparison 
and division successively into two parts. _ This 
method was probably, at the time when this dialogue 
was written, something of a novelty, and is employed 
also in The Statesman, which is closely connected with 
The Sophist both in form and substance. It must be 
admitted that the process of dichotomy becomes very 
tedious, which may possibly be one of Plato’s reasons 
for making the Stranger, not Socrates, the chief 
speaker in these two dialogues. The definition of the 
Sophist—the avowed purpose of the dialogue—is 
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carried on in a satirical and polemic spirit which is 
abundantly evident even when it is no longer pos- 
sible to name the particular persons against whom the 
attack is directed. 

But all this occupies only the opening and con- 
cluding passages. It is interrupted by what is in 
form a long digression, but is really the most serious 
and important part of the whole. In this (236 p— 
2648) the method of dichotomy is given up and 
abstract questions are treated in a quite different 
manner. The Sophist has been found to be a juggler 
and deceiver, and the question arises whether decep- 
tion or falsehood does not involve the assumption 
of Not-Being, which was persistently opposed by 
Parmenides and the Eleatic philosophers in general. 
Plato refutes the doctrine that Not-Being cannot 
exist by showing that it has a relative existence— 
that in each particular instance it denotes a difference 
or condition of being other than that in connexion 
with which it is said to exist. It is not mere 
negation—the opposite of Being—but becomes the 
positive notion of Difference. This is the most 
important doctrine promulgated in this dialogue. 

Hereupon follows the discussion of the nature of 
Being, and the conclusion is reached that everything 
which possesses any power, either to produce a 
change or to be affected by a cause, has existence 
(247 D), z.e., that power—whether active or passive— 
is Being. 

The problem of predication—of the possibility of 
assertion—is solved by making the distinction be- 
tween verbs and nouns and defining the sentence as 
a combination of those two. If that combination 
corresponds to reality, the assertion is true, if not, it 
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is false. How far this is original with Plato is 
difficult to determine. Other subjects discussed in 
this dialogue are the theory of knowledge, the 
relation between reality and appearance, and that 
between the one and the many. The introduction 
of the five “forms” or categories—Being, Motion, 
Rest, Same and Other—is an interesting feature 
which may be interpreted as marking a stage in the 
development of the theory of ideas. This dialogue 
is important in content, though not especially 
attractive in form. 

The date of The Sophist cannot be earlier, and 
may be considerably later, than that of the 
Theaetetus 

There is an edition of The Sophist and Politicus, 
with English notes, by Lewis Campbell (Oxford, 
1864). 
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2OPI>THS 
[H MEPI TOY ONTOS” AOTIKO=] 

TA TOY AITAAOTOY ITPOZOTIIA 

@EOANPOS, SQKPATHS, ZEENOS EAEATHS, OEAITHTOS 

I. @£O. Kara tiv bes dpodoyiav, & UwKpares, 
HKowev avtol Te Koopiws Kal Tovde Twa E€vov 
+ \ A / > > /, e ~ A ~ ayowev, TO pev yevos e€ *EXéas, Eeratpov S¢ ta&v 
audi Ilappevidny Kai Zivwva,) pdda dé avdpa 
dtAdcogov. 

xa. *Ap’ obv, & Ocddwpe, od Edvov adda Twa 
Bedv aywv Kara tov ‘Ounpov Adyov AdAnBas; ds 

Bdnow dddovs te Beods tots avOpdmois dmdcot 
petéxovow aidods Suxaias, Kai 8) Kat Tov Edvov 
ody nKLoTa Bedv avvoTradov yvyvopevov vBpeis TE 
Kal evvopias TOV avOpmimwv Kabopav. tax’ odv 
dv Kal gol tis obTos THY KpeLTTOvwY ovVEeTOLTO, 
davrovs Huds dvras ev tots Adyous éoyopevos 
Te Kal eAdyEwyv, Yeds wy Tis eAeyKTLKOs. 

@EO. Ody odtos 6 tpdm0s, ® LwKpares, TOO 

1 Ziveva éralpwv Mss. ; éralpwy om. Upton. 
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THE SOPHIST 
for ON BEING:  ogicat] 

CHARACTERS 

Tueoporus, Socrates, aN Erean Srrancer, THEAETETUS 

THEO. According to our yesterday’s agreement, 
Socrates, we have come ourselves, as we were bound 
to do, and we bring also this man with us; he 
is a stranger from Elea, one of the followers of 
Parmenides and Zeno, and a real philosopher. 

soc. Are you not unwittingly bringing, as Homer 
says, some god, and no mere stranger, Theodorus ? 
He says that the gods, and especially the god of 
strangers, enter into companionship with men who 
have a share of due reverence! and that they 
behold the deeds, both violent and righteous,) of 
mankind. So perhaps this companion of yours may 
be one of the higher powers, who comes to watch 
over and refute us because we are worthless in 
argument—a kind of god of refutation. 

THEO. No, Socrates, that is not the stranger’s 

? A modified quotation from Odyssey, ix. 271; xvii. 485-7. 
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£évov, aAdka petpiudtepos trav rept Tas épidas 
€oTrovoaKdTwv. Kal por Soke? Oeds prev avyp* 

C ovdapds eclvat, Oeios nv: mavtas yap éyw Tovs 
girooddovs Towovtovs mpocayopetu. 

xa. Kadds ye, d dire. tobiro pevro. Kwdvvever 
TO ‘yévos od Todd TL pdov, ws Eos eimeiv, elvas 
Suaxpivew 7 70 Tob Beot- mavu yap avdpes * odrot 
mavtToto. pavralopevor Sia TH TOY GAAwY dyvovav 
emiatpwp@ot oAnas, of 7) TAaoTa@s add’ ovTws 
pirdcopor, kabopdvres tydbev tov TOv Katw Biov, 
kal Tots pev Soxotow elvar Tod pndevos Tipuot, 
tois 8 afi Tob mavTds: Kal tore pev moAuTiKOl 

D davrdlovrar, toté S€ codiorai, tore 8 éorw 
ols ddfav mapdoxowro av ws mavtdmacw ExovTes 
pavikOs. Tod pevto. Edvov juiv Wdéws av movba- 
voipnv, «i pidov ait, ti tab6’ of mepl tov éxet 

217 témov yotvTo Kal wvdopualov. 
e£0. Ta zota 57; 
x0. Lodioriyv, toAitixdv, drAdaodov. 
@£0. Ti dé uddvora Kal To motdv Te Tepl avTav 

SvarropyGeis epeobar SievonOns; 
xa. Tode- amdtepov ev mavta Tatra evouslov 

7 Svo, 7) kabdmep Ta dvouata Tpia, Tpia Kal yery 
diarpovpevot Kal” Ev dvoya yévos EKdoTW Tmpoo- 
QmTov; 

ero. “AM’ oddeis, ws ey@uar, POdvos atT@ 
SueAGctv adra: 7) mds, & Eéve, Aéeywpev; 

BE. Otrws, & Ocddwpe. POdvos pev yap 
ovdels ode yademov «imeiv Ott ye tpi’ HyodvTo" 

1 avnp Bekker; dvyp BT. 
2 dGvdpes Bekker ; dvdpes BT. 
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character; he is more reasonable than those who 
devote themselves to disputation. And though 
I do not think he is a god at all, I certainly do 
think he is divine, for 1 give that epithet to all 
philosophers. 

_ soc. And rightly, my friend. However, I fancy 
it is not much easier, if I may say so, to recognize 
this class, than that of the gods. For these men—I 
mean those who are not feignedly but really 
philosophers—appear disguised in all sorts of shapes,! 
thanks to the ignorance of the rest of mankind, and 
visit the cities,| beholding from above the life of 
those below, and they seem to some to be of no 
worth and to others to be worth everything. And 
sometimes they appear disguised as statesmen and 
sometimes as sophists, and sometimes they may give 
some people the impression that they are altogether 
mad. But I should like to ask our stranger here, if 
agreeable to him, what people in his country thought 
about these matters, and what names they used. 

THEO. What matters do you mean? 
soc. Sophist, statesman, philosopher. 
THEO. What particular difficulty and what kind 

of difficulty in regard to them is it about which you 
had in mind to ask ? 

soc. It is this: Did they consider all these one, 
or two, or, as there are three names, did they divide 
them into three classes and ascribe to each a class, 
corresponding to a single name ? 

THEO. I think he has no objection to talking 
about them. What do you say, stranger? 

str. Just what you did, Theodorus; for I have no 
objection, and it is not difficult to say that they 

1 Of, Od. xvii. 485-7. 
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Ka?’ éxaorov piv Stopicacba cadds ti mor’ 
€oTw, ov OpLuKpov ovde pdd.ov Epyov. 

@£0. Kal pev 817) Kara tvynv Ye @ La«pares, 
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2. 30. My tolwuv, ® eve, Hua@v THV ye T™pw- 
TY airnodyTey xdpw amapvnfeis yévn, Toaov0e 
oo jpiv ppate moTepov <iwlas 7dvov avros emt 
cavTod pakp@ doyw Suef vevan Aéyew Tobro 6 av 
evdeiEacbai tw Bovdnbijs, 7 bv’ epwtioewy, oldv 
TOoTE Kal TlappeviSy Xpwpevep Kat Sue€vdyre Adyous 
mayKddovs Tapeyevouny eyw véos wv, ékelvou 
pudra. 81) TéTE ovTos ampeapvrov; 

zE. TS pe, @ Lesepares, dAvrrns Te kal 
evnviws ‘mpoadiareyouerep _pdov otTw, TO mpos 
adAdov: «i dé un, TO kal” abdrov. 

xa. “"E€eots toivuv tay TapovTey ov av Bov- 
An Ojjs exAcEaobar: mavres yap dmaxovaovrat got 
mpdws: ovpPovrAw pry euot Xpapevos TOV vewy 
TWa atpjoe, Meairnrov Tovde, 7 Kal TOV aAdAwy 
el Tis cou KaTa voov. 

BE. *Q LaxKpares, aides ais re Exel 70 vov 
mp@rov cvyyevopevoy tuiy pay Kara OpLUKpov émros 
Tpos eros mroveiobas TV ovvovoiay, add’ extet- 
vavra dzropnxivew Adyov ouxpey Kat” ewavtov, 
etre Kal mpos Erepov, ofov 1 emiderg wv TOLOUJLEVOV* 
TO yap ovre TO viv pnbev ody dcov dde epwrnbev 
edniceey dv adbrd elvat tis, GAAd Tvyydver Adyou 

1 ofov Ast; 8cov BT. 
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considered them three. But it is no small or easy 
task to define clearly the nature of each. 

THEO. The fact is, Socrates, that by chance you 
have hit upon a question very like what we happened 
to be asking him before we came here; and he 
made excuses to us then, as he does now to you; 
though he admits that he has heard it thoroughly 
discussed and remembers what he heard. 

soc. In that case, stranger, do not refuse us the 
first favour we have asked; but just tell us this: 
Do you generally prefer to expound in a long un- 
interrupted speech of your own whatever you wish 
to explain to anyone, or do you prefer the method of 
questions? I was present once when Parmenides em- 
ployed the latter method and carried on a splendid dis- 
cussion. Iwasa young man then, and he was very old. 

str. The method of dialogue, Socrates, is easier 
with an interlocutor who is tractable and gives no 
trouble; but otherwise I prefer the continuous 
speech by one person. 

soc. Well, you may choose whomever you please 
of those present; they will all respond pleasantly 
to you ; but if you take my advice you will choose 
one of the young fellows, Theaetetus here, or any 
of the others who suits you. 

str. Socrates, this is the first time I have come 
among you, and I am somewhat ashamed, instead of 
carrying on the discussion by merely giving brief 
replies to your questions, to deliver an extended, 
long drawn out speech, either as an address of my 
own or in reply to another, as if I were giving an 
exhibition ; but I must, for really the present subject 
is not what one might expect from the form of the 
question, but is a matter for very long speech. On 
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the other hand it seems unfriendly and discourteous 
to refuse a favour to you and these gentlemen, 

ly when you have spoken as you did. As 
for Theaetetus I accept him most willingly as inter- 
locutor in view of my previous conversation with him 
and of your present recommendation. 

THEAET. But, stranger, by taking this course and 
following Socrates’s suggestion will you please the 
others too ? 

str. I am afraid there is nothing more to be said 
about that, Theaetetus; but from now on, my talk 
will, I fancy, be addressed to you. And if you get 
tired and are bored by the length of the talk, do 
not blame me, but these friends of yours. 

THEAET. Oh, no,1 do not think I shall get tired 
of it so easily, but if such a thing does happen, we 
will call in this Socrates, the namesake of the other 
Socrates; he is of my own age and my companion 
in the gymnasium, and is in the habit of working 
with me in almost everything. 

str. Very well; you will follow your own devices 
about that as the discussion proceeds; but now you 
and I must investigate in common, beginning first, 
as it seems to me, with the sophist, and must search 
out and make plain by argument what he is. For 
as yet you and I have nothing in common about him 
but the name; but as to the thing to which we give 
the name, we may perhaps each have a conception 
of it in our own minds; however, we ought always 

_ in every instance to come to agreement about the - 

_ name without argument. But the tribe which we 
_ now intend to search for, the sophist, is not the 
_ easiest thing in the world to catch and define, and 
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ToT €oTw, 6 codioTis* doa 8 ad Trev peydrwv 
de? SvarrovetoBar Kaas, mepl Trav TovoUTwY d€d0K- 
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everyone has agreed long ago that if investigations 
of great matters are to be properly worked out we 
ought to practise them on small and easier matters 
before attacking the very greatest. So now, 
Theaetetus, this is my advice to ourselves, since 
we think the family of sophists is troublesome and 
hard to catch, that we first practise the method of 
hunting in something easier, unless you perhaps 
have some simpler way to suggest. 

THEAET. | have not. 
str. Then shall we take some lesser thing and 

try to use it as a pattern for the greater? 
THEAET. Yes. 
str. Well, then, what example can we set before 

us which is well known and small, but no less 
capable of definition than any of the greater things ? 
Say an angler; is he not known to all and unworthy 
of any great interest ? 

THEAET. Yes. 
str. But I hope he offers us a method and is 

capable of a definition not unsuitable to our purpose. 
THEAET. That would be good. 
str. Come now; let us begin with him in this 

way: Tell me, shall we say that he is a man with 
an art, or one without an art, but having some other 
power? 

THEAET. Certainly not one without an art. 
str. But of all arts there are, speaking generally, 

two kinds ? 
THEAET. How so? 
str. Agriculture and all kinds of care of any 

living beings, and that which has to do with things 
which are put together or moulded (utensils we call 
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1 Scxadrar’ av BT; dixarérara W, Stobaeus. 
2a@om. BTW. 
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them), and the art of imitation—all these might 
properly be called by one name. 

THEAET. How so, and what is the name? 
str. When anyone brings into being something 

which did not previously exist, we say that he who 
brings it into being produces it and that which is 
brought into being is produced. 

THEAET. Certainly. 
str. Now all the arts which we have just men- 

tioned direct their energy to production. 
THEAET. Yes, they do. 
str. Let us, then, call these collectively the pro- 

ductive art. 
THEAET. Agreed. 
str. And after this comes the whole class of 

learning and that of acquiring knowledge, and 
money making, and fighting, and hunting. None 
of these is creative, but they are all engaged in 
coercing, by deeds or words, things which already 
exist and have been produced, or in preventing 
others from coercing them; therefore all these 
divisions together might very properly be called 
acquisitive art. 

THEAET. Yes, that would be proper: 
str. Then since acquisitive and productive art 

comprise all the arts, in which, Theaetetus, shall we 
place the art of angling? 

THEAET. In acquisitive art, clearly. 
str. And are there not two classes of acquisitive 

art—one the class of exchange between voluntary 
agents by means of gifts and wages and purchases, 
and the other, which comprises all the rest of 
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Kar épya 7 Kata Adyous xeipotpevov ~Evurrav 
XElpwrikov av etn; 

@EAI. Daiverar yodv ex Tay eipnuevwr. 
gE. Ti dé; rhv yeipwrixny Gp’ od diy tTunTEov; 
egal. II7; 
zE. To pev avadavdcv dAov aywriotikov Oévras, 

E70 5€é xpudaiov airis wav OnpevtiKor. 
ezal. Nat. 
BE. Tay d€ ye pny Onpeutixiy dAoyov TO pH ov — 

Teuvew diy. | 
oral. Aéye 67. 
zE. To pev axdyou yéevous dueAopevous, TO 8° 

epidyov. 
eEAl. Ti prv; eimep €orov ye apdw. 

990 BE. Ild@s d€ odK« EoTov; Kal det ye Huds TO 
pev tov axbdywv, dvavupov ov? aAjy Kar’ eva. 
Ths KoAvpByntiKhs arta pépn Kat Ttowatr’ dAra 
Bpaxéa, xatpew edoa, ro S€, TOv eupdywv Cobwv 
otvcav Onpav, mpoceimtetvy CwoOnpucyy. 

egal. “EoTw. 
zE. ZwoOnpixns 5é dp od SdurAoby efdos av ré- 

youro ev dikn, TO pev melod yevous, moMois €idect 
Kat dvduacr Sunpnyevov, eloOnpixdv, To 8° Erepov 
vevotixod Caouv av evuypoOnpiKov ; 

ezal. Ildvu ye. 
B ze. Nevotixod piv To pev mrqvov pddov dpa- 

prev, TO S€ Evudpov; 
eFAI. Ids 8 ov; 
zE. Kal rod mrqvod pnv yevous maéca jpiv 7 

Ojpa A€yeral mod Tis dpviBevTiK?. 
1 gévras Stobaeus ; dévres BT. 
2 gy Heindorf; é4v BTW. 
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THE SOPHIST . 

uisitive art, and, since it coerces either by word 
or deed, might be called coercive ? 

THEAET. It appears so, at any rate, from what you 
have said. 

str. Well then, shall we not divide coercive art 
into two parts? 

THEAET. In what way? 
str. By calling all the open part of it baits 

and all the secret part hunting. 
THEAET. Yes. 
str. But it would be unreasonable not to divide 

hunting into two parts. 
THEAET. Say how it can be done. 
str. By dividing it into the hunting of the lifeless 

and of the living. 
THEAET. Certainly, if both exist. 
str. Of course they exist. And we must pass 

over the hunting of lifeless things, which has no 
name, with the exception of some kinds of diving and 
the like, which are of little importance ; but the hunt- 
ing of living things we will call animal-hunting. 

THEAET. Very well. 
str. And two classes of animal-hunting might 

properly be made, one (and this is divided under 
many classes and names) the hunting of creatures 
that go on their feet, land-animal hunting, and the 
other that of swimming creatures, to be called, as a 
whole, water-animal hunting? 

THEAET. Certainly. 
str. And of swimming creatures we see that one 

tribe is winged and the other is in the water? 
THEAET.. Of course. 
str. And the hunting of winged creatures is called, 

as a whole, fowling. 
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ORAL, Aéyerau yap odv. 
. Tod dé ewdpov oxedov 76 otvoAov dAevTucy. 

anil Nat. 
EE. Te dé; Tavryy ad thv Onpay dp ovK av 

kata péyoTa Hépy dvo dueAoipnv; 
@EAI. Kara mota ; 
EE. Kal” a TO Lev EpKeow avrobev  crovetras 

thv Onpav, Td 5é mAy Yi. 
EAI. Ids A€yets, Kal 7H Sarpovpevos € éxdtepov; 
EE. To pe, ore may Scov av evexa Kwddcews 

C elpyn Tt mepréxov, Epxos eikds dvonalew. 
ezAI. Ildvu pev oov. 
EE. Kuprovs 57 Kal Sixrva Kat Bpoxous Kal 

mépKous kal Ta, tovatra wav dAdo tu mAnv epKn 
Xp?) Tpooayopevew ; 

@EAI. Ovdder. 
EE. Todro pev dpa. éproOnpuxov Ths aypas TO 

Hé€pos dycopev | TL TOLODTOV. 
ezaI. Nat. 
BE. To de dyxiorpots kal tpiddovor mAnyh 

yeyropevov €TEpoV pev éxeivou, mAneruxry d¢ Twa 
D Onpay 7% jpas mpoceueiv évi Adyw viv xpewv: 7 Tt 

Tis av, Meairnre, €lzou xaMuov ; 
eral. "AweADpev Tod dvopatos: apkel yap Kat 

TOUTO. 
EE. Tis Tolvuy TAnKTiKhs TO bev, vuKrepwov, 

oluat, mpos mupos Pas yeyvopevov v bm’ abtav Ta&v 
mept THY Oypav mrupevtixyy pyOivar cvpBEBnKev. 

ozAl. Ildvu ye. 
BE. To dé ye peOnuepwov, ds éxdvTwv ev aKpois 

ayKvoTpa Kal TOv Tpioddvrwr, mav ayKioTpEvTiKov. 
1 girddev al.; air6@. BT. 
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THEAET. It is. 
str. And the hunting of water creatures goes by 

the general name of fishing. 
THEAET. Yes. 
str. And might I not divide this kind of hunting 

into two principal divisions ? 
THEAET. What divisions? 
str. The one carries on the hunt by means of 

enclosures merely, the other by a blow. 
THEAET. What do you mean, and how do you 

distinguish the two? 
str. As regards the first, because whatever 

surrounds anything and encloses it so as to constrain 
it is properly called an enclosure. 

THEAET. Certainly. 
str. May not, then, wicker baskets and seines 

and snares and nets and the like be called enclosures ? 
THEAET. Assuredly, 
str. Then we will call this division hunting by 

enclosures, or something of that sort. 
THEAET. Yes. 
str. And the other, which is done with a blow, by 

means of hooks and three pronged spears, we must 
now—to name it with a single word—call striking ; 
or could a better name be found, Theaetetus? 

THEAET. Never mind the name; that will do 

well enough. 
str. Then the kind of striking which takes place 

at night by the light of a fire is, I suppose, called 
by the hunters themselves fire-hunting. 

THEAET. To be sure. 
str. And that which belongs to the daytime is, 

as a whole, barb-hunting, since the spears, as well 
as the hooks, are tipped with barbs. 
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oral. Adyerar yap obv. 
6. EE. Tod Tolvuy dyxvotpevTuKod THs mAnnre- 

Kis TO pev dvenbev eis TO KaTW yyvopevov Sia TO 
Tois Tpiddovow ovtw pddAvoTa xphabar tpiodovria 
Tis, olwar, KékAnrac. 

@EAI. Dai yodv Twes. 
BE. To dé ye Aourdv éorw Ev Er ovo ws eimetv 

«ldo. 
@EaAI. To motov ; 
EE. To Ths évavtias TAUTN mAnyis, dyKlorpy 

TE _yeyvopevov Kal Tav ixPdev ody H Tis av TUX 
Tob odparos, womep tots Tpiddovar, ada mept 
THY Kepadny Kal TO oro. Too Onpevdevros eKd- 
oToTe, Kat kdrwbev eis Tobvaytiov avw paPdors 
Kat kaAddpous dvacmdépLevov" od ti dyoopev, @ 
@cairnre, deiv Tovvojia Aéyeobar; 

@EAI. Aoke per, Omep apt. mpov0gucba Seiv 
e€eupetv, Toor’ avro vov amotereAcobar. 

7. EE. Nov dpa Tijs domadvevtuciis mép. ov} 
A 

B te Kayes ovvepooyiicapey ov povov TOUVOLLA, 
aAAd, Kal Tov Adyov Tept avro Tobpyov etAjjpapev 
ixavds. Evumdons yap TEXVNS TO pev pL 
Hépos KTNTUKOV 7, KTqTUKOD OE XelpwriKdv, Xelpw- 
TiKod dé Onpevtixdv, TO Sé OnpevtiKod Cwolnprxor, 
fwoOnpucod Sé evuypoOnpixov, evuypoOynpixod de 
TO KaTwbev Tua GAov dAvevTuKoy, dAvevTuctis de 
TAnKTiKov, mAnkruchs dé dyKuoTpevTiKoy” Tobrov 
Sé 70 trepi TH KdtwHev dvw mAnyiy dvaoTwperny, 

1 ov Weindort; od ot BT. 

1 Plato’s etymology —domadeurixy from dvacracPat—is 
hardly less absurd than that suggested in the translation. 
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. THEAET. Yes, it is so called. 
str. Then of striking which belongs to barb- 

hunting, that part which proceeds downward from 
above, is called, because tridents are chiefly used in 
it, tridentry, I suppose. 

THEAET. Yes, some people, at any rate, call it so. 
str. Then there still remains, I may say, only 

one further kind. . 
THEAET. What is that ? 
str. The kind that is characterized by the 

opposite sort of blow, which is practised with a 
hook and strikes, not any chance part of the body 
of the fishes, as tridents do, but only the head and 
mouth of the fish caught, and proceeds from below 
upwards, being pulled up by twigs and rods. By 
what name, Theaetetus, shall we say this ought to 
be called ? 

THEAET. I think our search is now ended and we 
have found the very thing we set before us a while 
ago as necessary to find. 

str. Now, then, you and I are not only agreed 
about the name of angling, but we have acquired 
also a satisfactory definition of the thing itself. For 
of art as a whole, half was acquisitive, and of the 
acquisitive, half was coercive, and of the coercive, 
half was hunting, and of hunting, half was animal 
hunting, and of animal hunting, half was water 
hunting, and, taken as a whole, of water hunting the 
lower part was fishing, and of fishing, half was 
striking, and of striking, half was barb-hunting, and 
of this the part in which the blow is pulled from 
below upwards at an angle! has a name in the very © 

The words at an angle are inserted merely to give a reason 
in English for the ards which follow them. 
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Can’ atris tis mpdkews ddopowmbey rovvoya, 1 
viv domadevtix7) Cntnbeioa émixAny yéyovev. 

eal. [lavrdzact péev obv TotTo ye ixav@s Se- 
d7jAwrat. 
8. BE. Dépe On». KaTa TovTO TO Tmapddevypa 

Kal Tov cod.oTHy emixep@uev edpeiv, 6 TL TOT 
€oTw. 

@FAI. Komd7 pev obv. 
EE. Kai pj exeivo y hv 70 Cytnwa mpatov, 

TOTEpov iduaityy 4 Twa Téxvnv ExovTa Oeréov civan 
Tov aomaAeuTHV. 

eral. Nat. 
zE. Kal viv 8) rodrov idiuirnv Ojoopev, & 

D Ocairnre, 7) mavTamacw ws adAnbds codioryy; 
@EAI. Oddapds idiirnv: pavOdvw yap 6 réyes, 

as mavtos Set Towodros 1 elvar Td ye GvojLa TOOTO 
exw. 

ze. "AMd twa téxvnv adrov tiv exovra, os 
€ouxe, Oeréov. 

@EAI. Tiva. mor’ obv 31 taurny ; 
BE. *Ag’ & mpos Jedv yyvonKapev Tavdpos Tov 

avdpa ovra Evyyevi; 
eEAl. Tiva rod; 
zE. Tov domadevtiv Tob coguorod. 
eral. II7; 
EE. Onpeurd twe Katadaivecbov audw pot. 

E ora. Tivos Ojpas adrepos; Tov pev yap érepov 
elropev. 

zE. Aiya mov viv 87)? SdieitAouev tiv aypav 
maoav, vevoTiKkod pepous, TO Sé elod Téuvortes. 

1 ravros det rovodros Winckelmann; wdytws det ro.oiros B; 
mdavtws det ToLodTov T. 2 piv 6y T; viv B. 
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likeness of the act and is called angling, which was 
the object of our present search. 

THEAET. That at all events has been made 
perfectly clear. 

str. Come, then, let us use this as a pattern and 
try to find out what a sophist is. 

THEAET. By all means. 
str. Well, then, the first question we asked was 

whether we must assume that the angler was just a 
man or was a man with an art. 

THEAET. Yes. 
str. Now take this man of ours, Theaetetus. 

Shall we assume that he is just a man, or by all 
means really a man of wisdom ? 

THEAET. Certainly not just a man; for I catch 
your meaning that he-is very far from being wise, 
although his name implies wisdom. 

str. But we must, it seems, assume that he has 
an art of some kind. 

THEAET. Well, then, what in the world is this art 
that he has? 

str. Good gracious! Have we failed to notice 
that the man is akin to the other man ? 

THEAET. Who is akin to whom? 
str. The angler to the sophist. 
THEAET. How so? 
str. They both seem clearly to me to be a sort 

of hunters. 
THEAET. What is the hunting of the second? We 

have spoken about the first. 
str. We just now divided hunting as a whole 

into two classes, and made one division that of 
swimming creatures and the other that of land- 
hunting. 
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eral. Nat. 
HE. Kai ro pev SuyAPowev, Soov mepi Ta vev- 

oTuKa, TOV ev¥dpwv* 70 dé 7reCov eidoapev Gox.oTov, 
elmovres Ort troAveides etn. 

222 rat. IIdvu ye. 
ZE. Méypi pev toivev éevrat0a 6 coduorys TE 

kal 6 dotadevTns dua amo THs KTHTIKAS TéxVNS 
mopevecbov. 

egal. *“Eoixatov yodv. 
Se > / / bie a a 
BE. "ExtpézecOov 5€ ye amo ths Cwobnpixas, 

¢ A : Fe | /, / ‘ \ \ / 6 pev emi Oddarrdv mov Kai moTapovs Kal Aipvas, 
tav TovTos CHa Onpevadpevos. 

oral. Ti py; 
¢ / sh | \ ~ \ 4 L geay! ¢ BE. “O 8d ye émi TH yiv Kal motapovs éTépous 

ad twas, mAovTrov Kal vedrntos olov ewdvas 
adpOdvous, tav Tovrows Opéupara yeipwodpevos. 

B eeat. [lds déyeis; 
iy a a , , , rs ZE. Ts melis Onpas yiyveoBov S00 peyiorw 

TWe pépn. 
@EAI. Ilotoy éxdtepov; 
by we Pa a agg 1 OVER 2G, BE. To pev Tov jpepwr, TO Sé TOV aypiwv. 
9. oral. Er’ dor tis Ojpa tev jpepwr; 
BE. Kimep yé éotw dvlpwros jpepov Cov. 

és 5é€ Grn xalpers, cite undev Tels Fpepov, etre 
aAXo ev quepov Tt, TOV 5€ avOpwmov aypuov, etre 
Huepov pev Ayers ad Tov dvOpwrov, avOpdmwyv 

A / ¢ a ?, /, c / c ES ¢ “a be pndepiav jyet Orjpay ToUrww émdrep’ av AY 
girov ecipfcbai cor, Tobro Hiv Sidpioov. 

C  orat. “Ad” yds Te Hpepov, d Edve, ryotpas 
fiov, Ojpav re avOpdrwyr civar A€yw. 
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eee THEAET. Yes. 
str. And the one we discussed, so far as the swim- 

ming creatures that live in the water are concerned ; 
but we left the land-hunting undivided, merely 
remarking that it has many forms. 

THEAET. Certainly. 
str. Now up to that point the sophist and the 

angler proceed together from the starting-point of 
acquisitive art. 

THEAET. [| think they do. 
str. But they separate at the point of animal- 

hunting, where the one turns to the sea and rivers 
_ and lakes to hunt the animals in those. 

THEAET.. To be sure. 
str. But the other turns toward the land and to 

_ rivers of a different kind—rivers of wealth and 
_ youth, bounteous . meadows, as it were—and he 

intends to coerce the creatures in them. 
THEAET, What do you mean? 
str. Of land-hunting there are two chief divisions. 
THEAET. What are they? 
str. One is the hunting of tame, the other of 

_ wild creatures. 
_. THeEAET. Is there, then, a hunting of tame 
_ creatures? 

str. Yes, if man is a tame animal; but make any 
_ assumption you like, that there is no tame animal, 

or that some other tame animal exists but man is 
_a wild one or that man is tame but there is no 

_ hunting of man.. For the.purpose of our definition 
_ choose whichever of these statements you think is 

satisfactory to you. 
THEAET. Why, Stranger, I think we are a tame 

animal, and I agree that there is a hunting of man. 
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BE. Aurrjv toivuy Kal tiv jyepoOnpiKny elimwpev. 
@EAI. Kara ri Aé€yovres; 
zE. Tv pev Anotixiy Kal dvdparodiotiukny Kal 

TupaviKny Kal Edutracay Tv TodeuiKiy, Ev mavTa 
Biavov Onpay dpicdpevor. 

eral. Kadds. 
HE. Try dé ye duxavixyy Kat Snunyopikny Kat 

TpocomiAntikny, €v ad To Edvorov, mavoupyiKyy 
D Tia piav Téxvnv mpoceTovTes. 

@EAI. “Opbds. 
zE. Tis 51) mBavouvpyicfs durra Aéywpev yery. 
ezal. Iota; 
zE. To pev €repor idia, To dé Snpocia yryvdpe- 

vov. 
eEal. [iyveobov yap obv eldos éxdrepov. 
BE. Ovdxodv ad ris idvoPnpevtiKps To ev 

pucbapynrixdy + éott, TO 5€ SwpodopiKov; 
\ egar. Od pavOdvw. 

zE. T7j T@v epwvtwr Oypa Tov vobv, ws EorKkas, 
ovmw mpocéeaxes. 

e£Al. Tod mépt; 
E ze. “Oru trois Onpevdeior SHpa mpocemdiddacw. 

eral. “AAnbgorara Adyers. 
zE. Totro pev toivuy épwtikis Téxvys €oTw 

eldos. 
oral. Ildvu ye. 
BE. Tod 5é ye piobapyntixod To wey mtpocopi- 

Aodv Sia ydputos Kal mavrdmac 8’ Adovis TO 
SéAcap memounuevov Kal. Tov puobov mparropevov 
tpodiy éavt® pdvov Kodaxuhy, ws eydpar, 

1 maOapyntixdy Heindorf; pucbapvevrixiv BTW (so also 
below). 
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str. Let us, then, say that the hunting of tame 
animals is also of two kinds. 

THEAET. How do we justify that assertion ? 
str. By defining piracy, man-stealing, tyranny, 

and the whole art of war all collectively as hunting 
by force. 

THEAET. Excellent. 
str. And by giving the art of the law courts, of 

the public platform, and of conversation also a single 

> 

name and calling them all collectively an art of 
persuasion, 

THEAET. Correct. 
str. Now let us say that there are two kinds of 

persuasion. 
THEAET. What kinds? 
str. The one has to do with private persons, the 

other with the community. 
THEAET. Granted; each of them does form a class. 
str. Then again of the hunting of private persons 

one kind receives pay, and the other brings gifts, 
does it not? 

THEAET. I do not understand. 
str. Apparently you have never yet paid attention 

to the lovers’ method of hunting. 
THEAET. In what respect? 
str. That in addition to their other efforts they 

give presents to those whom they hunt. 
THEAET. You are quite right. 
str. Let us, then, call this the amatory art. 
THEAET. Agreed. 
str. But that part of the paid kind which con- 

verses to furnish gratification and makes pleasure 
exclusively its bait and demands as its pay only 
maintenance, we might all agree, if I am not mis- 
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223 mavres daipev av 1 Hdvuvticyy twa Téxvyv 
elvae. 
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Ws €ouev,  TEXVNS OiKELwWTLKAS, KXELpwTiKis,” 
Onpevtixfs, CwoOnpias,® yepoaias, tu<epoOnpuris, 
avOpwrolnpias, idsvoPnpias, probapvixijs, VOMLO[LO.- 
Tomrmducijs, Sofomadeuructis, vewy movaiev Kal 
evdogwv yeyvopern Oypa mpoopntéov, ws 6 viv 
Adyos Hiv ovpBaiver, copuoruty. ; 

EAI. Ilavrdmraot piev ovv. 
EE. "Ere S€é Kal L THe cper*- ov yap tt pavans 

C HETOXOV €oTt Téexvns TO vov Cnrovpevov, adn’ 
ed para mouxiAns. Kal yap oov ev Tots mpdoabev 
etpnytevors ddvracua TapeXeTa, pA) TobTo 6 viv 
avTo rueis dapev GAN’ Erepov elvat Te yevos. 

eral. If 893 
HE. To THs KTATUKAS TéXUNS Sumdodv qv. «ldds 

mov, TO jxev OnpevtiKov epos exov, To Se GAAaKTuKdV. 
1 4 Heindorf; 4 om. mss. . 
2 Neipwrikfs add. Aldina; «ryrixjjs mss.; secl. Schleier- 

macher. 
3 YwoOnplas mefoOnplas Mss.; mefoOnplas secl. Schleiermacher. 
4 téwuev W; cidducev BT. 
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taken, to call the art of flattery or of making things 
pleasant. 

THEAET. Certainly. 
str. But the class which proposes to carry on its 

conversations for the sake of virtue and demands its 
pay in cash—does not this deserve to be called by 

another name? 

THEAET. Of course. 
str. And what is thatname? Try to tell. 
THEAET. It is obvious; for I think we have dis- 

covered the sophist. And therefore by uttering 
that word I think I should give him the right name. 

str. Then, as it seems, according to our present 
reasoning, Theaetetus, the part of appropriative, 

coercive, hunting art which .hunts animals, land 
animals, tame animals, man, privately, for pay, is paid 

in cash, claims to give education, and is a hunt after 
rich and promising youths, must—so our present 

argument concludes—be called sophiviag- 

_ THEAET. Most assuredly. 
str. But let us look at it in still another way; 

for the class we are now examining partakes of no 

mean art, but of a very many-sided one. And we 
must indeed do so, for in our previous talk it 
presents an appearance of being, not what we now 

say it is, but another class. 
' THEAET. How so? 

str. The acquisitive art was of two sorts, the one 
the division of hunting, the other that of exchange. 
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224 zE. Movotxny te toivey Evvdracay éywpev, 

L carprkh bt; xa rndikn BT. 
2 Siararrouevov] Siararrouévew BT ; dcaddrrov W. 

3 «al xphrac Heindorf ; xéxpyra: BT. 
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THEAET, Yes, it was. ) 
str. Now shall we say that there are two sorts 

_ of exchange, the one by gift, the other by sale? 
THEAET, So be it. 
str. And we shall say further that exchange by 

sale is divided into two parts. 
THEAET. How so? 

‘str. We make this distinction—calling the part 
which sells a man’s own productions the selling of 
one’s own, and the other, which exchanges the works 
of others, exchange. 

THEAET. Certainly. 
str. Well, then, that part of exchange which 

_ is carried on in the city, amounting to about half of 
it, is ealled retailing, is it not? 

THEAET. Yes. 
str. And that which exchanges goods from city 

to city by purchase and sale is called merchandising ? 
THEAET. Certainly. 
str. And have we not observed that one part of 

| merchandising sells and exchanges for cash whatever 
serves the body for its support and needs, and the 

_ other whatever serves the soul ? 
THEAET. What do you mean by that? 
str. Perhaps we do not know about the part that 

has to do with the soul; though I fancy we do under- 
_ stand the other division. 

4 

; 
‘ 

THEAET. Yes. 
str. Take, therefore, the liberal arts! in general 

1 The word sovorx, here rendered “liberal arts,” is much 
more inclusive than the English word ‘‘ music,” designating, 
as it does, nearly all education and culture except the purely 
physical. In the Athens of Socrates’ day many, possibly 

_ most, of the teachers of music in this larger sense were 
t _ foreigners, Greeks, of course, but not Athenians. 
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that constantly go about from city to city, bought in 
one place and carried to another and sold—painting, 
and conjuring, and the many other things that affect 
the soul, which are imported and sold partly for its 
entertainment and partly for its serious needs; we 
cannot deny that he who carries these about and 
sells them constitutes a merchant properly so called, 
no less than he whose business is the sale of food 
and drink. 

THEAET. Very true. 
str. Then will you give the same name to him 

who buys up knowledge and goes about from city to 
city exchanging his wares for money ? 

THEAET. Certainly. 
str. One part of this soul-merchandising might 

very properly be called the art of display, might it 
not? But since the other part, though no_ less 
ridiculous than the first, is nevertheless a traffic 
in knowledge, must we not call it by some name 
akin to its business ? 

THEAET. Certainly. 
str. Now of this merchandising in knowledge the 

part which has to do with the knowledge of the 
other arts should be called by one name, and that 
which has to do with virtue by another, 

THEAET. Of course. 
str. The name of art-merchant would fit the one 

who trades in the other arts, and now do you be so 
good as to tell the name of him who trades in virtue. 

THEAET. And what other name could one give, 
without making a mistake, than that which is the 
object of our present investigation—the sophist ? 

str. No other. Come then, let us now summarize — 
the matter by saying that sophistry has appeared a 
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1 gumopixys| éurropixod BT. 
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second time as that part of acquisitive art, art of | 
ex e, of trafficking, of merchandising, of soul- 
merchandising which deals in words and knowledge, 
and trades in virtue. 

THEAET. Very well. 
str. But there is a third case: If a man settled 

down here in town and proposed-to make his 
living by selling these same wares of knowledge, 
buying some of them and making others himself, you 
would, I fancy, not call him by any other name than 
that which you used a moment ago. 

THEAET. Certainly not. 
str. Then also that part of acquisitive art which 

proceeds by exchange, and by sale, whether as mere 
retail trade or the sale of one’s own productions, no 
matter which, so long as it is of the class of mer- 
chandising in knowledge, you will always, apparently, 
call sophistry. 

THEAET. [ must do so, for I have to follow where 
the argument leads. 

str. Let us examine further and see if the class 
we are now pursuing has still another aspect, of 
similar nature. 

THEAET. Of what nature ? 
str. We agreed that fighting was a division of 

acquisitive art. 
THEAET. Yes, we did. 

str. Then it is quite fitting to divide it into two 
parts. 

THEAET. Tell what the parts are. 
str. Let us call one part of it the competitive and 

the other the pugnacious. 
THEAET. Agreed. 
str. Then it is reasonable and fitting to give to 
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t dudicBnrnrixdy Stephanus ; dppto Byrixdy BIW. 
2 7a om. TW. 3 radra BT; rodro al. 
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that part of the pugnacious which consists of bodily 
contests some such name as violent. 

THEAET. Yes. 
str. And what other name than controversy shall 

we give to the contests of words? 
THEAET. No other. 
str. But controversy must be divided into two 

kinds. 
THEAET. How? 
str. Whenever long speeches are opposed by 

long speeches on questions of justice and injustice 
in public, that is forensic controversy. 

THEAET. Yes. 
str. But that which is carried on among private 

persons and is cut up into little bits by means of 
questions and their answers, we are accustomed to 
call argumentation, are we not? 

THEAET. We are. 
str. And that part of argumentation which deals 

with business contracts, in which there is contro- 
versy, to be sure, but it is carried on informally and 
without rules of art—all that must be considered 
a distinct class, now that our argument has recog- 
nized it as different from the rest, but it received 
no name. from our predecessors, nor does it now 
deserve to receive one from us. 

THEAET. True; for the divisions into which it falls 
are too small and too miscellaneous. 

str. But that which possesses rules of art and 
carries on controversy about abstract justice and in- 
justice and the rest in general terms, we are accus- 
tomed to call disputation, are we not? 

THEAET. Certainly. 
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str. Well, of disputation, one sort wastes money, 

the other makes money. 
THEAET. Certainly. 
str. Then let us try to tell the name by which we 

must call each of these. 

THEAET. Yes, we must do so. 

str. Presumably the kind which causes a man to 
neglect his own affairs for the pleasure of engaging 

in it, but the style of which causes no pleasure to 
most of his hearers, is, in my opinion, called by no 

other name than garrulity. 
THEAET. Yes, that is about what it is called. 

str. Then the opposite of this, the kind which 

makes money from private disputes—try now, for it 
is your turn, to give its name. 

THEAET. What other answer could one give without 
making a mistake, than that now again for the 
fourth time that wonderful being whom we have so 

long been pursuing has turned up—the sophist! 

str. Yes, and the sophist is nothing else, 

apparently, than the money-making class of the dis- 
putatious, argumentative, controversial, pugnacious, 

combative, acquisitive art, as our argument has now 
again stated. 

THEAET, Certainly. 

str. Do you see the truth of the statement that 

this creature is many-sided and, as the saying is, 
not to be caught with one hand? 

THEAET. Then we must catch him with both. 
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1 dvaxpivev] many emendations have been suggested, none 
entirely satisfactory, and all probably unnecessary. 
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str. Yes, we must, and must go at it with all our 
might, by following another track of his—in this 

way. Tell me; of the expressions connected with 
_ menial occupations some are in common use, are 

they not? 
THEAET. Yes, many. But to which of the many 

does your question refer ? 
str. To such as these: we say “sift” and 

“ strain” and “ winnow” and “ separate.” } 
THEAET. Certainly. 
str. And besides these there are “card” and 

“comb” and “beat the web” and countless other 
technical terms which we know. Is it not so? 

| THEAET. Why do you use these as examples and 
ask about them all? What do you wish to show in 
regard to them? 

str. All those that I have mentioned imply a 
notion of division. 

THEAET. Yes. 
str. Then since there is, according to my reckon- 

ing, one art involved in all of these operations, let 
us give it one name. 

THEAET. What shall we call it? 
str. The art of discrimination. 
THEAET. Very well. 
str. Now see if we can discover two divisions 

of this. 
THEAET. You demand quick thinking, for a boy 

like me. 
str. And yet, in the instance of discrimination just 

_ mentioned there was, first, the separation of worse 
_ from better, and, secondly, of like from like. 

ef see | a term descriptive of some part of the pro- 
o 

1 
_ cess of weaving; cf. Cratylus, 338 z. 
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THEAET. Yes, as you now express it, that is pretty 

clear. 
str. Now | know no common name for the second 

kind of discrimination; but I do know the name of 
the kind which retains the better and throws away 
the worse. 

THEAET, What is it? 
str. Every such discrimination, as I think, is uni- 

versally called a sort of purification. 
THEAET. Yes, so it is. 
str. And could not anyone see that purification 

is of two kinds? 
THEAET. Yes, perhaps, in time ; but still I do not 

see it now. 
str. Still there are many kinds of purifications 

of bodies, and they may all properly be included 
under one name. 

THEAET. What are they and what is the name? 
str. The purification of living creatures, having 

to do with impurities within the body, such as are 
successfully discriminated by gymnastics and medi- 
cine, and with those outside of the body, not nice to 
speak of, such as are attended to by the bath-keeper’s 
art; and the purification of inanimate bodies, which 
is the special care of the fuller’s art and in general 
of the art of exterior decoration ; this, with its petty 
subdivisions, has taken on many names which seem 
ridiculous. 

THEAET. Very. 
str. Certainly they do, Theaetetus. However, 

the method of argument is neither more nor less 
_ concerned with the art of medicine than with that of 
_ sponging, but is indifferent if the one benefits us 
_ little, the other greatly by its purifying. It en- 

-_ 
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- deavours to understand what is related and what is 
not related in all arts, for the purpose of acquiring 
intelligence; and therefore it honours them all 
equally and does not in making comparisons think 
one more ridiculous than another, and does not con- 
sider him who employs, as his example of hunting, 
the art of generalship, any more dignified than him 
who employs the art of louse-catching, but only, for 
the most part, as more pretentious. And now as to 
your question, what name we shall give to all the 
activities whose function it is to purify the body, 
whether animate or inanimate, it will not matter at 
all to our method what name sounds finest; it cares 
only to unite under one name all purifications of 
everything else and to keep them separate from the 
purification of the soul. For it has in our present 
discussion been trying to separate this purifica- , 
tion definitely from the rest, if we understand its 
desire. 

THEAET. But I do understand and I agree that 
there are two kinds of purification and that one kind 
is the purification of the soul, which is separate from 
that of the body. Pa 

str. Most excellent. Now pay attention to the 
next point and try again to divide the term. 

THEAET. In whatever way you suggest, I will try 
to help you in making the division. 

str. Do we say that wickedness is distinct from 
virtue in the soul ? 

THEAET, Of course. 
str. And purification was retaining the one and 

_ throwing out whatever is bad anywhere? 
THEAET. Yes,.it was. 
str. Hence whenever we find any removal of evil 
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oxorroév twa Oéweva reipdpeva* Tov’Tou Tuyxydvew 

1 S.rapOopas Siagopdv Galen; d.agopas diapOopdv BT, Stobaeus. 
2 gyoy Schleiermacher; év dv Stobaeus; év dv t; dv BT. 

3 80’ av Cobet; dca BT. 
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THE SOPHIST 

_ from the soul, we shall be speaking properly if we 
_ call that a purification. 

THEAET. Very properly. 
str. We must say that there are two kinds of evil 

in the soul. 
THEAET. What kinds? 
str. The one is comparable to a disease in the 

body, the other to a deformity. 
THEAET. I do not understand. 
str. Perhaps you have not considered that disease 

and discord are the same thing? 
THEAET. I do not know what reply I ought to 

make to this, either. 
str. Is that because you think discord is anything 

else than the disagreement of the naturally related, 
brought about by some corruption ? 

THEAET. No; I think it is nothing else. 
str. But is deformity anything else than the 

presence of the quality of disproportion, which is 
always ugly? 

THEAET. Nothing else at all. 
str. Well then; do we not see that in the souls 

of worthless men opinions are opposed to desires, 
anger to pleasures, reason to pain, and all such things 
to one another? 

THEAET. Yes, they are, decidedly. 
str. Yet they must all be naturally related. 
THEAET. Of course. 
str. Then we shall be right if we say that 

wickedness is a discord and disease of the soul. 
THEAET. Yes, quite right. 

str. But if things which partake of motion and 
_ aim at some particular mark pass beside the mark 

* repwueva T, Galen, Stobaeus; reipdue8a W; om. B. 
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1 ylyvntat BT 3 ylyvera: al. 
2 Gmorvyxdvn T; dmrorvyxdave: B et al, 
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and miss it on every occasion when they try to hit it, 
shall we say that this happens to them through right 
proportion to one another or, on the contrary, 
through disproportion ?} 

THEAET. Evidently through disproportion. 
str. But yet we know that every soul, if ignorant 

of anything, is ignorant against its will. 
THEAET. Very much so. 
str. Now being ignorant is nothing else than 

the aberration of a soul that aims at truth, when the 
_ understanding passes beside the mark. 

THEAET. Very true. 
str. Then we must regard a foolish soul as 

deformed and ill-proportioned. 
THEAET. So it seems. 
str. Then there are, it appears, these two kinds 

of evils in the soul, one, which people call wickedness, 
which is very clearly a disease. 

THEAET. Yes. 
str. And the other they call ignorance, but they 

are not willing to acknowledge that it is vice, when 
it arises only in the soul. : 

THEAET. It must certainly be admitted, though I 

disputéd it when you said it just now, that there are 
two kinds of vice in the soul, and that cowardice, 
intemperance, and injustice must all alike be con- 
sidered a disease in us, and the widespread and 
various condition of ignorance must be ‘regarded as 
a deformity. 

1 The connexion between disproportion and missing the 
mark is not obvious. The explanation that a missile (¢.g. 

_ an arrow) which is not evenly balanced will not fly straight, 
fails to take account of the words rpis 4\Anha. The’ idea 
seems rather to be that moving objects of: various sizes, 
shapes, and rates of speed must interfere with each other. 
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1 Alcy Cobet ; dixn BT, Stobaeus. 
3 girs W; adris BT. 3 yoiv W; 6’ ody BT. 
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str. In the case of the body there are two arts 
which have to do with these two evil conditions, are 
there not? 

THEAET. What are they? 
str. For deformity there is gymnastics, and for 

disease medicine. 
THEAET. That is clear. 
str. Hence for insolence and injustice and 

cowardice is not the corrective art the one of all 
arts most closely related to Justice ? 

THEAET. Probably it is, at least according to the 
judgement of mankind. 

str. And for all sorts of ignorance is there any 
art it would be more correct to suggest than that of 
instruction ? 

THEAET. No, none. 
str. Come now, think. Shall we say that there 

is only one kind of instruction, or that there are 
more and that two are the most important ? 

THEAET. I am thinking. 
str. | think we can find out most quickly in 

this way. 
THEAET. In what way? 
str. By seeing whether ignorance admits of being 

cut in two in the middle; for if ignorance turns out 
to be twofold, it is clear that instruction must also 
consist of two parts, one for each part of ignorance. 

THEAET. Well, can you see what you are now 
looking for ? 

str. I at any rate think I do see one large and 
grievous kind of ignorance, separate from the rest, 

_ and as weighty as all the other parts put together. 
, THEAET. What is it? 

str. Thinking that one knows a thing when one 
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THE SOPHIST 

does not know it. Through this, I believe, all the 
mistakes of the mind are caused in all of us. 

THEAET. True. 
str. And furthermore to this kind of ignorance 

alone the name of stupidity is given. 
THEAET. Certainly. 
str. Now what name is to be given to that part 

of instruction which gets rid of this? 
THEAET. I think, Stranger, that the other part is 

ealled instruction in handicraft, and that this part 
is here at Athens through our influence called 
education. 

str. And so it is, Theaetetus, among nearly all 
the Hellenes. But we must examine further and see 
whether it is one and indivisible or still admits of 
division important enough to have a name. 

THEAET. Yes, we must see about that. 

str. I think there is still a way in which this also 
may be divided. 

THEAET. On what principle ? 
str. Of instruction in arguments one method 

seems to be rougher, and the other section smoother. 
THEAET. What shall we call each of these ? 
str. The venerable method of our fathers, which 

they generally employed towards their sons, and 
which many still employ, of sometimes showing 
anger at their errors and sometimes more gently 
exhorting them—that would most properly be called 
as a whole admonition. 

THEAET. That is true. 

str. On the other hand, some appear to have con- 
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1 girais| avrais BT. 
2 racév Stobaeus; racdv re BT. 
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vinced themselves that all ignorance is involuntary, 
and that he who thinks himself wise would never be 
willing to learn any of those things in which he believes 
he is clever, and that the admonitory kind of education 
takes a deal of trouble and accomplishes little. 

THEAET. They are quite right. 
str. So they set themselves to cast out the conceit 

of cleverness in another way. 
THEAET. In what way? 
str. They question a man about the things about 

which he thinks he is talking sense when he is 
talking nonsense ; then they easily discover that his 
opinions are like those of men who wander, and in 
their discussions they collect those opinions and 
compare them with one another, and by the com- 
parison they show that they contradict one another 
about the same things, in relation to the same things 
and in respect to the same things. But those who 
see this grow angry with themselves and gentle 
towards others, and this is the way in which they are 
freed from their high and obstinate opinions about 
themselves. The process of freeing them, moreover, 

| affords the greatest pleasure to the listeners and the 
most lasting benefit to him who is subjected to it. 
For just as physicians who care for the body believe 
that the body cannot get benefit from any food 
offered to it until all obstructions are removed, so, 
my boy, those who purge the soul believe that the 
soul can receive no benefit from any teachings 
offered to it until someone by cross-questioning 
reduces him who is cross-questioned to an attitude of 
modesty, by removing the opinions that obstruct the 
teachings, and thus purges him and makes him think 
that he knows only what he knows, and no more. 
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THEAET. That is surely the best and most reason- 
able state of mind. 

str. For all these reasons, Theaetetus, we must 
assert that cross-questioning is the greatest and most 

efficacious of all purifications, and that he who is 
not cross-questioned, even though he be the Great 
King, has not been purified of the greatest taints, 
and is therefore uneducated and deformed in those 
things in which he who is to be truly happy ought 
to be most pure and beautiful. 

THEAET. Perfectly true. 
str. Well then, who are those who practise this 

art? I am afraid to say the sophists. 
THEAET. Why so? 
str. Lest we grant them too high a meed of 

honour. 
THEAET. But the description you have just given 

is very like someone of that sort. 
str. Yes, and a wolf is very like a dog, the 

wildest like the tamest of animals. But the cautious 
man must be especially on his guard in the matter 
of resemblances, for they are very.slippery things. 
However, let us agree that they are the sophists ; for 
I think the strife will not be about petty discrimina- 
tions when people are sufficiently on their guard. 

THEAET. No, probably not. 
str. Then let it be agreed that part of the dis- 

criminating art is purification, and as part of purifi- 
cation let that which is concerned with the soul be 
separated off, and as part of this, instruction, and as 
part of instruction, education ; and let us agree that 
the cross-questioning of empty conceit of wisdom, 
which has come to light in our present discussion, 

_ is nothing else than the true-born art of sophistry. 
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THEAET. Let us agree to all that; but the sophist 
has by this time appeared to be so many things that 
I am at a loss to know what in the world to say he 
really is, with any assurance that I am speaking 
the truth. 

str. No wonder you are at a loss. But it is fair 
to suppose that by this time he is still more at a loss 
to know how he can any longer elude our argument ; 
for the proverb is right which says it is not easy to 

_ escape all the wrestler’s grips. So now we must 
attack him with redoubled vigour. 

THEAET. You are right. 
str. First, then, let us stop to take breath and 

while we are resting let us count up the number of 
forms in which the sophist has appeared to us. 
First, I believe, he was found to be a paid hunter 
after the young and wealthy. 

THEAET. Yes. 
str. And secondly a kind of merchant in articles 

of knowledge for the soul. 
THEAET. Certainly. 
str. And thirdly did he not turn up as a retailer 

of these same articles of knowledge ? 
tTHeaET. Yes, and fourthly we found he was a seller 

_ of his own productions of knowledge. 
str, Your memory is good; but I will try to 

_ recall the fifth case myself. He was an athlete in 
contests of words, who had taken for his own the art 
of disputation. 

THEAET. Yes, he was. 
str. The sixth case was doubtful, but nevertheless 

we agreed to consider him a purger of souls, who 
removes opinions that obstruct learning. 

THEAET. Very true. 
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str. Then do you see that when a man appears to 
_ know many things, but is called by the name of a 
single art, there is something wrong about this 
impression, and that, in fact, the person who labours 
under this impression in connexion with any art is 

_ clearly unable to see the common principle of the 
_ art, to which all these kinds of knowledge pertain, 

_ so that he calls him who possesses them by many 
names instead of one? 

THEAET. Something like that is very likely to be 
_ the case. 
f str. We must not let that happen to us in our 
_ search through lack of diligence. So let us first take 
_ up again one of our statements about the sophist. 
_ For there is one of them which seemed to me to 
_ designate him most plainly. 
; THEAET. Which was it? 

str. I think we said he was a disputer. 
THEAET. Yes. 

} str. And did we not also say that he taught this 
_ same art of disputing to others? 

THEAET. Certainly. 
str. Now let us examine and see what the subjects 

are about which such men say they make their pupils 
_ able to dispute. Let us begin our examination at 
_ the beginning with this question: Is it about divine 
_ things which are invisible to others that they make 
| people able to dispute? . 
rf THEAET. That is their reputation, at any rate. 

str. And how about the visible things of earth 
_ and heaven and the like? 

THEAET. Those are included, of course. 
str. And furthermore in private conversations, 

_ when the talk is about generation and being in 
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1 GudioByrnrikots| dugicByrixods T. 
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_ general, we know (do we not?) that they are clever 
_ disputants themselves and impart equal ability to 

_ others. 
THEAET. Certainly. 
str. And how about laws and public affairs in 

_ general? Do they not promise to make men able 
_ to argue about those? 
_  THEaET. Yes, for nobody, to speak broadly, would 

attend their classes if they did not make that 

str. However in all arts jointly and severally 
_ what the professional ought to answer to every 

_ opponent is written down somewhere and published 
_ that he who will may learn. 

THEAET. You seem to refer to the text-books of 
Protagoras on wrestling and the other arts. 

str. Yes, my friend, and to those of many other 
authors. But is not the art of disputation, in a word, 

_ a trained ability for arguing about all things? 
! THEAET. Well, at any rate, it does not seem to 

_ leave much out. 
__ str. For heaven’s sake, my boy, do you think 

_ that is possible? For perhaps you young people may 
| look at the matter with sharper vision than our 
| duller sight. 
_  THEaeT. What do you mean and just what do you 
_ referto? I do not yet understand your question. 
_ str. I ask whether it is possible for a man to 
_ know all things. ; 
__ THeaet. If that were possible, Stranger, ours would 
_ indeed be a blessed race. 

str. How, then, can one who is himself ignorant 
say anything worth while in arguing with one who 

_ knows? 
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1 7d cov] récov BTW. 
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THEAET. He cannot at all. 
stk. Then what in the world can the magical 

power of the sophistical art be? 
THEAET. Magical power in what respect ? 
str. In the way in which they are able to make 

_ young men think that they themselves are in all 
_ matters the wisest of men. For it is clear that if 
_ they neither disputed correctly nor seemed to the 
young men to do so, or again if they did seem to 
dispute rightly but were not considered wiser on that 
account, nobody, to quote from you,’ would care to 
pay them money to become their pupil in these 
subjects. 

THEAET. Certainly not. 
str. But now people do care to do so? 
THEAET. Very much. 
str. Yes, for they are supposed, I fancy, to have 

knowledge themselves of the things about which 
they dispute. 

THEAET. Of course. 
str. And they do that about all things, do 

they not? 
THEAET. Yes. 
str. Then they appear to their pupils to be wise 

in all things. 
THEAET. To be sure. 
str. Though they are not; for that was shown 

to be impossible. 
THEAET. Of course it is impossible. 
str. Then it is a sort of knowledge based upon 

mere opinion that the sophist has been shown to 
possess about all things, not true knowledge. 

1 Cf. 232 pv, 
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THE SOPHIST 

THEAET. Certainly; and I shouldn’t be surprised 
if that were the most accurate statement we have 
made about him so far. . 

str. Let us then take a clearer example to explain 
this. 

THEAET. What sort of an example? 
str. This one; and try to pay attention and to 

give a very careful answer to my question. 
THEAET. What is the question ? 
str. If anyone should say that by virtue of a 

single art he knew how, not to assert or dispute, 
but to do and make all things— 

THEAET. What do you mean by all things? 
str. You fail to grasp the very beginning of what 

I said; for apparently you do not understand the 
word “all.” 

THEAET. No, I do not. 

str. I mean you and me among the “all,” and 
the other animals besides, and the trees. 

THEAET. What do you mean? 
str. If one should say that he would make you 

and me and all other created beings. 
THEAET. What would he mean by “making”? 

Evidently you will not say that he means a husband- 
man; for you said he was a maker of animals also. 

str. Yes, and of sea and earth and heaven and 
gods and everything else besides; and, moreover, he 
makes them all quickly and sells them for very little. 

THEAET. This is some joke of yours. 
str. Yes? And when a man says that he knows 

all things and can teach them to another for a small 
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price in a little time, must we not consider that 
a joke? 

THEAET. Surely we must. 
str. And is there any more artistic or charming 

kind of joke than the imitative kind ? 
THEAET. Certainly not; for it is of very frequent 

occurrence and, if I may say so, most diverse. Your 
expression is very comprehensive. 

str. And so we recognize that he who professes 
to be able by virtue of a single art to make all things 
will be able by virtue of the painter’s art, to make 
imitations which have the same names as the real 
things, and by showing the pictures at a distance 
will be able to deceive the duller ones among young 
children into the belief that he is perfectly able to 
accomplish in fact whatever he wishes to do. 

THEAET. Certainly. 
str. Well then, may we not expect to find 

that there is another art which has to do with words, 
by virtue of which it is possible to bewitch the young 
through their ears with words while they are still 
standing at a distance from the realities of truth, by 
exhibiting to them spoken images of all things, so as 

‘to make it seem that they are true and that the 
speaker is the wisest of all men in all things? 

THEAET. Why should there not be such another 
art ? 

str. Now most of the hearers, Theaetetus, when 
they have lived longer and grown older, will per- 
force come closer to realities and will be forced by 
sad experience ! openly to lay hold on realities; they 

1A ntly a reference to a proverbi ression. Cf. 
Hesiod. Works, 216 éeyrw fone ; Herodotee, "i. 907 ys 
Tradjpata padjpara. 
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will have to change the opinions which they had 
at first accepted, so that what was great will appear 
small and what was easy, difficult, and all the apparent 

truths in arguments will be turned topsy-turvy by 
the facts that have come upon them in real life. Is 
not this true? 

THEAET. Yes, at least so far as one of my age 
can judge. But I imagine I am one of those who 
are still standing at a distance. 

str. Therefore all of us elders here will try, and 
are now trying, to bring you as near as possible 
without the sad experience. So answer this question 
about the sophist: Is this now clear, that he is a 
kind of a juggler, an imitator of realities, or are 
we still uncertain whether he may not truly possess 
the knowledge of all the things about which he 
seems to be able to argue? 

THEAET. How could that be, my dear sir? Surely 
it is pretty clear by this time from what has been 
said that he is one of those whose business is enter- 
tainment. 

str. That is to say, he must be classed as a juggler 
and imitator. 

THEAET. Of course he must. 
str. Look sharp, then; it is now our business not 

to let the beast get away again, for we have almost 
got him into a kind of encircling net of the devices 

_ we employ in arguments about such subjects, so that 
he will not now escape the next thing. 

THEAET. What next thing? 
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str. The conclusion that he belongs to the class 
of conjurers. 

THEAET. I agree to that opinion of him, too. 
str. It is decided, then, that we will as quickly 

as possible divide the image-making art and go 
down into it, and if the sophist stands his ground 
against us at first, we will seize him by the orders of 
reason, our king, then deliver him up to the king 
and display his capture. But if he tries to take 
cover in any of the various sections of the imitative 
art, we must follow him, always dividing the section 
into which he has retreated, until he is caught. For 
assuredly neither he nor any other creature will ever 
boast of having escaped-from pursuers who are able 
to follow up the pursuit in detail and everywhere in 
this methodical way. 

THEAET. You areright. That is what we must do. 
str. To return, then, to our previous method of 

division, I think I see this time also two classes of 
imitation, but I do not yet seem to be able to make 
out in which of them the form we are seeking is to 
be found. 

THEAET. Please first make the division and tell 
us what two classes you mean. 

str. I see the likeness-making art as one part 
of imitation. This is met with, as a rule, whenever 
anyone produces the imitation by following the 
proportions of the original in length, breadth, and 
depth, and giving, besides, the appropriate colours 
to each part. 

THEAET. Yes, but do not all imitators try to do 
this ? 
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str. Not those who produce some large work of 
_ sculpture or painting. For if they reproduced the 
_ true proportions of beautiful forms, the upper 

parts, you know, would seem smaller and the lower 
_ parts larger than they ought, because we see the 
former from a distance, the latter from near at 
hand. 

THEAET. Certainly. 
str. So the artists abandon the truth and give 

their figures not the actual proportions but those 
which seem to be beautiful, do they not ? 

THEAET. Certainly. 
| str. That, then, which is other, but like, we may 

fairly call a likeness, may we not ? 
THEAET. Yes. 
str. And the part of imitation which is concerned 

_ with such things, is to be called, as we called it 
before, likeness-making ? 

THEAET. It is to be so called. 
str. Now then, what shall we call that which 

appears, because it is seen from an unfavourable 
position, to be like the beautiful, but which would 
not even be likely to resemble that which it claims 
to be like, if a person were able to see such large 
works adequately? Shall we not call it, since it 
appears, but is not like, an appearance? 

THEAET. Certainly. 
str. And this is very common in painting and 

_ in all imitation? 
| THEAET. Of course. 

str. And to the art which produces appearance, 
_ but not likeness, the most correct name we could 
' give would be “ fantastic art,” would it not? 
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eral. Ti dy; 
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év civar- weddos yap odK av adAws eyiyvero ov. 
Ilappevidns 5é 6 péyas, @ rat, mavolv juiy obow 

1 éy add. Bessarionis liber. 
2 rorépa B; wérepa TW. 

3 avnp Bekker; dvip BT. 
4 cwemrecracato W ; viv éreordcaro BY. 

5 ri W; br BT. 
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THE SOPHIST 

_ THEAET. By all means. 
_. str. These, then, are the two forms of the image- 
_ making art that I meant, the likeness-making and 
_ the fantastic. 

_ THeaET. You are right. 
str. But I was uncertain before in which of the 
_ two the sophist should be placed, and even now I 
cannot see clearly. The fellow is really wonderful 
_and very difficult to keep in sight, for once more, in 
_ the very cleverest manner he has withdrawn into a 
baffling classification where it is hard to track him. 

THEAET. So it seems. 
str. Do you assent because you recognize the 

fact, or did the force of habit hurry you along toa 
_ speedy assent ? 
_ THEaET. What do you mean, and why did you say 
that? 

str. We are really, my dear friend, engaged in 
a very difficult investigation; for the matter of 
appearing and seeming, but not being, and of saying 
things, but not true ones—all this is now and 
always has been very perplexing. You see, 
_Theaetetus, it is extremely difficult to understand 
how a man is to say or think that falsehood really 
exists and in saying this not be involved in 
contradiction. 
_ THeaET. Why? 

str. This statement involves the bold assumption 
that not-being exists, for otherwise falsehood could 
not come into existence. But the great Parmenides, 
ly boy, from the time when we were children to 
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Tav dxpoaray mot xp1 ToUvop, emubepew Tobro 70 
py ov: i® doxodpev av eis Ti Kal emt motov adrov 
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1 rofro dawn Simplicius; rofr’ obdauq BT. 
2 dufijuevos BTW (écfjovos 258 p). 

3 aités W; obd7ros BT. 
4 GN el crovdg Bekker; Gdns rod 5) B; add} orrovdy T. 

5 ri] ore TW. 6 + om. BT. 
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THE SOPHIST 

_ the end of his life, always protested against this and 
constantly repeated both in prose and in verse : 

Never let this thought prevail, saith he, that not-being is ; 
But keep your mind from this way of investigation. 

So that is his testimony, and a reasonable examina- 

tion of the statement itself would make it most 

absolutely clear. Let us then consider this matter 

first, if it’s all the same to you. 
THEAET. Assume my consent to anything you 

wish. Consider only the argument, how it may best 
be pursued; follow your own course, and take me 
along with you. 

str. Very well,then. Now tell me; do we venture 
_ to use the phrase absolute not-being ? 

THEAET. Of course. 

str. If, then, not merely for the sake of discussion 

or as a joke, but seriously, one of his pupils were 

asked to consider and answer the question “To 

what is the designation ‘not-being’ to be applied ?” 

_ how do we think he would reply to his questioner, 

and how would he apply the term, for what purpose, 
and to what object ? 

THEAET. That is a difficult question; I may say 
that for a fellow like me it is unanswerable. 

f str. But this is clear, anyhow, that the term 
_ “not-being” cannot be applied to any being. 
. THEAET. Of course not. 

str. And if not to being, then it could not 

_ properly be applied to something, either. 
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eral. Ilds UB 
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ezaAl. Tédos yodv dy dzropias 6 d Adyos €. EXou. 
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dycopev Suvatov elvac; 
1 ywév r« BT; 71 om. Schleiermacher. 

2 dvre dé re] dv 5E 7c Bs Svre 6e Ty 

ce 
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THE SOPHIST 

THEAET. How could it? 
str. And this is plain to us, that we always use 

the word “something” of some being, for to speak 
of “something” in the abstract, naked, as it were, 
and disconnected from all beings is impossible, is it 
not? 

THEAET. Yes, it is. 
str. You assent because you recognize that he 

who says something must say some one thing? 
THEAET. Yes. 
str. And you will agree that “something” or 

“some” in the singular is the sign of one, in the 
dual of two, and in the plural of many. 

THEAET. Of course. 
str. And he who says not something, must 

| quite necessarily say absolutely nothing. 
THEAET. Quite necessarily. 
str. Then we cannot even concede that such a 

person speaks, but says nothing? We must even 
declare that he who undertakes to say “ not-being” 
does not speak at all? 

THEAET. The argument could go no further in 

perplexity. 
' str. Boast not too soon! For there still remains, 
my friend, the first and greatest of perplexities. It 
affects the very beginning of the matter. 

THEAET. What do you mean? Do not hesitate 
to speak. 
_ str. To that which is may be added or attributed 
‘some other thing which is? 
_ vTHeEaeT. Of course. 

str. But shall we assert that to that which is 
‘not anything which is can be attributed ? 
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1 790 6¢ in marg, T; 76de BT; 7d de W; 7é 6¢ in marg, al. 
7d dé (ri dé) . Exouev attributed to the Stranger b 
Winckelmann and others. 

2 +t 5€B; ri dal T; rlva 64 Winckelmann and others. 
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THEAET. Certainly not. 
str. Now we assume that all number is among 

_ the things which are. 
THEAET. Yes, if anything can be assumed to be. 
str. Then let us not even undertake to attribute 

either the singular or the plural of number to not- 

| THEAET. We shculd, apparently, not be right in 
undertaking that, as our argument shows. 

str. How then could a man either utter in speech 
_or even so much as conceive in his mind things which 
are not, or not-being, apart from number ? 

THEAET. Tell me how number is involved in such 
conceptions. 

str. When we say “ things which are not,” do we 
not attribute plurality to them? 

THEAET. Certainly. 
str. And in saying “a thing which is not,’ do 

} we not equally attribute the singular number ? 
THEAET. Obviously. 
str. And yet we assert that it is neither right 

nor fair to undertake to attribute being to not-being. 
THEAET. Very true. 
str. Do you see, then, that it is impossible rightly - 

to utter or to say or to think of not-being without 
any attribute, but it is a thing inconceivable, inex- 
pressible, unspeakable, irrational ? 
_ vTHEAET. Absolutely. 

# =o str. Then was I mistaken just now in saying that 
@ the difficulty I was going to speak of was the greatest 
ep our subject ? 

@) «© rueaer. But is there a still greater one that we 
| can mention ? 

str. Why, my dear fellow, don’t you see, by the 
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yy 4 eral. Nat. 
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THE SOPHIST 

very arguments we have used, that not-being reduces 
him who would refute it to such difficulties that 
when he attempts to refute it he is forced to 
contradict himself? 

THEAET. What do you mean? Speak still more 
clearly. 

str. You must not look for more clearness in me; 
for although I maintained that not-being could have 
nothing to do with either the singular or the plural 
number, I spoke of it just now, and am still speaking 
of it, as one; for I say “that which is not.” You 
understand surely ? 

THEAET. Yes. 
str. And again a little while ago I said it was 

inexpressible, unspeakable, irrational. Do you 
follow me? 

THEAET. Yes, of course. 
str. Then when I undertook to attach the verb 

| “to be” to not-being I was contradicting what I 
} said before. 

THEAET. Evidently. 
str. Well, then; when I attached this verb to it, 

did I not address it in the singular ? 
THEAET. Yes. 
str. And when I called it irrational, inexpressible, 

and unspeakable, I addressed my speech to it as 
singular. 

THEAET. Of course you did. 
str. But we say that, if one is to speak correctly, 

fone must not define it as either singular or plural, 
@ and must not even call it “it” at all; for even by 
this manner of referring to it one would be giving 
it the form of the singular. 
_ vTHeEaeET. Certainly. 
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1 éué y' ére ri Tis] eué pe rt Tis Bs eué ye ére is T ue re rh 
vis W. 2 ela Bessarion’s copy ; éa BT. 
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THE SOPHIST 

str. But poor me, what can anyone say of me 
_ any longer? For you would find me now, as always 
_ before, defeated in the refutation of not-being. So, 

_ as I said before, we must not look to me for correct- 
_ ness of speech about not-being. But come now, let 
_ us look to you for it. 
_ + THEAET. What do you mean? 

str. Come, I beg of you, make a sturdy effort, 
_ young man as you are, and try with might and main 
_ to say something correctly about not-being, without 
_ attributing to it either existence or unity or plurality. 

THEAET. But I should be possessed of great and 
absurd eagerness for the attempt, if I were to 

_ undertake it with your experience before my eyes. 
_ str. Well, if you like, let us say no more of you 
and me; but until we find someone who can 
' accomplish this, let us confess that the sophist has 
_ in most rascally fashion hidden himself in a place 

_ we cannot explore. 
THEAET. That seems to be decidedly the case. 
str. And so, if we say he has an art, as it were, 

of making appearances, he will easily take advantage 
_ of our poverty of terms to make a counter attack, 
twisting our words to the opposite meaning ; when 
we call him an image-maker, he will ask us what 

_ we mean by “image,” exactly. So, Theaetetus, we 
_ must see what reply is to be made to the young 
_ man’s question. 

THEAET. Obviously we shall reply that we mean 
| the images in water and in mirrors, and those in 
| paintings, too, and sculptures, and all the other 
_ things of the same sort. 

3 7d dp8ov B; rdv dpOdv Néyor T. 
4 droorpéve: corr. T; dwrorpévee BTW. 
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1 gytws W; dvTwv B; om. T. 
2 gv T; ovxdv B; ovdx dy W. 
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THE SOPHIST 

str. It is evident, Theaetetus, that you never 
saw a sophist. 

THEAET. Why? 
str. He will make you think his eyes are shut 

or he has none at all. 
THEAET. How so? 
str. When you give this answer, if you speak of 

something in mirrors or works of art, he will laugh 
at your words, when you talk to him as if he 
could see. He will feign ignorance of mirrors 
and water and of sight altogether, and will question 
you only about that which is deduced from your 
words 

THEAET. What is that? 
str. That which exists throughout all these things 

which you say are many but which you saw fit to 
call by one name, when you said “image” of them 
all, as if they were all one thing. So speak 
and defend yourself. Do not give way to the man 
at all. 

THEAET. Why, Stranger, what can we say an 
image is, except another such thing fashioned in the 
likeness of the true one? 

str. Do you mean another such true one, or in 
what sense did you say “such”? 

THEAET. Not a true one by any means, but only 
one like the true. 

str. And by the true you mean that which 
really is? 

THEAET. Exactly. 
str. And the not true is the opposite of the true? 
THEAET. Of course. 
str. That which is like, then, you say does not 

really exist, if you say it is not true. 
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THE SOPHIST 

THEAET. But it does exist, in a way. 
str. But not truly, you mean. 
THEAET. No, except that it is really a likeness. 
str. Then what we call a likeness, though not 

really existing, really does exist ? 
THEAET. Not-being does seem to have got into 

some such entanglement with being, and it is very 
absurd. 

str. Of course it is absurd. You see, at any rate, 
how by this interchange of words the many-headed 
sophist has once more forced us against our will to 
admit that not-being exists in a way. 

THEAET. Yes, I see that very well. 
str. Well then, how can we define his art without 

contradicting ourselves ? 
THEAET. Why do you say that? What are you 

afraid of ? 
str. When, in talking about appearance, we say 

that he deceives and that his art is an art of decep- 
tion, shall we say that our mind is misled by his 
art to hold a false opinion, or what shall we say? 

THEAET. We shall say that. What else could we 
say? 
ee. But, again, false opinion will be that which 

thinks the opposite of reality, will it not? 
THEAET. Yes. 
str. You mean, then, that false opinion thinks 

things which are not? 
THEAET. Necessarily. 
str. Does it think that things which are not, are 

not, or that things which are not at all, in some 
sense are ? 

3 otk bv] odxdy B3 ovk ofv T. 
4 dpa Badham ; dpa ov« BT. 
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THEAET. It must think that things which are not 
in some sense are—that is, if anyone is ever to think 
falsely at all, even in a slight degree. 

str. And does it not also think that things which 
certainly are, are not at all ? 

THEAET. Yes. 
str. And this too is falsehood ? 
THEAET. Yes, it is. 
str. And therefore a statement will likewise be 

considered false, if it declares that things which are, 
are not, or that things which are not, are. 

THEAET. In what other way could a statement be 
made false ? 

str. Virtually in no other way; but the sophist 
will not assent to this. Or how can any reasonable 
man assent to it, when the expressions we just agreed 
upon were previously agreed to be inexpressible, 
unspeakable, irrational, and inconceivable? Do we 
understand his meaning, Theaetetus ? 

THEAET. Of course we understand that he will say 
we are contradicting our recent statements, since we 
dare to say that falsehood exists in opinions and 
words; for he will say that we are thus forced 
repeatedly to attribute being to not-being, although 
we agreed a while ago that nothing could be more 
impossible than that. 

str. You are quite right to remind me. But I 
think it is high time to consider what ought to be 
done about the sophist ; for you see how easily and 
repeatedly he can raise objections and difficulties, if 
we conduct our search by putting him in the guild 
of false-workers and jugglers. 

* Adve] Aéyers BT. 5 Spa] dpa BT. 
6 Bovretcacba T; BovdetecOa: B; om. Burnet. 
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THEAET. Very true. 
str. Yes, we have gone through only a small part 

of them, and they are, if I may say so, infinite. 
THEAET. It would, apparently, be impossible to 

catch the sophist, if that is the case. 
str. Well, then, shall we weaken and give up the 

struggle now? 
THEAET. No, I say; we must not do that, if we 

can in any way get the slightest hold of the fellow. 
str. Will you then pardon me, and, as your words 

imply, be content if 1 somehow withdraw just for a 
short distance from this strong argument of his? 

THEAET. Of course I will. 
str. I have another still more urgent request to 

make of you. 
THEAET. What is it? 
str. Do not assume that I am becoming a sort 

of parricide. 
THEAET. What do you mean? 
str. In defending myself I shall have to test the 

theory of my father Parmenides, and contend forcibly 
that after a fashion not-being is and on the other 
hand in a sense being is not. 

THEAET. It is plain that some such contention is 
necessary. 

str. Yes, plain even to a blind man, as they say ; 
for unless these statements are either disproved or 
accepted, no one who speaks about false words, 
or false opinion—whether images or likenesses or 
imitations or appearances—or about the arts which 
have to do with them, can ever help being forced to 
contradict himself and make himself ridiculous. 
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THE SOPHIST 

THEAET. Very true. 
str. And so we must take courage and attack our 

father’s theory here and now, or else, if any scruples 
prevent us from doing this, we must give the whole 
thing up. 

THEAET. But nothing in the world must prevent us. 
str. Then I have a third little request to make 

of you. 
THEAET. You have only to utter it. 
str. I said a while ago that I always have been 

too faint-hearted for the refutation of this theory, 
and so I am now. 

THEAET. Yes, so you did. 
str. I am afraid that on account of what I have 

said you will think I am mad because I have at once 
reversed my position. You see it is for your sake 
that I am going to undertake the refutation, if I 
succeed in it. 

THEAET. I certainly shall not think you are doing 
anything improper if you proceed to your refutation 
and proof; so go ahead boldly, so far as that is 
concerned. 

str. Well, what would be a good beginning of a 
perilous argument? Ah, my boy, I believe the way 
we certainly must take is this. 

THEAET. What way? 
str. We must first examine the points which now 

seem clear, lest we may have fallen into some con- 
fusion about them and may therefore carelessly agree 
with one another, thinking that we are judging 

_ correctly. 
THEAET. Express your meaning more clearly. 

‘ str. It seems to me that Parmenides and all who 
ever undertook a critical definition of the number 
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and nature of realities have talked to us rather 
carelessly. 

THEAET. How so? 
str. Every one of them seems to tell us a story, 

as if we were children. One says there are three 
principles, that some of them are sometimes waging 
a sort of war with each other, and sometimes become 
friends and marry and have children and bring them 
up; and another says there are two, wet and dry or 
hot and cold, which he settles together and unites 
in marriage.t And the Eleatic sect in our region, 
beginning with Xenophanes and even earlier, have 
their story that all things, as they are called, are really 
one. Then some Ionian? and later some Sicilian? 
Muses reflected that it was safest to combine the two 
tales and to say that being is many and one, and is 

_ (or are) held together by enmity and friendship. 
For the more strenuous Muses say it is always 
simultaneously coming together and separating; but 
the gentler ones relaxed the strictness of the doctrine 
of perpetual strife ; they say that the all is sometimes 
one and friendly, under the influence of Aphrodite, 
and sometimes many and at variance with itself by 
reason of some sort of strife. Now whether any of 
them spoke the truth in all this, or not, it is harsh 
and improper to impute to famous men of old such 
a great wrong as falsehood. But one assertion can 
be made without offence. 

THEAET. What is that ? 
str. That they paid too little attention and con- 

__ } This refers apparently to Pherecydes and the early 
- Tonians. 
_ ® Heracleitus and his followers. 

3 Empedocles and his disciples. 
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sideration to the mass of people like ourselves. 
For they go on to the end, each in his own way, 
without caring whether their arguments carry us 
along with them, or whether we are left behind. 

THEAET. What do you mean? 
str. When one of them says in his talk that many, 

or one, or two are, or have become, or are becoming, 
and again speaks of hot mingling with cold, and in 
some other part of his discourse suggests separations 
and combinations, for heaven’s sake, Theaetetus, do 
you ever understand what they mean by any of these 
things? I used to think, when I was younger, that 
I understood perfectly whenever anyone used this 
term “ not-being,” which now perplexes us. But 
you see what a slough of perplexity we are in about 

-it now. 
THEAET. Yes, I see. 
str. And perhaps our minds are in this same 

condition as regards being also; we may think that 
it is plain sailing and that we understand when the 
word is used, though we are in difficulties about not- 
being, whereas really we understand equally little 
of both. 

THEAET. Perhaps. 
str. And we may say the same of all the subjects 

about which we have been speaking. 
THEAET. Certainly. 
str. We will consider most of them later, if you 

please, but now the greatest and foremost chief of 
them must be considered. 

THEAET. What do you mean? Or, obviously, do 
you mean that we must first investigate the term 

' “being,” and see what those who use it think it 
| signifies ? 
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str. You have caught my meaning at once, 
Theaetetus. For I certainly do mean that this is 
the best method for us to use, by questioning them 
directly, as if they were present in person; so here 
goes: Come now, all you who say that hot and cold 
or any two such principles are the universe, what is 
this that you attribute to both of them when you say 
that both and each are? What are we to understand 
by this “being” (or “are”) of yours? Is this a 
third principle besides those two others, and shall 
we suppose that the universe is three, and not two 
any longer, according to your doctrine? For surely 
when you call one only of the two “being” you do 
not mean that both of them equally are; for in both 
cases! they would pretty certainly be one and not two. 

THEAET. True. 
str. Well, then, do you wish to call both of them 

together being? 
THEAET. Perhaps. 
str. But, friends, we will say, even in that way you 

would very clearly be saying that the two are one. 
THEAET. You are perfectly right. 
str. Then since we are in perplexity, do you tell 

us plainly what you wish to designate when you say 
“being.” For it is clear that you have known this 
all along, whereas we formerly thought we knew, 
but are now perplexed. So first give us this informa- 
tion, that we may not think we understand what 

_ you say, when the exact opposite is the ease.—If we 
_ speak in this way and make this request of them 
and of all who say that the universe is more than 

_ one, shall we, my boy, be doing anything improper ? 

1 **TIn both cases,” i.¢. whether you say that one only is 
_ or that both are, they would both be one, namely being. 
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THEAET. Not in the least. 
str. Well then, must we not, so far as we can, 

try to learn from those who say that the universe is 
one! what they mean when they say “ being”? 

THEAET. Of course we must. 
str. Then let them answer this question: Do 

you say that one only is? We do, they will say; 
will they not ? 

THEAET. Yes. 
str. Well then, do you give the name of being 

to anything? 
THEAET. Yes. 
str. Is it what you call “one,” using two names 

for the same thing, or how is this? : 
THEAET. What is their next answer, Stranger? 
str. It is plain, Theaetetus, that he who maintains 

their theory will not find it the easiest thing in 
the world to reply to our present question or to any 
other. 

THEAET. Why not? 
str. It is rather ridiculous to assert that two 

names exist when you assert that nothing exists but 
unity. 

THEAET. Of course it is. 
str. And in general there would be no sense 

in accepting the statement that a name has any 
existence. 

THEAET. Why? 
str. Because he who asserts that the name is 

other than the thing, says that there are two 
entities. 

THEAET. Yes. 
str. And further, if he asserts that the name is 

1 The Eleatic Zeno and his school. 
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the same as the thing, he will be obliged to say that 
it is the name of nothing, or if he says it is the name 
of something, the name will turn out to be the name 
of a name merely and of nothing else, 

THEAET. True. 
str. And the one will turn out to be the name of 

one and alse the one of the name. 
THEAET. Necessarily. 
str. And will they say that the whole is other 

than the one which exists or the same with it? 
_THEAET. Of course they will and do say it is the 

same. 
str. If then the whole is, as Parmenides says, 

On all sides like the mass of a well-rounded sphere, equally 
weighted in every direction from the middle ; for neither 
greater nor less must needs be on this or that, 

then being, being such as he describes it, has a 
centre and extremes, and, having these, must cer- 
tainly have parts, must it not? 

THEAET. Certainly. 
str. But yet nothing hinders that which has parts 

from possessing the attribute of unity in all its parts 
and being in this way one, since it is all and whole. 

THEAET. Very true. 
str. But is it not impossible for that which is in 

this condition to be itself absolute unity? 
THEAET. Why? 

1 In other words, ‘‘ one,” considered as a word, will be 
the name of unity, but considered as a reality, it will be the 
unity of which the word ‘‘one” is the name. The sentence 

_ is made somewhat difficult of comprehension, doubtless for 
the purpose of indicating the confusion caused by the identi- 
fication of the name with the thing. 
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_ str. Why surely that which is really one must, 
according to right reason, be affirmed to be absolutely 
without parts. 

; THEAET. Yes, it must. 

str. But such a unity consisting of many parts will 
not harmonize with reason. 

THEAET. I understand. 
str. Then shal! we agree that being is one and a 

whole because it has the attribute of unity, or shall 
we deny that being is a whole at all? 

THEAET. It is a hard choice that you offer me. 
str. That is very true; for being, having in a 

way had unity imposed upon it, will evidently not 
be the same as unity, and the all will be more 
than one. 

THEAET. Yes. 
str. And further, if being is not a whole through 

having had the attribute of unity imposed upon it, 
and the absolute whole exists, then it turns out that 
being lacks something of being. 

THEAET. Certainly. 
str. And so, by this reasoning, since being is 

deprived of being, it will be not-being. 
THEAET. So it will. 
str. And again the all becomes more than the 

one, since being and the whole have acquired each 
its own nature. 

THEAET. Yes. 
str. But if the whole does not exist at all, being 

_ is involved in the same difficulties as before, and 
_ besides not existing it could not even have ever 
_ come into existence. 
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THEAET. What do you mean? 
str. That which comes into existence always 

comes into existence asa whole. Therefore no one 
who does not reckon the whole among things that 
are can speak of existence or generation as being. 

THEAET. That certainly seems to be true. 
str. And moreover, that which is not a whole 

cannot have any quantity at all; for if it has any 
quantity, whatever that quantity may be, it must 
necessarily be of that quantity as a whole. 

THEAET. Precisely. 
str. And so countless other problems, each one 

involving infinite difficulties, will confront him 
who says that being is, whether it be two or 
only one. 

THEAET. The problems now in sight make that 
pretty clear; for each leads up to another which 
brings greater and more grievous wandering in 
connexion with whatever has previously been said. 

str. Now we have not discussed all those who 
treat accurately of being and not-being!; however, let 
this suffice. But we must turn our eyes to those 
whose doctrines are less precise, that we may know 
from all sources that it is no easier to define the 
nature of being than that of not-being. 

THEAET. Very well, then, we must proceed towards 
those others also. 

str. And indeed there seems to be a battle like 
that of the gods and the giants going on among 

_ them, because of their disagreement about existence. 
THEAET. How so? 

aries ew ee Eleatics, Heracleitus, Em- 
es, the Megarians, Gorgias, Protagoras, and Anti- 

_ sthenes all discussed the problem of being and not-being. 
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str. Some of them! drag down everything from 
heaven and the invisible to earth, actually grasping 
rocks and trees with their hands; for they lay their 
hands on all such things and maintain stoutly that 
that alone exists which can be touched and handled ; 
for they define existence and body, or matter, as 
identical, and if anyone says that anything else, 
which has no body, exists, they despise him utterly, 
and will not listen to any other theory than their 
own. 

THeEAET. Terrible men they are of whom you speak. 
I myself have met with many of them. 

str. Therefore those who contend against them 
defend themselves very cautiously with weapons 
derived from the invisible world above, maintaining 
forcibly that real existence consists of certain ideas 
which are only conceived by the mind and have no 
body. But the bodies of their opponents, and that 
which is called by them truth, they break up into 
small fragments in their arguments, calling them, not 
existence, but a kind of generation combined with 
motion. There is always, Theaetetus, a tremendous 
battle being fought about these questions between 
the two parties. 

THEAET. True. 
str. Let us, therefore, get from each party in 

turn a statement in defence of that which they 
regard as being. 

THEAET. How shall we get it? 
str. It is comparatively easy to get it from those 

1 The atomists (Leucippus, Democritus, and their fol- 
lowers), who taught that nothing exists except atoms and 
the void. Possibly there is a covert reference to Aristippus 
who was, like Plato, a pupil of Socrates. 
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who say that it consists in ideas, for they are peace- 
ful folk; but from those who violently drag down 
everything into matter, it is more difficult, perhaps 
even almost impossible, to get it. However, this is 
the way I think we must deal with them. 

THEAET. What way? 
str. Our first duty would be to make them really 

better, if it were in any way possible; but if this 
cannot be done, let us pretend that they are better, 
by assuming that they would be willing to answer 
more in accordance with the rules of dialectic than 
they actually are. For the acknowledgement of 
anything by better men is more valid than if made 
by worse men. But it is not these men that we 
care about; we merely seek the truth. 

THEAET. Quite right. 
str. Now tell them, assuming that they have 

become better, to answer you, and do you interpret 
hat they say. 
THEAET. I will do so. 

_ str. Let them tell whether they say there is 
such a thing as a mortal animal. 

THEAET. Of course they do. 
_ str. And they agree that this is a body with a 
soul in it, do they not ? 

THEAET. Certainly. 
str. Giving to soul a place among things which 

xist ? 
_ THEAET. Yes. ; 

str. Well then, do they not say that one soul is 
and another unjust, one wise and another foolish ? 

THEAET. Of course. 
str. And do they not say that each soul becomes 

ust by the possession and presence of justice, and 
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the opposite by the possession and presence of the 
opposite ? 

THEAET. Yes, they agree to this also. 
str. But surely they will say that that which is 

capable of becoming present or absent exists. 
THEAET. Yes, they say that. 
str. Granting, then, that justice and wisdom and 

virtue in general and their opposites exist, and also, 
of course, the soul in which they become present, do 
they say that any of these is visible and tangible, or 
that they are all invisible ? 

THEAET. That none of them is visible, or pretty 
nearly that. 

str. Now here are some other questions. Do 
| they say they possess any body? 

THEAET. They no longer answer the whole of that 
question in the same way. They say they believe 
the soul itself has a sort of body, but as to wisdom 
and the other several qualities about which you ask, 
they have not the face either to confess that they have 
no existence or to assert that they are all bodies. 

str. It is clear, Theaetetus, that our men have 
grown better; for the aboriginal sons of the dragon’s 
teeth! among them would not shrink from any such 
utterance ; they would maintain that nothing which 
they cannot squeeze with their hands has any exist- 
ence at all. 

THEAET. That is pretty nearly what they believe. 
_. str. Then let us question them further; for if 
they are willing to admit that any existence, no 

1 This refers to the story of Cadmus, who killed a dragon 
_and then sowed its teeth, from which sprang fierce warriors 
to be his companions. Born of the n’s teeth and of 
earth, they would naturally be of the , earthy. 
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matter how small, is incorporeal, that is enough. 
They will then have to tell what that is which is 
inherent in the incorporeal and the corporeal alike, 
and which they have in mind when they say that 
both exist. Perhaps they would be at a loss for an 
answer; and if they are in that condition, consider 
whether they might not accept a suggestion if we 
offered it, and might not agree that the nature of 
being is as follows. 

THEAET. What is it? Speak, and we shall soon 
know. 

str. I suggest that everything which possesses 
any power of any kind, either to produce a change 
in anything of any nature or to be affected even in 
the least degree by the slightest cause, though it 
be only on one occasion, has real existence. For I 
set up as a definition which defines being, that it is 
nothing else than power. 

THEAET. Well, since they have at the moment 
nothing better of their own to offer, they accept 
this. 

str. Good; for perhaps later something else may 
occur both to them and to us. As between them 
and us, then, let us assume that this is for the present 
agreed upon and settled. 

THEAET. It is settled. 
str. Then let us go to the others, the friends of 

ideas; and do you interpret for us their doctrines 
also. 

THEAET. I will. 
str. You distinguish in your speech between 

generation and being, do you not?? 

Plato is restating or amending some of his own earlier 
beliefs. 
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THEAET. Yes, we do. 
str. And you say that with the body, by means 

of perception, we participate in generation, and with 
the soul, by means of thought, we participate in 
real being, which last is always unchanged and the 
same, whereas generation is different at different 
times. 

THEAET. Yes, that is what we say. 
str. But, most excellent men, how shall we define 

this participation which you attribute to both? Is 
it not that of which we were just speaking? 

THEAET. What is that? 
str. A passive or active condition arising out of 

some power which is derived from a combination 
of elements. Possibly, Theaetetus, you do not hear 
their reply to this, but I hear it, perhaps, because I 
am used to them. 

THEAET. What is it, then, that they say? 
str. They do not concede to us what we said just 

now to the aboriginal giants about being. 
THEAET. What was it? 
str. We set up as a satisfactory sort of definition 

of being, the presence of the power to act or be 
acted upon in even the slightest degree. 

THEAET. Yes. 
str. It is in reply to this that they say generation 

participates in the power of acting and of being 
acted upon, but that neither power is connected with 
being. 

THEAET. And is there not something in that? 
str. Yes, something to which we must reply that 

we still need to learn more clearly from them whether 
they agree that the soul knows and that being is 
known. 
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THE SOPHIST 

THEAET. They certainly assent to that. 
str. Well then, do you say that knowing or 

being known is an active or passive condition, or 
both? Or that one is passive and the other active? 
Or that neither has any share at all in either of the 
two? 

THEAET. Clearly they would say that neither has 
any share in either; for otherwise they would be 
contradicting themselves. 

str. I understand; this at least is true, that if 
to know is active, to be known must in turn be 
passive. Now being, since it is, according to this 
theory, known by the intelligence, in so far as it 
is known, is moved, since it is acted upon, which 
we say cannot be the case with that which is in a 
state of rest. 

THEAET. Right. 
str. But for heaven’s sake, shall we let ourselves 

easily be persuaded that motion and life and soul 
and mind are really not present to absolute being, 
that it neither lives nor thinks, but awful and holy, 
devoid of mind, is fixed and immovable ? 

THEAET. That would be a shocking admission to 
make, Stranger. 

str. But shall we say that it has mind, but 
not life ? 

THEAET. How can we? 
str. But do we say that both of these exist in it, 

and yet go on to say that it does not possess them 
in a soul? 

THEAET. But how else can it possess them? 
str. Then shall we say that it has mind and 
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THE SOPHIST 

life and soul, but, although endowed with soul, is 
absolutely immovable ? 

THEAET. All those things seem to me absurd. 
str. And it must be conceded that motion and that 

which is moved exist. 
THEAET. Of course. 
str. Then the result is, Theaetetus, that if there 

is no motion, there is no mind in anyone about 
anything anywhere. 

THEAET. Exactly. 
str. And on the other hand, if we admit that all 

things are in flux and motion, we shall remove mind 
itself from the number of existing ni by this 
theory also. 

THEAET. How so? 
str. Do you think that sameness of quality or 

nature or relations could ever come into existence 
without the state of rest? 

THEAET. Not at all. 
str. What then? Without these can you see 

how mind could exist or come into existence any- 
where? 

THEAET. By no means. 
str. And yet we certainly must contend by every 

argument against him who does away with knowledge 
or reason or mind and then makes any dogmatic 
assertion about anything. 

THEAET. Certainly. 
str. Then the philosopher, who pays the highest 

honour to these things, must necessarily, as it seems, 
because of them refuse to accept the theory of those 
who say the universe is at rest, whether as a unity 
or in many forms, and must also refuse utterly to 
listen to those who say that being is universal 
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THE SOPHIST 

motion ; he must quote the children’s prayer, “all 
things immovable and in motion,” and must say that 
being and the universe consist of both. 

THEAET. Very true. 
str. Do we not, then, seem to have attained at 

last a pretty good definition of being ? 
THEAET. Certainly. 

_ str. But dear me, Theaetetus! I think we are 
now going to discover the difficulty of the inquiry 
about being. 

THEAET. What is this again? What do you mean? 
str. My dear fellow, don’t you see that we are 

now densely ignorant about it, but think that we are 
saying something worth while ? 

THEAET. I think so, at any rate, and I do not at 
_all understand what hidden error we have fallen into. 

str. Then watch more closely and see whether, if 
_ we make these admissions, we may not justly be asked 
the same questions we asked a while ago of those 
_who said the universe was hot and cold.? 

THEAET. What questions? Remind me. 
str. Certainly; and I will try to do this by 

questioning you, as we questioned them at the time. 1 
hope we shall at the same time make a little progress. 

THEAET. That is right. 
str. Very well, then; you say that motion and 

rest are most directly opposed to each other, do 
you not? 

_ THEAET. Of course. 

1 Nothing further seems to be known about this prayer. 
 Stallbaum ought the reference was to a game in which the 
_ children said 6¢a dxivyra xal xexwnyéva etn, ** may all unmoved 
_ things be moved.” 

2 Cf. 242 pv above. 
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THE SOPHIST 

str. And yet you say that both and each of them 
equally exist ? 

THEAET. Yes, I do. 
str. And in granting that they exist, do you 

mean to say that both and each are in motion? 
THEAET. By no means. 
str. But do you mean that they are at rest, when 

you say that both exist ? 
THEAET. Of course not. 
str. Being, then, you consider to be something 

else in the soul, a third in addition to these two, 
inasmuch as you think rest and motion are embraced 
by it; and since you comprehend and observe that 
they participate in existence, you therefore said that 
they are. Eh? 

THEAET. We really do seem to have a vague vision 
of being as some third thing, when we say that 
motion and rest are. 

str. Then being is not motion and rest in com- 
bination, but something else, different from them. 

THEAET. Apparently. 
str. According to its own nature, then, being is 

neither at rest nor in motion. 
THEAET. You are about right. 
str. What is there left, then, to which a man 

ean still turn his mind who wishes to establish 
within himself any clear conception of being ? 

THEAET. What indeed ? 
str. There is nothing left, I think, to which he 

can turn easily. For if a thing is not in motion, it 
must surely be at rest; and again, whatis not at rest, 
must surely be in motion. But now we find that 
being has emerged outside of both these classes. Is 
that possible, then ? 
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THE SOPHIST 

THEAET. No, nothing could be more impossible. 
-str. Then there is this further thing which we 

ought to remember. 
THEAET. What is it ? 
str. That when we were asked to what the 

appellation of not-being should be applied, we were 
in the greatest perplexity. Do you remember? 

THEAET. Of course I do. 
str. Well, then, are we now in any less perplexity 

about being? 
THEAET. It seems to me, stranger, that we are, if 

possible, in even greater. 
str. This point, then, let us put down definitely 

as one of complete perplexity. But since being and 
| not-being participate equally in the perplexity, there 

is now at last some hope that as either of them 
emerges more dimly or more clearly, so also will the 
other emerge. If, however, we are able to see 
neither of them, we will at any rate push our discussion 
through between both of them at once as creditably 
as we can. 

THEAET. Good. 
str. Let us, then, explain how we come to be 

constantly calling this same thing by many names. 
THEAET. What, for instance? Please give an 

example. 
str. We speak of man, you know, and give him 

many additional designations; we attribute to him 
colours and forms and sizes and vices and virtues, 
and in all these cases and countless others we say 
not only that he is man, but we say he is good and 
numberless other things. So in the same way every 
single thing which we supposed to be one, we treat 
as many and call by many names. 
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THEAET. True. 
str. And it is in this way, I fancy, that we have 

provided a fine feast for youngsters and for old men 
whose learning has come to them late in life; for 
example, it is easy enough for anyone to grasp the 
notion that the many cannot possibly be one, nor 
the one many, and so, apparently, they take pleasure 
in saying that we must not call a man good, but must 
call the good good, and a man man. [I fancy, 
Theaetetus, you often run across people who take 
such matters seriously; sometimes they are elderly 
men whose poverty of intellect makes them admire 
such quibbles, and who think this is a perfect mine 
of wisdom they have discovered.! 

THEAET. Certainly. 
str. Then, to include in our discussion all those 

_ who have ever engaged in any talk whatsoever about 
being, let us address our present arguments to these 
men as well as to all those with whom we were 
conversing before, and let us employ the form of 
questions. 

THEAET. What are the arguments ? 
str. Shall we attribute neither being to rest and 

motion, nor any attribute to anything, but shall we in 
our discussions assume that they do not mingle and 
cannot participate in one another? Or shall we 
gather all things together, believing that they are 
capable fof combining with one another? Or are 
some capable of it and others not? Which of these 

1 Those are here satirized who deny the possibility of all 
except identical predication. Such were Antisthenes, 
Euthydemus, and Dionysodorus. The two last are prob- 
nag those referred to as old men whose learning came late 
in life. 
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alternatives, Theaetetus, should we say is their 

choice ? 
THEAET. I cannot answer these questions for them. 
str. Then why did you not answer each separately 

and see what the result was in each case? 
THEAET. A good suggestion. 
str. And let us, if you please, assume that they 

say first that nothing has any power to combine with 
anything else. Then motion and rest will have no 
share in being, will they ? 

THEAET. No. 
str. Well, then, will either of them be, if it has 

no share in being ? 
THEAET. It will not. 
str. See how by this admission everything is 

overturned at once, as it seems—the doctrine of 
those who advocate universal motion, that of the 
partisans of unity and rest, and that of the men who 
teach that all existing things are distributed into 
invariable and everlasting kinds. For all of these 
make use of being as an attribute. One party says 
that the universe “is ’’ in motion, another that it “is” 
at rest. 

THEAET. Exactly. 
str. And further, all who teach that things com- 

bine at one time and separate at another, whether 
infinite elements combine in unity and are derived 
from unity or finite elements separate and then 
unite, regardless of whether they say that these 
changes take place successively or without interrup- 
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tion, would be talking nonsense in all these doctrines, 
if there is no intermingling. 

THEAET. Quite right. 
str. Then, too, the very men who forbid us to 

call anything by another name because it partici- 
pates in the effect produced by another, would be 
made most especially ridiculous by this doctrine. 

THEAET. How so? 
str. Because they are obliged in speaking of any- 

thing to use the expressions “ to be,” “ apart,” “ from 
the rest,” “by itself,’ and countless others; they 
are powerless to keep away from them or avoid 
working them into their discourse; and therefore 
there is no need of others to refute them, but, as 
the saying goes, their enemy and future opponent 
is of their own household whom they always carry 
about with them as they go, giving forth speech 
from within them, like the wonderful Eurycles.! 

THEAET. That isa remarkably accurate illustration. 
str. But what if we ascribe to all things the 

power of participation in one another ? 
THEAET. Even I can dispose of that assumption. 
str. How? 
THEAET. Because motion itself would be wholly 

_ at rest, and rest in turn would itself be in motion, 
if these two could be joined with one another. 

str. But surely this at least is most absolutely 
impossible, that motion be at rest and rest be in 
motion ? 

THEAET. Of course. 
str. Then only the third possibility is left. 
THEAET. Yes. 

1 Eurycles was a ventriloquist and soothsayer of the 
fifth century, cf. Aristophanes, Wasps, 1019. 
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str. And certainly one of these three must be 
true; either all things will mingle with one another, 
or none will do so, or some will and others will 
not. 

THEAET. Of course. 
str. And certainly the first two were found to be 

impossible. 
THEAET. Yes. 
str. Then everybody who wishes to answer 

_ correctly will adopt the remaining one of the three 
_ possibilities. 

THEAET. Precisely. 
str. Now since some things will commingle and 

_ others will not, they are in much the same condition 
__as the letters of the alphabet; for some of these do 

not fit each other, and others do. 
THEAET. Of course. 
str. And the vowels, to a greater degree than 

the others, run through them all as a bond, so that 
without one of the vowels the other letters cannot 

__ be joined one to another. 
THEAET. Certainly. 
str. Now does everybody know which letters can 

| join with which others? Or does he who is to join 
_ them properly have need of art ? 

THEAET. He has need of art. 
str. What art ? 
THEAET. The art of grammar. 

| str. And is not the same true in connexion with 
| high and low sounds? Is not he who has the art to 
_ know the sounds which mingle and those which do 
_ not, musical, and he who does not know un- 
musical ? 

THEAET. Yes. 
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srr. And we shall find similar conditions, then, 
_ in all the other arts and processes which are devoid 
of art? 

THEAET. Of course. 
str. Now since we have agreed that the classes 

or genera also commingle with one another, or do 
not commingle, in the same way, must not he possess 
some science and proceed by the processes of reason 

_ who is to show correctly which of the classes 
_ harmonize with which, and which reject one another, 
_ and also if he is to show whether there are some 
_ elements extending through all and holding them 
_ together so that they can mingle, and again, when 

they separate, whether there are other universal 
| causes of separation ? 
5 THEAET. Certainly he needs science, and perhaps 
_ even the greatest of sciences. 

str. Then, Theaetetus, what name shall we give 
| to this science? Or, by Zeus, have we unwittingly 
_ stumbled upon the science that belongs to free men 
and perhaps found the philosopher while we were 
looking for the sophist ? 

THEAET, What do you mean ? 
str. Shall we not say that the division of things 

_ by classes and the avoidance of the belief that the 
same class is another, or another the same, belongs 
to the science of dialectic? 

THEAET. Yes, we shall. 
_ str. Then he who is able to do this has a clear 
perception of one form or idea extending entirely 
through many individuals each of which lies apart, 
and of many forms differing from one another but 
included in one greater form, and again of one form 
evolved by the union of many wholes, and of many 
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forms entirely apart and separate. This is the 
knowledge and ability to distinguish by classes how 
individual things can or cannot be associated with one 
another. 

THEAET. Certainly it is. 
str. But you surely, I suppose, will not grant the 

art of dialectic to amy but the man who pursues 
philosophy in purity and righteousness. 

THEAET. How could it be granted to anyone else? 
str. Then it is in some region like this that we 

shall always, both now and hereafter, discover the 
philosopher, if we look for him; he also is hard to 
see clearly, but the difficulty is not the same in his 
ease and that of the sophist. 

THEAET. How do they differ? 
str. The sophist runs away into the darkness 

of not-being, feeling his way in it by practice,! and 
is hard to discern on account of the darkness of 
the place. Don’t you think so? 

THEAET. It seems likely. 
str. But the philosopher, always devoting himself 

through reason to the idea of being, is also ve 
difficult to see on account of the brilliant light of the 
place; for the eyes of the soul of the multitude are 
not strong enough to endure the sight of the divine. 

THEAET. This also seems no less true than what 
t you said about the sophist. 

str. Now we will make more accurate investiga- 
tions about the philosopher hereafter, if we still 
care to do so; but as to the sophist, it is clear that 
we must not relax our efforts until we have a satis- 
factory view of him. 

1 By practice, i.¢., by empirical knowledge as opposed to 
reason. 
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THEAET. You are right. 
str. Since, therefore, we are agreed that some of 

the classes will mingle with one another, and others 
will not, and some will mingle with few and others 
with many, and that there is nothing to hinder some 
from mingling universally with all, let us next 
proceed with our discussion by investigating, not all 
the forms or ideas, lest we become confused among 

_ so many, but some only, selecting them from those 
_ that are considered the most important; let us first 

consider their several natures, then what their power 
_ of mingling with one another is, and so, if we cannot 
_ grasp being and not-being with perfect clearness, 
_ we shall at any rate not fail to reason fully about 
them, so far as the method of our present inquiry 

_ permits. Let us in this way see whether it is, 
_ after all, permitted us to say that not-being really 
_ is, although not being, and yet come off unscathed. 

THEAET. Yes; that is the proper thing for us 
to do. 

str. The most important, surely, of the classes or 
genera are those which we just mentioned; being 
itself and rest and motion. 

THEAET. Yes, by far. 
str. And further, two of them, we say, cannot 

_ mingle with each other. 
THEAET. Decidedly not. 

___ str. But being can mingle with both of them, 
_ for they both are. 
| THeEAET. Of course. 

str. Then these prove to be three. 
_ THEAET. To be sure. 
' str. Each of them is, then, other than the remain- 
_ ing two, but the same as itself. 
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THEAET. Yes. 
str. But what do we mean by these words, “ the 

same” and “other,” which we have just used? 
Are they two new classes, different from the other 
three, but always of necessity mingled with them, 
and must we conduct our inquiry on the assumption 
that there are five classes, not three, or are we un- 
consciously speaking of one of those three when we 
say “the same” or “other”? 

THEAET. Perhaps. 
str. But certainly motion and rest are neither 

other nor the same. 
THEAET. How so? 
str. Whatever term we apply to rest and motion 

in common cannot be either of those two. 
THEAET. Why not? 
str. Because motion would be at rest and rest 

would be in motion; in respect of both, for which- 
ever of the two became “other” would force the 
other to change its nature into that of its opposite, 
since it would participate in its opposite. 

THEAET. Exactly so. 
str. Both certainly partake of the same and the 

other.! 
THEAET. Yes. 
str. Then we must not say that motion, or rest 

either, is the same or other. 
THEAET. No. 
str. But should we conceive of “ being” and “ the 

same” as one? 
THEAET. Perhaps. 
str. But if “being” and “the same” have no 

difference of meaning, then when we go on and say 
} 4.e., sameness and difference can be predicated of both. 
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that both rest and motion are, we shall be saying that 
they are both the same, since they are. 

THEAET. But surely that is impossible. 
str. Then it is impossible for being and the same 

to be one. 
THEAET. Pretty nearly. 
str. So we shall consider “the same” a fourth 

class in addition to the other three? 
THEAET. Certainly. 
str. Then shall we call “the other” a fifth class? 

Or must we conceive of this and “being” as two 
names for one class? 

THEAET. May be. 
str. But I fancy you admit that among the 

entities some are always conceived as absolute, and 
some as relative. 

THEAET. Of course. 
str. And other is always relative to other, is it 

not ? 
THEAET. Yes. 
str. It would not be so, if being and the other 

were not utterly different. If the other, like being, 
partook of both absolute and relative existence, there 
would be also among the others that exist another 
not in relation to any other; but as it is, we find 
that whatever is other is just what it is through com- 
pulsion of some other. 

THEAET. The facts are as you say. 
str. Then we must place the nature of “the 

other” as a fifth among the classes in which we 
select our examples. 

THEAET. Yes. 
str. And we shall say that it permeates them all; 

for each of them is other than the rest, not by reason 
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of its own nature, but because it partakes of the idea 
of the other. 

THEAET. Exactly. 
str. Let us now state our conclusions, taking up 

the five classes one at a time. 
THEAET. How? 
str. Take motion first; we say that it is entirely 

other than rest, do we not? 
THEAET. We do. 
str. Then it is not rest. 
THEAET. Not at all. 
str. But it exists, by reason of its participation in 

being. 
THEAET. Yes, it exists. 
str. Now motion again is other than the same. 
THEAET. You're about right. 
str. Therefore it is not the same. 
THEAET. No, it is not. 
str. But yet we found it was the same, because 

all things partake of the same. 
THEAET. Certainly. 
str. Then we must admit that motion is the same 

and is not the same, and we must not be disturbed 
thereby; for when we say it is the same and not 
the same, we do not use the words alike. When 
we call it the same, we do so because it partakes 
of the same in relation to itself, and when we 
call it not the same, we do so on account of its 
participation in the other, by which it is separated 
from the same and becomes not that but other, 
so that it is correctly spoken of in turn as not the 
same. 

THEAET. Yes, certainly. 
str. Then even if absolute motion partook in 
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THE SOPHIST 

any way of rest, it would not be absurd to say it was 
at rest? 

THEAET. It would be perfectly right, if we are 
to admit that some of the classes will mingle with 
one another, and others will not. 

stra. And surely we demonstrated that before we 
took up our present points; we proved that it was 
according to nature.! 

THEAET. Yes, of course. 
str. Then let us recapitulate: Motion is other 

than the other, just as we found it to be other than 
the same and than rest. Is that true? 

THEAET. Inevitably. 
str. Then it is in a sense not other and also other, 

according to our present reasoning. 
THEAET. True. 
str. Now how about the next point? Shall we 

say next that motion is other than the three, but not 
other than the fourth,—that is, if we have agreed 
that the classes about which and within which we 
undertook to carry on our inquiry are five in number ? 

THEAET. How can we say that? For we cannot 
admit that the number is less than was shown just now. 

str. Then we may fearlessly persist in contending 
that motion is other than being? 

THEAET. Yes, most fearlessly. 
str. It is clear, then, that motion really is not, 

and also that it is, since it partakes of being? 
THEAET. That is perfectly clear. 
str. In relation to motion, then, not-being is. 

That is inevitable. And this extends to all the 
classes; for in all of them the nature of other so 
operates as to make each one other than being, and 

1 See 251 £ ff. 
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1 fOwuev W; cldduev Bs eldwuev T. 

1 Being is many, for each and every thing in all the — 
classes is; but not-being is infinite, for not only is it true 
that every thing in each of the classes is not, but not-being — 
extends also to all conceptions which do not and cannot — 
have any reality. 
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therefore not-being. So we may, from this point of 
view, rightly say of all of them alike that they are 
not; and again, since they partake of being, that 
they are and have being. 

THEAET. Yes, I suppose so. 
str. And so, in relation to each of the classes, 

being is many, and not-being is infinite in number. 
THEAET. So it seems. 
str. Then being itself must also be said to be 

other than all other things. 
THEAET. Yes, it must. 
str. And we conclude that whatever the number 

of other things is, just that is the number of the 
things in relation to which being is not; for not 
being those things, it is itself one, and again, those 

__ other things are not unlimited in number. 
THEAET. That is not far from the truth. 
str. Then we must not be disturbed by this either, 

since by their nature the classes have participation 
in one another. But if anyone refuses to accept our 
present results, let him reckon with our previous 
arguments and then proceed to reckon with the 
next step.” 

THEAET. That is very fair. 
str. Then here is a point to consider. 
THEAET. What is it? 
str. When we say not-being, we speak, I think, 

not of something that is the opposite of being, but 
_ only of something different. 

THEAET. What do you mean? 

® i.¢., if he will not accept our proof that being is not, 
_ etc., he must disprove our arguments respecting the partici- 

tion of ideas in one another, and then proceed to draw 
is inference. 
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1 éxelvn W; éxeivn BT. 2 ré ecot W; relct T; riow B. 
3 GN’ barn 6 W3 GdN6 wy T; Gddo 77 B. 
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str. For instance, when we speak of a thing as 
not great, do we seem to you to mean by the 
expression what is small any more than what is of 
middle size ? 

THEAET. No, of course not. 
str. Then when we are told that the negative 

signifies the opposite, we shall not admit it; we shall 
admit only that the particle “ not’! indicates some- 
thing different from the words to which it is prefixed, 
or rather from the things denoted by the words that 

_ follow the negative. 
THEAET. Certainly. 
str. Let us consider another point and see if you 

_ agree with me. 
THEAET. What is it? 
str. It seems to me that the nature of the other 

is all cut up into little bits, like knowledge. 
THEAET. What do you mean? 
str. Knowledge, like other, is one, but each 

separate part of it which applies to some particular 
subject has a name of its own; hence there are many 
arts, as they are called, and kinds of knowledge, 
or sciences. 

THEAET. Yes, certainly. 
str. And the same is true, by their nature, of the 

parts of the other, though it also is one concept. 
THEAET. Perhaps; but let us discuss the matter 

and see how it comes about. 
str. Is there a part of the other which is opposed 

to the beautiful ? 
THEAET. There is. 
str. Shall we say that this is nameless or that it 

has a name? 
1 The two particles od and «7 in Greek. 
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THE SOPHIST 

THEAET. That it has one; for that which in each 
case we call not-beautiful is surely the other of the 
nature of the beautiful and of ncthing else. 

str. Now, then, tell me something more. 
THEAET. What? 
str. Does it not result from this that the not- 

beautiful is a distinct part of some one class of being 
and also, again, opposed to some class of being ? 

THEAET. Yes. 
str. Then, apparently, it follows that the not- 

beautiful is a contrast of being with being. 
THEAET. Quite right. 
str. Can we, then, in that case, say that the 

beautiful is more and the not-beautiful less a part 
of being? — 

THEAET. Not at all. 
str. Hence the not-great must be said to be no 

less truly than the great? 
THEAET. No less truly. 
str. And so we must recognize the same relation 

between the just and the not-just, in so far as neither 
has any more being than the other? 

THEAET. Of course. 
str. And we shall, then, say the same of other 

things, since the nature of the other is proved to 
possess real being; and if it has being, we must 
necessarily ascribe being in no less degree to its 
parts also. 

THEAET. Of course. 
str. Then, as it seems, the opposition of the 

nature of a part of the other, and of the nature of 
being, when they are opposed to one another, is no 

3 vy D; dy BT. 4 ms Apelt; 7: BT. 
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less truly existence than is being itself, if it is not 
wrong for me to say so, for it signifies not the 
opposite of being, but only the cther of being, and 
nothing more. 

THEAET. That is perfectly clear. 
str. Then what shall we call this? 
THEAET. Evidently this is precisely not-being, 

which we were looking for because of the sophist. 
str. And is this, as you were saying, as fully 

endowed with being as anything else, and shall we 
henceforth say with confidence that not-being has 
an assured existence and a nature of its own? Just 
as we found that the great was great and the beautiful 
was beautiful, the not-great was not-great and the 
not-beautiful was not-beautiful, shall we in the same 
way say that not-being was and is not-being, to be 
counted as one class among the many classes of 
being? Or have we, Theaetetus, any remaining 
distrust about the matter? 

THEAET. None whatever. 
str. Do you observe, then, that we have gone 

farther in our distrust of Parmenides than the limit 
set by his prohibition ? 

THEAET. What do you mean? 
str. We have proceeded farther in our investiga- 

tion and have shown him more than that which he 
forbade us to examine. 

THEAET. How so? 
str. Because he says somewhere! : 

Never shall this ie prevail, that not-being is ; 
Nay, keep your mind from this path of investigation. 

THEAET. Yes, that is what he says. 
1 Parmenides, 52 f., ed. Mullach. 
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THE SOPHIST 

str. But we have not only pointed out that things 
which are not exist, but we have even shown what 
the form or class of not-being is; for we have pointed 
out that the nature of the other exists and is distri- 
buted in small bits throughout all existing things in 
their relations to one another, and we have ventured 
to say that each part of the other which is contrasted 
with being, really is exactly not-being. 

THEAET. And certainly, Stranger, I think that what 
_ we have said is perfectly true. 
| str. Then let not anyone assert that we declare 
_ that not-being is the opposite of being, and hence are 
_ so rash as to say that not-being exists. For we long 
| ago gave up speaking of any opposite of being, 
_ whether it exists or not and is capable or totally 
incapable of definition. But as for our present 

| definition of not-being, a man must either refute 
us and show that we are wrong, or, so long as he 
cannot do that, he too must say, as we do, that the 

_ classes mingle with one another, and being and the 
other permeate all things, including each other, and 
the other, since it participates in being, is, by reason 
of this participation, yet is not that in which it 
participates, but other, and since it is other than 
being, must inevitably be not-being. But being, in 
turn, participates in the other and is therefore other 
than the rest of the classes, and since it is other than 
all of them, it is not each one of them or all the 
‘rest, but only itself; there is therefore no doubt 
that there are thousands and thousands of things 
which being is not, and just so all other things, both 
individually and collectively, in many relations are, 
and in many are not. 

THEAET. True. 
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str, And if any man has doubts about these 
oppositions, he must make investigations and advance 
better doctrines than these of ours; or if he finds 
pleasure in dragging words about and applying them 
to different things at different times, with the notion 
that he has invented something difficult to explain, 
our present argument asserts that he has taken up 

_ seriously matters which are not worth serious atten- 
tion; for this process is neither clever nor difficult, 
whereas here now is something both difficult and 
beautiful. 

THEAET. What is it? 
str. What I have spoken of before—the ability 

to let those quibbles go as of no account and to 
follow and refute in detail the arguments of a man 
who says that other is in a sense the same, or that the 
same is other, and to do this from that point of view 
and with regard for those relations which he pre- 
supposes for either of these conditions. But to show 
that in some sort of fashion the same is the other, 
and the other the same, and the great small, and the 
like unlike, and to take pleasure in thus always 
bringing forward opposites in the argument,—all that 
is no true refutation, but is plainly the newborn 
offspring of some brain that has just begun to lay 
hold upon the problem of realities. 

_ THEAET. Exactly so. 
str. For certainly, my friend, the attempt to 

separate everything from everything else is not only 
‘not in good taste but also shows that a man is utterly 
uncultivated and unphilosophical. 

THEAET. Why so? 
str. The complete separation of each thing from 

all is the utterly final obliteration of all discourse. 
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BS’ dv, ei ovvexwpyoapev pndepiav elvar piéw 
pndevi mpos under. 

@EAI. “OpOds tobrd ye: Adyov Se bv 6 Tt viv 
Sioporoynréov odk euabov. 

BE. “AX’ lows 778° éExdpevos paor’ av pwabois. 
egal. IF; 

BE. To pev 87 pa) Ov Hiv & tT Tov adAwv 
yévos ov avedavn, KaTa TaVTa. Ta OvTa SueoTApLEvoV. 

@EAI. Odrws. 
BE. Ovdxotv ro petra tobTo oKemréov <i S0€n TE 

Kal Adyw plyvuTar. 
oral. Ti 57; 

1 +4y W; om. BT. 

1 The denial, that is to say, of all interrelations of ideas 
leads to purely negative results. Examples of this are the | 
exclusive antithesis of being and not-being and the mutual 
exclusion of rest and motion. ‘The difficulty is solved at 
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For our power of discourse is derived from the inter- 
weaving of the classes or ideas with one another. 

THEAET. True. 
str. Observe, then, that we have now been just 

in time in carrying our point against the supporters 
of such doctrine, and in forcing them to admit that 
one thing mingles with another. 

THEAET. What was our object? 
str. Our object was to establish discourse as one 

of our classes of being. For if we were deprived of 
_ this, we should be deprived of philosophy, which would 
_ be the greatest calamity ; moreover, we must at the 
present moment come to an agreement about the 
nature of discourse, and if we were robbed of it by 
its absolute non-existence, we could no longer dis- 
course; and we should be robbed of it if we 
agreed that there is no mixture of anything with 

_ anything. 
_ THEaET. That is true enough; but I do not under- 
_stand why we must come to an agreement about 
- discourse just now. 

str. Perhaps the easiest way for you to understand 
is by following this line of argument. 

THEAET. What line? 
str. We found that not-being was one of the 

classes of being, permeating all being. 
THEAET. Yes. 
str. So the next thing is to inquire whether it 

mingles with opinion and speech. 
THEAET. Why? 

once when we recognize that positive and negative are 
n ily interwoven in the nature of things, that the 
negative has only a relative existence and is not the opposite 
_of the positive, but only different from it. 
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HE. My pvyvupeevou peev avrob Tovrols avay- 
C Kaiov adn G7 mar’ elvas, pvyvupevov de ddga TE 

pevdrs ylyverau Kal Adyos: TO yap 7a p) evra. 
do€alew 7 Aéyew, Toor’ €ort mov TO weddos ev 
diavoia Te Kal Adyous yryvopevov. 

@EAI, Ovtws. 
EE. “Ovtos dé ye evdous EoTw anarn. 
@EAI. Nai. 
BE. Kat pay amarns ovons etdciAcov TE Kal eiko- 

veov on Kal pavracias mdvTa avdyKn peoTa €ivat. 
eral. Ids yap ov; 
ZE. Tov d€ ye} codioriy edapev ev tovTw Tov 

Dt Tromp Karamepevyevar peév, e€apvov be yeyove- 
vau TO mapatav nd elvaw peddos* TO yap pa) 
dv ovTeE Siavociobad Twa. ovre A€yew: odcias yap 
ovdev ovdapf TO pn Ov weréxew. 

oral. “Hy tadra. 
HE. Niv d€ ye todro pev epavyn petéxov Tob 

x ¢ , tive > 5) , ” 
natifibat, weg “aes bev ae iin OUVK av get hens b 45h mitch J 

Taxa oe av pain TOv €ld@v Ta pev preréxew TOO BH 
avTos, 7a 5° ov, Kal Adyov 87 Kal dd€av elvan TOV 
od petexovTwv, woTe THY €idwroToWKIY Kal pav-— 

E taorixcnv, ev 7 dayev adrov elvas, Suaydxorr’ av 
TdAw ws tavTamacw ovK €oTLW, €7TELO7 doga kal 
Adyos ov Kowevet Tov [2 OvTos* pedoos yap TO 
mapdmay ovK elvat Tavrns Ly) ouvioTapevns THs 
Kowwvias. dua. TadT’ ody Adyov ™p@Tov kat dogav 
kal pavraciay Svepevvytéov 6 ti mor eoTw, wa 

1 6éye W; de BT. 

’ 1 The English word ‘fancy,’ 
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str. If it does not mingle with them, the necessary 
result is that all things are true, but if it does, then 
false opinion and false discourse come into being; 
for to think or say what is not—that is, I suppose, 
falsehood arising in mind or in words. 

‘THEAET. So it is. 
str. But if falsehood exists, deceit exists. 
THEAET. Yes. 
str. And if deceit exists, all things must be 

henceforth full of images and likenesses and fancies. 
THEAET. Of course. 
str. But we said that the sophist had taken refuge 

in this region and had absolutely denied the existence 
of falsehood: for he said that not-being could be 
neither conceived nor uttered, since not-being did 
not in any way participate in being. 

THEAET. Yes, so it was. 
str. But now not-being has been found to partake 

of being, and so, perhaps, he would no longer keep 
up the fight in this direction; but he might say 
that some ideas partake of not-being and some do not, 
and that speech and opinion are among those which 
do not; and he would therefore again contend that 
the image-making and fantastic art, in which we placed 
him, has absolutely no existence, since opinion and 
speech have no participation in not-being ; for false- 
hood cannot possibly exist unless such participation 
takes place. For this reason we must first inquire into 
the nature of speech and opinion and fancy,! in order 
that when they are made clear we may perceive 

z 

nexion with ‘* seeming ” (g¢alveca:) which the Greek retains. 
The Greek word is theta: more comprehensive than the 
English, denoting that which appears to be, whether as the 
result of imagination or of sensation. Cf. 235 p ff. 
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pavevtwy Kal tiv Kowwviay adt@v TH py dvre 
261 karidwyev, Katiddvres S€ TO Yebdos dv amodei- 

Ewer, amodci~avres 5€ Tov cogiotiv eis adro 1 
evdjowper, elep evoxds eoTw, H Kal amodboaytes 
ev dAAw yever CnT@pev. 

@EAI. KowidH ye,” & eve, Eouxev dAn bes elvau 
TO TEpl TOV cogioTHy KaT apxas A€exBev, ott Sv0O%- 
pevtoveinto yevos. paiverar yap obv mpoBAnuatwv 
yeuew, wv emevdav TL mpoBdAn, Todro mpoTepov 
dvaykatov Siapdyeo8ar amply én adrov éxeivov 
adiuxéoOar. viv yap poyis pev TO py Ov Ws OvK 

Béor. mpoBaAnbev dierepdcapev, etrepov Se mpofe- 
BAnrat, Kai det 57 eddSos ws Eort Kal repli Adyov 
kat mepi dd€av dmodeifa, Kat peta TodTo lows 
€repov, Kal €r GAAo per exeivo- Kal mépas, ws 
€oukev, ovdev paviceTal Tore. 

EE. @appeiv, & Oeairnre, xpi) TOV Kal opuKpdv 
zt Suvdpevov eis To mpdabev det mpoievar. Ti yap 6 

> > ~ > 4 / vn > A nn A y’ adbupdv ev tovrors Spdcevev av ev aAdAots, 7 pndev - 
ev exeivois avitwv 7 Kai mdAw eis ToUmobev am- 
wobeis; cyoAf mov, TO KaTa THY Tapoimiay A~eyo- 

C pevov, & ye Tovottos av more Edo 7éAw. viv 8 
eel, wyabd, TodTo 6 A€yers SuamemepavTat, TO TOL 
peytoTov Hiv Tetxos Npnuevov av ein, Ta 8 GAda 
70n pdw Kal opiKporepa. 

@EAI. Kadds elzes. 
45. =E. Adyov 81) mp@rov kai ddfav, xabdmep 

eppy0n viv dy, AdBwuev, iva evapyéotepov azo- 
oytowpeba* adérepov adt@v dmretat TO py Ov 7 

1 gird W; atrov BT. 
2 ye TW; oé ye B. 

3 grodoyiowpeba Heindorf; drooynodpeda BT. 
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that they participate in not-being, and when we have 
perceived that, may prove the existence of falsehood, 
and after proving that, may imprison the sophist 
therein, if he can be held on that charge, and if not, 
may set him free and seek him in another class. 

THEAET. It certainly seems, Stranger, that what 
you said at first about the sophist—that he was a 
hard kind of creature to catch—is true; for he seems 
to have no end of defences,! and when he throws one 
of them up, his opponent has first to fight through it 
before he can reach the man himself; for now, you 
see, we have barely passed through the non-existence 
of being, which was his first prepared line of defence, 
when we find another line ready; and so we must 
prove that falsehood exists in relation to opinion and 
to speech; and after this, perhaps, there will be 
another line, and still another after that; and it 
seems no end will ever appear. 

str. No one should be discouraged, Theaetetus, 
who can make constant progress, even though it be 
slow. For if a man is discouraged under these 
conditions, what would he do under others—if he 
did not get ahead at all or were even pressed back ? 
It would be a long time, as the saying is, before 
such a man would ever take a city. But now, my 
friend, since we have passed the line you speak of, 
the main defences would surely be in our hands, and 
the rest will now be smaller and easier to take. 

THEAET. Good. 
str. First, then, let us take up speech and 

opinion, as I said just now, in order to come to a 
clearer understanding whether not-being touches 

1 Perhaps a sort of pun is intended, for +p48\nua was 
already beginning to have the meaning of “* problem.” 
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Tmavtamacw dadnff péev éeorw apddorepa tadra 
peBSos 5é oddéroTe oddETEpov. 

@EFAI. "Op0ds. 
D ze. Wépe 5, kabamep mept TOv etddv Kal TOV 

ypappdroov eAdyouev, Tept TAY dvopdreny mdAw 
doavrws eriokepupela. aiverar yap mn TavTn 
70 vov Cnrovpevov. 

eEAI. Io moiov obv 817) rept Tv dvoparwv b7- 
aKkovoTéov; 

zE. Elite mavra aAdjdrows Evvappdrrer4 etre 
2 ” \ A 27 \ \ / pndev, etre Ta prev eOéder, Ta SE ps7}. 

OEAl. AjjAov tobré ye, Oru Ta pev eOédct, Ta 
S° ov. 

zE. To Toudvde A€éyers lows, St TA pev agebis 
E Acydpeva. Kal SnAobyrd. TL Evvapporrer, Ta O€ TH 

ovvexeia ndev onuaivovra avappooret. 
ekal. [las ti tobr’ eles; 
EE. “Omep. onOnv trrohaBovra oe mpoooponoyetv. 

€or yap nuiv mov Tov TH pwvh Tmept THY odoiav 
nAwparwy Sitrov yévos. 
eFAI. I1@s; 

262 zE. To peév ovopara, To Sé phyata KAnbev. 
@EAI. Ete ExdTEpov. 
zE. To pev ent tats mpageow dv dyAwya phd 

mov A€yomev. 
egal. Nai. 

1 tyapyérres W ; Evvapyorrew BT. 

1 The science of language, in all its branches, was young 
in the time of Plato. ords of general meaning were 
necessarily used in a technical sense. So here dvoua and 
pfjma are used as parts of grammatical terminology in the 
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them, or they are both entirely true, and neither is 
ever false. 

THEAET. Very well. 
str. Then let us now investigate names, just as 

we spoke a while ago about ideas and letters ; for in 
that direction the object of our present search is 
coming in sight. 

THEAET. What do we need to understand about 
names? 

str. Whether they all unite with one another, or 
none of them, or some will and some will not. 

THEAET. Evidently the last; some will and some 
will not. 

str. This, perhaps, is what you mean, that those 
which are spoken in order and mean something do 
unite, but those that mean nothing in their sequence 
do not unite. 

THEAET. How so, and what do you mean by 
that? 

str. What I supposed you had in mind when you 
assented ; for we have two kinds of vocal indications 
of being. 

THEAET. How so? 
str. One called nouns, the other verbs.} 
THEAET. Define each of them. 
str. The indication which relates to action we 

may call a verb. 
THEAET. Yes. 

sense of “‘verb” and “noun,” though Plato elsewhere 
employs them with their ordinary meanings. Similarly the 
distinction between vowels and consonants (Theaetetus, 203; 
ef. The Sophist, 253) was at least relatively new, as was that 
between the active and the passive voice. How important 
Plato’s part was in the development of linguistic study can 
no longer be accurately determined. 
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zE. To dé y’ én’ abrois tots ! éxeiva mparrovat 
onctov Tis pwvis éemureBev dvoma. 

eral. Kodi pev ody. 
HE. Odxoby ef ovopdray ev Hovey ouvex@s 

Acyouevev ovK €aTe Tote Adyos, 00d’ ad pnudtwv 
xXwpls dvoudtwv AexBevrenv. 

@£AI. Tadr’ otk eualov. 
zE. AjAov yap ws-mpos éerepov te Brera aptt 

Evvwporoyers” émel TOUT avTo eBovAcuny eizrety, 
OTL ovvex@s W5e Aeyopeva Tavira obK Eat Adyos. 

ecAl. Ids; 
EE. Ofov “ BadiLer,” “ rpexet, ” «© Kabevdet,” 

Kal TaAAa doa mpagteus onpaiver phuara, Kav 
mavra tis edefts avr’ elmn, Adyov obdev TL waAAov 
amepydlerat. 

oral. [lds ydp; 
EE. Odxody Kat médw dtav Aéynrar “ rA€wv,” 

** 2\ados,” “ tos,” doa TE ovopara Tov Tas 
mpagers ab TparTovTay @voudcbn, Kai Kara 
Tavrny 87 TH ouvexerav ovdets me Evvéorn Adyos* 
ovdeniay yap ovre otrws ovr’ éxelvens mpakw 008” 
ampatiav odde ovotay ovTos oude pa) Ovros SyAot Ta 
gurnevra, mp dy Ts Tots dvdpact TO. piyata 
Kepdoy’ TOTe 5° jpyooey te Kal Adyos eyeveTo 
evOds n TPWTN ovpmoKy), axedov tov Adywr 6 
mp@ros Te Kai OMLLKpOTATOS. 

eral. [lds dp’ de Aeyers ; 
EE. “Orav eimn tis: “ avOpwros _pavOdver,” 

Adyov elvar dis Tobrov eAdxioTdv Te Kal TmPATov; 
@FAI. “Eywye. 

1 airois rots B, Stobaeus; adrots T. 
2 re xai W, Stobaeus; ei cal T; xal B. 
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str. And the vocal sign applied to those who 
perform the actions in question we call a noun. 

THEAET. Exactly. 
str. Hence discourse is never composed of nouns 

alone spoken in succession, nor of verbs spoken 
without nouns. 

THEAET. I do not understand that. 
str. I see; you evidently had something else in 

mind when you assented just now; for what I wished 
to say was just this, that verbs and nouns do not 
make discourse if spoken successively in this way. 

THEAET. In what way? 
str. For instance, “ walks,’ “runs,” “sleeps” 

and the other verbs which denote actions, even if 

you utter all there are of them in succession, do not 

make discourse for all that. 
THEAET. No, of course not. 

str. And again, when “lion,” “stag,” “horse,” 

and all other names of those who perform these 
actions are uttered, such a succession of words does 

not yet make discourse; for in neither case do the 
words uttered indicate action or inaction or existence 

of anything that exists or does not exist, until the 
verbs are mingled with the nouns; then the words 
fit, and their first combination is a sentence, about 
the first and shortest form of discourse. 

THEAET. What do you mean by that? 
str. When one says “a man learns,’ you agree 

that this is the least and first of sentences, do 
you not? 

THEAET. Yes. 
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BE. AnAot yap 70n 7rov TOTE mept TOV ovrey 7 
yuyvopéevwy 4 yeyovoTwy 7 peMovrwy, Kat ouK 
dvoudter povov, aAAd Ti mrepaivet, oupmexev 74. 
pyuata tots ovouact. 810 Adyew te adrov add’ od 
pdvov dvoudlew eizopev,: Kal 8) Kal TH mAeypate 
ToUTw TO dvoua epbeyEducba Adyov. 

@EAI. “Oplds. 
46. EE. Otrw 57) xabdzep Ta. mpdypara Ta 

ev aijAous TpHoTTe, Ta oe ov, Kal mept TO. Tis 
pevijs av onpeta TO, pev ovx apuorrer, Ta de 

E dppdrrovra avta&y Adyov 4 dmewpydoato. 
eEAI. Ilavrdmact pev ody. 
zE. “Ere 57) opxpov 70d. 
SEN To zotov; 
E. Adyoy dvayKatov, 6Tavmep 7, Twos elvar Ad- 

ea py dé twos aduvarov. 
@EAI. Ovrws. 
EE. Odxodv cat mo.ov twa avdrov elvat Set; 
ekAI. Ids 8’ od; 
zE. Ipooeywpev 57) Tov vobdv Huty adrots. 
ogal. Ac? yoov. 
BE. Agu Toivuv oou Aéoyov ovvbeis mpayya m™pa- 

fev bu’ dvdpuatos Kal pruatos* dtov 8 av 6 Adyos 
H, ov [Loi dpdlew. 

263 EAI. Tadr’ éorar kata Svvapu. 
BE. @eairyjtos KdOyTrar. wav pH paKkpos 6 

Adyos; 
@FAI. Ovx, adda peétptos. 
BE. Lov épyov 517 ppdlew mepi ob Tt €orl Kat 

OTov. 
erat. AnAov ott wept euod Te Kai emds. 

1 elzrouev Stobaeus ; elroiuwev BT. 
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str. For when he says that, he makes a statement 
about that which is or is becoming or has become or 
is to be; he does not merely give names, but he 
reaches a conclusion by combining verbs with nouns. 
That is why we said that he discourses and does not 
merely give names, and therefore we gave to this 
combination the name of discourse. 

THEAET. That was right. 
str. So, then, just as of things some fit each other 

_ and some do not, so too some vocal signs do not fit, 
_ but some of them do fit and form discourse. 

THEAET. Certainly. 
str. Now there is another little point. 
THEAET. What is it? 
str. A sentence, if it is to be a sentence, must 

_ have a subject; without a subject it is impossible. 
THEAET. True. 
str. And it must also be of some quality, must 

- it not? 
THEAET. Of course. 
str. Now let us pay attention to each other. 
THEAET. Yes, at any rate we ought to do so. 
str. Now, then, | will speak a sentence to you in 

which an action and the result of action are combined 
by means of a noun and a verb, and whatever the, 
subject of the sentence is do you tell me. 

_. THEaET. I will, to the best of my ability. 
str. “ Theaetetus sits.” It isn’t a long sentence, 

is it? 
THEAET. No, it is fairly short. 
str. Now it is for you to say what it is about and 

what its subject is. 
THEAET. Clearly it is about me, and I am its subject. 
2 xpdyyara BTW ; ypdupuara, letters, Bury (cf. 253). 
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BE. Ti dé 63’ ad; 
@EAI. [lofos; 

EE. Qeairnros, & viv éyd) duadéyoua, mérerar. 
@EAI. Kal roérov otd’ dv els dAAws eimou anv 

euov TE Kal rept emod. 
BE. [lou dé yé twd hapev dvayKxaiov Exacrov 

eivar TOV Adywr. 
Borat. Nai. 

ZE. Tovrwyv &) moidv tia éxdtepov daréov elvar; 
@EAI. Tov pev pevdi mov, tov dé adnO7. 
BE. Ayer 5¢ adrdv 6 pev dAnfijs Ta dvTa ws 

€or. mept cod.~ 
oral. Ti pny; 
HE. “O dé 81) pevdys Erepa Tav dvTwv. 
eral. Nai. 
zE. Ta pa) ovt’ dpa ws dvra Adve. 
@EAI. Lyeddv. j 
zE. “Ovrwy 1 8é ye dvra Erepa mepi od. mod 

pev yap ehapev dvra trepl Exaorov elvat mov, 7oAAd. 
dé ovK Ovra. 

eral. Koywidp peév ody. 
C ze. “Ov darepov 87 Adyov elpnka epi aod, 

mpOrov pwev, e&€ dv wproduela ti wor’ Eore Adyos, 
dvayKatdtarov abrov eva THv BpaxuTdrwyr elvar. 

eral. Niv 51) yotv tavrn Evvwpodroyjoaper. 
zE. “Ezevra dé ye TwWds. 
ekAIl. Ovrws. 
zE. Ei Sé px) ort ads, odk dAAov ye oddevds. 

1 8yrwv Cornarius ; dvrws BT. 
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str. And how about this sentence? 
THEAET. What one? 
str. “ Theaetetus, with whom I am now talking, 

flies.” 
THEAET. Every one would agree that this also is 

about me and I am its subject. 
str. But we agree that every sentence must have 

some quality. 
THEAET. Yes. 
str. Now what quality shall be ascribed to each 

of these sentences? 
THEAET. One is false, I suppose, the other true. 
str. The true one states facts as they are about 

you. 
THEAET. Certainly. 
str. And the false one states things that are 

other than the facts. 
THEAET. Yes. 
str. In other words, it speaks of things that are 

not as if they were. 
THEAET. Yes, that is pretty much what it does. 
str. And states with reference to you that things 

are which are other than things which actually are ; 
for we said, you know, that in respect to everything 
there are many things that are and many that are not. 

THEAET. To be sure. 
str. Now the second of my sentences about you 

is in the first place by sheer necessity one of the 
shortest which conform to our definition of sentence. 

THEAET. At any rate we just now agreed on 
that point. 

str. And secondly it has a subject. 
THEAET. Yes. 
str. And if you are not the subject, there is none. 
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eral. Ids yap; 
EE. Mydevds dé 1 av ove" av Adyos etn TO mapa- 

may" areprvapev yap oT. T@v aduvatwv hv Adyov 
ovTa pndevos eivat Adyov. 

@EAI. “OpOdrara. : 
BE. Tlepé 57 ood Acyopeva, Acydopeva. ? pevrou 

Odrepa. ws 7a, avira Kal py) OvTa ws ovra, mavTd- 
Tacow eouev ® 4 TovadTn atvOeots Ex TE pHUaTwvV 
yiyvonern Kal dvoudrwy évtws te Kal addnOds — 
ylyvecbar Adyos Pevdys. 

eral. “AAnbéorara pev odv. 
47. zE. Ti d€ 84; Sudvord te Kal 80€a Kal 

gavracia, udv odK 74 SHAov 6tt Tadra Ta yevn 
yevdh te Kat adAnhA mdvb? ywadv ev tats pvyais 

_ epylyverar; 
@EFAI. [lds ; 
EE. £08’ eloet pdov, av ™p@rov AdBns adra, 

E zor’ gore Kai ri Siapepovaw € exaota adAjAwv. 
e£Al. Aidov pdvov. 
BE. Odxody dudvoua jLev kal Adyos TavTov" aay 

6 pev evTos Tis puxijs mpos abriy dudAoyos dvev 
duvijs yiyvopevos Toor avTo Huiv émwvoudobn, 
vdvoua ; 
oral. Ilavu perv odv. 
gE. To d¢ y’ am’ éexeivns pedua dia Tod oTdpatos 

iov peta POdyyou KékAnrat Adyos; 
eral. “AAy 5. 
gE. Kai pay ev Adyous avTo topev 6v— 
@EAI. To zotov; 
zE. Odow te Kai amddaow. 
1 §¢ emend. apogr. Parisinum 1811; ye BT ;§6¢ or dé ye 

Heindorf. 
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THEAET. Certainly not. 
str. And if there is no subject, it would not be a 

sentence at all; for we showed that a sentence 
without a subject is impossible. 

THEAET. Quite right. 
str. Now when things are said about you, but 

things other are said as the same and things that are 
not as things that are, it appears that when such a 
combination is formed of verbs and nouns we have 
really and truly false discourse. 

THEAET. Yes, very truly. 
str. Is it, then, not already plain that the three 

classes, thought, opinion, and fancy, all arise in our 
minds as both false and true? 

THEAET. How is it plain? 
str. You will understand more easily if you first 

their natures and the several differences 
between them. 

THEAET. Give me an opportunity. 
str. Well, then, thought and speech are the 

same; only the former, which is a silent inner 
conversation of the soul with itself, has been given 
the special name of thought. Is not that true? 

THEAET. Certainly. 
str. But the stream that flows from the soul in 

vocal utterance through the mouth has the name 
of speech? 

THEAET. True. 
str. And in speech we know there is just— 
THEAET. What? 
str. Affirmation and negation. 

2 \eyéueva add. Badham. 
3 Zoxev W; ws écxev BT. 
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1 aird Stobaeus; airiy BT. 
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THE SOPHIST 

THEAET. Yes, we know that 
str. Now when this arises in the soul silently by 

way of thought, can you give it any other name 
than opinion ? 

THEAET. Certainly not. 
str. And when such a condition is brought about 

in anyone, not independently, but through sensation, 
can it properly be called anything but seeming, or 
fancy? 

THEAET. No. 
str. Then since speech, as we found, is true and 

false, and we saw that thought is conversation of the 
soul with itself, and opinion is the final result of 
thought, and what we mean when we say “it seems” 

_ is a mixture of sensation and opinion, it is inevitable 
that, since these are all akin to speech, some of them 
must sometimes be false. 

THEAET. Certainly. 
str. Do you see, then, that false opinion and false | 

_ discourse were found sooner than we expected when 
we feared a few moments ago that in looking for 
them we were undertaking an endless task ? 

THEAET. Yes, I see. 
str. Then let us not be discouraged about the 

rest of our search, either; for now that these points 
are settled, we have only to revert to our previous 
divisions into classes. 

THEAET. What divisions ? 
str. We made two classes of image-making, the 

likeness-making and the fantastic.! 
THEAET. Yes. 

’ str. And we said that we did not know to which 
of the two the sophist should be assigned. 

1 See 235 p ff. 
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THE SOPHIST 

THEAET. You are right. 
str. And in the midst of our perplexity about 

that, we were overwhelmed by a still greater dizziness 
when the doctrine appeared which challenges every- 
body and asserts that neither likeness nor image nor 
appearance exists at all, because falsehood never 
exists anywhere in any way. 

THEAET. True. 
str. But now, since the existence of false speech 

and false opinion has been proved, it is possible for 
imitations of realities to exist and for an art of 
deception to arise from this condition of mind. 

THEAET. Yes, it is possible. 
str. And we decided some time ago that the 

sophist was in one of those two divisions of the 
image-making class. 

THEAET. Yes. 
str. Then let us try again; let us divide in two 

the class we have taken up for discussion, and proceed 
always by way of the right-hand part of the thing 
divided, clinging close to the company to which the 
sophist belongs, until, having stripped him of all 
common properties and left him only his own peculiar 
nature, we shall show him plainly first to ourselves 
and secondly to those who are most closely akin to 
the dialectic method. 

THEAET. Right. 
str. We began by making two divisions of art, the 

productive and the acquisitive, did we not ?1 
THEAET. Yes. 
str. And the sophist showed himself to us in the 

arts of hunting, contests, commerce, and the like, 
which were subdivisions of acquisitive art ? 

2 See 219. 
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THE SOPHIST 

THEAET. Certainly. 
str. But now, since imitative art has taken him 

over, it is clear that our first step must be the division 
of productive art into two parts; for imitative art is 
a kind of production—of images, however, we say, 
not of real things in each case. Do you agree? 

THEAET. By all means. 
str. Then let us first assume two parts of 

productive art. 
THEAET. What are they? 
str. The divine and the human. 
THEAET. | don’t yet understand. 
str. We said, if we remember the beginning of 

our conversation, that every power is productive 
which causes things to come into being which did 
not exist before. 

THEAET. Yes, we remember. 
str. There are all the animals, and all the plants 

that grow out of the earth from seeds and roots, and 
all the lifeless substances, fusible and infusible, that 
are formed within the earth. Shall we say that they 
came into being, not having been before, in any 
other way than through God’s workmanship? Or, 
accepting the commonly expressed belief— 

THEAET. What belief? 
str. That nature brings them forth from some self- 

acting cause, without creative intelligence. Or shall 
we say that they are created by reason and by divine 
knowledge that comes from God ? 

THEAET. I, perhaps because I am young, often 
change from one opinion to the other; but now, 
looking at you and considering that you think they 
are created by God, I also adopt that view. 

str. Well said, Theaetetus; and if I thought you 
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THE SOPHIST 

were one of those who would think differently by 
and by, I should try now, by argument and urgent 
persuasion, to make you agree with my opinion; but 
since I understand your nature and see that it of 
itself inclines, without any words of mine, towards 
that to which you say you are at present attracted, I 
will let that go; for it would be a waste of time. But 
] will assume that things which people call natural are 
made by divine art, and things put together by man 
out of those as materials are made by human art, and 
that there are accordingly two kinds of art, the one 
human and the other divine. 

THEAET. Quite right. 
str. Now that there are two, divide each of 

them again. 
THEAET. How? 
str, You divided all productive art widthwise, as 

it were, before ; now divide it lengthwise. 
THEAET. Assume that it is done. 
str. In that way we now get four parts in all; 

two belong to us and are human, and two belong to 
the gods and are divine. 

THEAET. Yes. 
str. And again, when the section is made the 

other way, one part of each half has to do with the 
making of real things, and the two remaining parts 
may very well be called image-making; and so 
productive art is again divided into two parts. 

THEAET. Tell me again how each part is dis- 
tinguished. 

str. We know that we and all the other 
animals, and fire, water, and their kindred elements, 
out of which natural objects are formed, are one and 
all the very offspring and creations of God, do we not? 
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1 atrouvpyixky Heindorf ; atroupy:xy BT. 
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3 @elav Heindorf; deia B; ela T. 
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1 This was the current explanation of reflection. Mirrors 
and smooth objects were supposed to contain a luminous 
principle which met on the smooth surface with the light © 
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THE SOPHIST 

THEAET. Yes. 
str. And corresponding to each and all of these 

there are images, not the things themselves, which 
are also made by superhuman skill. 

THEAET. What are they? 
str. The appearances in dreams, and those that 

arise by day and are said to be spontaneous—a shadow 
when a dark object interrupts the firelight, or when 
twofold light, from the objects themselves and from 
outside, meets on smooth and bright surfaces and 
causes upon our senses an effect the reverse of our 
ordinary sight, thus producing an image. 

THEAET. Yes, these are two works of divine 
creation, the thing itself and the corresponding image 
in each case. 

str. And how about our own art? Shall we not 
say that we make a house by the art of building, and 
by the art of painting make another house, a sort of 
man-made dream produced for those who are awake? 

THEAET. Certainly. 
str. And in the same way, we say, all the other 

works of our creative activity also are twofold and 
go in pairs—the thing itself, produced by the art 
that creates real things, and the image, produced by 
the image-making art. 

THEAET. I understand better now; and I agree 
that there are two kinds of production, each of them 
twofold—the divine and the human by one method 

_ of bisection, and by the other real things and the 
_ product that consists of a sort of likenesses. 

coming from the object reflected. So in the act of vision 
_ the fire within the eye united with the external fire (Timaeus, 

46 4). The words rijs umxpocber . . . evavriay alcOnow refer 
to the transposition of right and left in the reflection (ef. 
Theaetetus, 193 c). 
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THE SOPHIST 

str. We must remember that there were to be 
two parts of the image-making class, the likeness- 

_ making and the fantastic, if we should find that 
falsehood really existed and was in the class of real 

THEAET. Yes, there were. 
str. But we found that falsehood does exist, 

and therefore we shall now, without any doubts, 
number the kinds of image-making art-as two, shall 
we not? 

THEAET. Yes. 
str. Let us, then, again bisect the fantastic art. 
THEAET. How? 
str. One kind is that produced by instruments, 

the other that in which the producer of the appear- 
ance offers himself as the instrument. 

THEAET. What do you mean? 
str. When anyone, by employing his own person 

as his instrument, makes his own figure or voice 
seem similar to yours, that kind of fantastic art is 
called mimetic. 

THEAET. Yes. 
str. Let us, then, classify this part under the name 

of mimetic art; but as for all the rest, let us be so 
self-indulgent as to let it go and leave it for someone 
else to unify and name appropriately. 

THEAET. Very well, let us adopt that classification 
and let the other part go. 

str. But it is surely worth while to consider, 
Theaetetus, that the mimetic art also has two parts; 
and I will tell you why. 

THEAET. Please do. 
' str. Some who imitate do so with knowledge of 
_ that which they imitate, and others without such 
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THE SOPHIST 

knowledge. And yet what division can we imagine 
more complete than that which separates knowledge 
and ignorance ? 

THEAET. None. 
str. The example I just gave was of imitation 

by those who know, was it not? For a man who 
imitates you would know you and your figure. 

THEAET. Of course. 
str. But what of the figure of justice and, in a 

word, of virtue in general? Are there not many 
who have no knowledge of it, but only a sort of 
opinion, and who try with the greatest eagerness to 
make this which they themselves think is virtue 
seem to exist within them, by imitating it in acts and 
words to the best of their ability ? 

THEAET. Yes, there are very many such people. 
str. Do all of them, then, fail in the attempt to 

seem to be just when they are not so at all? Or is 
quite the opposite the case ? 

THEAET. Quite the opposite. 
str. Then I think we must say that such an 

imitator is quite distinct from the other, the one who 
does not know from the one who knows. 

THEAET. Yes. 
str. Where, then, can the fitting name for each of 

the two be found? Clearly it is not an easy task, 
because there was, it seems, among the earlier thinkers 

_ a long established and careless indolence in respect to 
_ the division of classes or genera into forms or species, 
so that nobody even tried to make such divisions ; 

therefore there cannot be a great abundance of 
names. However, even though the innovation in 
language be a trifle bold, let us, for the sake of 
making a distinction, call the imitation which is 
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@EAI. “Opa av. 

B =e. Lkom@: Kat po diurtm Katadaiveadov 
TWwe TOV ev Snooia Te Kal waKpots Adyous pos 
77 On duvarov etporveveotar Kkabop@, Tov dé idia 
te kal Bpayéor Adyous dvayrdlovra TOV mpoodia- 
Aeyopevov evavrioroyeiv abrov atte. 

eral. Adyeis dpOdrata. 
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THE SOPHIST 

based on opinion, opinion-imitation, and that which 
is founded on knowledge, a sort of scientific imita- 
tion. 

THEAET. Agreed. 
str. We must therefore apply ourselves to the 

former, for we found that the sophist was among 
those who imitate but was not among those who 
know. 

THEAET. Very true. 
str. Then let us examine the opinion-imitator 

as if he were a piece of iron, and see whether he is 
_ sound or there is still some seam in him. 

THEAET. Let us do so. 
str. Well, there isa very marked seam. Forsome 

of these imitators are simple-minded and think they 
know that about which they have only opinion, but 
the other kind because of their experience in the 
rough and tumble of arguments, strongly suspect and 
fear that they are ignorant of the things which they 
pretend before the public to know. 

THEAET. Certainly the two classes you mention 
both exist. 

str. Then shall we call one the simple imitator 
and the other the dissembling imitator ? 

THEAET. That is reasonable, at any rate. 
str. And shall we say that the latter forms one 

class or two again? 
THEAET. That is your affair. 
str. I am considering, and I think I can see two 

classes. I see one who can dissemble in long speeches 
in public before a multitude, and the other who does 
it in private in short speeches and forces the person 
who converses with him to contradict himself. 

_._‘-THEaeT. You are quite right. 
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PLATO 

ZE. Tiva obv arodawupeba Tov waxpodAoywrepov 
elvat; mdétepa TroAuTuKov 7 SnpwoAoyiKov; 

@EAI. Anporoytcdv. 
EE. Ti d€ tov Erepov epoduev; coddov 7) coduott- 

KOV; 
@EAI. To? bev mov aodov ddtvarov, € émetmep ovK 

C eidé7a atdrov eGepev- pers 8 adv Tod cogod 
dHAov OTe TapwvulLrov adrod 71 Ajiberar, Kal axedov 
7797 Hepdbnka 6 dr ToOTov de? mpoceumetv dAnbas 
avTov ékeivov TOV TavTaTacw ovTws ooduoTiy. 

HE. Odxodv ouvonoopev avrob, Kabdzrep ep 
mpoadev, Tovvona auumAcEavres amo TeAevTAS eT 

dpxnys 
ocAl. Ildvu peév odv. 
zE. To? 8) tijs evavTioTrowodoyuKhis elpwviKkod 

[€pous Ths Sofaorucfjs [LYLNTLKOV, Too pavraori- 
D Kod yévous amo Tis eldwhorrourijs ov Deiov, aan’ 

avOpurrucov THS Toujcews dadcupropevov ev Adyous 
TO Javparorourdy [optov, TavTNS THs yeveds TE 
Kal atwatos és dy 7) TOV dvtws soduoTiy «lvat, 
TaAnféorata, ws EouKev, Epel. 

ezal. [avrdmace pev odv. 

1 +o Stephanus ; rdv BT. 
2 +6 Schleiermacher ; 7év BT. 
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THE SOPHIST 

str. And what name shall we give to him who 
makes the longer speeches? Statesman or popular 
orator ? 

THEAET. Popular orator. 
str. And what shall we call the other? Philoso- 

pher or sophist ? 
THEAET. We cannot very well call him philosopher, 

since by our hypothesis he is ignorant ; but since he is 
an imitator of the philosopher, he will evidently have 
aname derived from his, and I think I am sure at 
last that we must truly call him the absolutely real 
and actual sophist. 

str. Shall we then bind up his name as we did 
before, winding it up from the end to the beginning? 

THEAET. By all means. 
str. The imitative kind of the dissembling part 

of the art of opinion which is part of the art of con- 
tradiction and belongs to the fantastic class of the 
image-making art, and is not divine, but human, and 
has been defined in arguments as the juggling part of 
productive activity—he who says that the true sophist 
is of this descent and blood will, in my opinion, 
speak the exact truth. 

THEAET. Yes, he certainly will. 
YYERSR, 
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